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ABSTRACT

Stilson, Mona. M.S., Department of Psychology, Wright State University, 2008.
Multi-UAV Control: An Envisioned World Design Problem

Predator Unmanned Aerial Vehicle assets are in high demand in the theater of operations
for supporting the Global War on Terror and this demand is expected to increase. This
work involved exploratory case study research into the envisioned world design problem
of networked Predator multi-UAV control, as a candidate for meeting higher Predator
sortie requirements without the need for a one for one increase in pilots. The concept
involves the development of a potential new position for controlling multiple UAVs,
called the Multi-Aircraft Manager (MAM). The goal was to analyze work requirements
and develop representational models of the structure of this new work domain and
develop an initial MAM display design representation (with a temporal emphasis) as a
first hypothesis for an iterative program of evaluation and refinement. An additional goal
was to discover and document, through this case study, what analysis methods explored
helped to inform the design of the display representations. The MAM Tasking and
Timeline (T&T) Display was ecologically designed and mapped from the MAM
cognitive work analysis (CWA) as a hypothesis of the work support the MAM will need
to perform multi-aircraft management within a Global Unmanned Air System (UAS)
work environment. This display includes timeline, status, and workload management
vantages intended to complement the traditional geospatial map-based displays used by
UAV pilots. This conceptual low fidelity display was used to both further the discussion
of MAM among domain practitioners in a concrete way, enrich the work analysis, as well
as to gather more display design requirements. The display concept served as an artifact
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to assist potential future users of MAM displays in envisioning the possibilities for
supporting MAM. This is only the first step in an iterative program of evaluation and
display refinement research needed for evolving the MAM vision concept and developing
advanced human computer interface (HCI) displays in support of MAM.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When terrorists tried shooting mortar rounds at Balad Air Base [in Iraq] in July,
they didn‘t count on the tireless, unblinking eye of an MQ-1 Predator unmanned
aerial vehicle overhead, transmitting their every move to Airmen on the ground.
Airmen assigned to the 46th Expeditionary Reconnaissance Squadron kept the
Predator overhead July 24th watching the men while they confirmed what they
were seeing with a joint terminal attack controller on the ground. After
confirmation, the order was given for the Predator to launch an air strike and
moments later a Hellfire air-to-ground missile struck the terrorists' car (Horton,
2007, para.1-3).

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can provide commanders with persistent
intelligence gathering, real-time situation awareness of the battlefield, and the ability to
act rapidly on the information gained (Stout, 2005). Although UAVs have been around
since World War I (Bone & Bolkcom, 2003; Jones, 1997), interest in their development
and use has increased and waned repeatedly over time. The first tipping point that led to
serious consideration of UAV development in the United States was the combination of
the downing of the U-2 reconnaissance plane flown by Gary Powers over the Soviet
Union in 1960, and another shoot down over Cuba during the Cuban Missile crisis in
1962 (Jones, 1997). Gary Powers was held as a spy in the Soviet Union and the pilot
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flying over Cuba died, bringing the danger of manned reconnaissance to the forefront of
American public opinion (Jones, 1997). According to Jones (1997), ―history shows that
it usually takes an international incident threatening our national security to highlight a
military deficiency and to stir a desire for new, innovative methods to support national
objectives‖ (p. 1). The second tipping point that led to the procurement of UAVs in
greater numbers has been the maturation of UAV technology and their proven battle
performance that began during the first Gulf War (Jones, 1997).
The Department of Defense dictionary defines a UAV as ―a powered, aerial
vehicle that does not carry a human operator, uses aerodynamic forces to provide vehicle
lift, can fly autonomously or be piloted remotely, can be expendable or recoverable, and
can carry a lethal or non-lethal payload. Ballistic or semi ballistic vehicles, cruise
missiles, and artillery projectiles are not considered unmanned aerial vehicles‖
(Department of Defense, 2001). Although the general term of UAV will be used
throughout most of this document, there are other common terms in use by the military.
These aircraft have also been referred to as unmanned aircraft (UA), remotely piloted
vehicle (RPA), remotely operated vehicle (ROV) unmanned combat air vehicle (UCAV),
and unmanned aircraft system (UAS). In addition to those terms commonly referring to
aircraft that are unmanned, there are many more term variations for unmanned ground
vehicles or unmanned undersea vehicles.

Brief History of UAVs
UAVs were first tested in the United States during the World War I timeframe,
but they were not used (Bone & Bolkcom, 2003). The use of V1 flying bombs by the
Germans in World War II, caught the attention of the U.S (Bone & Bolkcom, 2003) and
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led to post war development of target drones and remotely piloted vehicles (Jones, 1997).
UAVs were used for reconnaissance and drawing out enemy anti-aircraft fire in the
Korean War (Jones, 1997) and were launched and operated remotely from manned
aircraft and ground units in the Vietnam conflict (U.S Department of Defense, 2005).
The use of the ‗Lightning Bug‘ drone in Vietnam was expanded beyond its original role
of photo-reconnaissance to include collecting ―real-time video, electronic intelligence
(ELINT),…electronic countermeasures (ECM), real-time communications intelligence
(COMINT), …PSYOPS [psychological operations] leaflet dropping…and critical battle
damage assessments (BDA)‖ (Jones, 1997, pp. 4-5).
The U.S acquired the Pioneer Tactical UAV from Israel after being impressed
with its use in 1982 by the Israeli Air Force in conflicts with Lebanon. The Pioneer‘s
success in Desert Shield and Desert Storm by the Navy in the early 90s, as an intelligence
source to find mobile targets in Iraq, led to UAV development programs such as the
Predator UAV. First used in the Balkans in 1995 for intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance (ISR), and then in Kosovo in 1999, the Predator was later fitted with laser
designators to aid target acquisition by manned strike aircraft. An additional role of
supporting special operations emerged as Predator fed video imagery to gunships and
special operations ground troops in Afghanistan. The Predator UAV was the first to add a
strike role to its existing reconnaissance mission by the addition of Hellfire Missiles in
2001. With its laser-guided Hellfire missiles, the Predator was able to stalk and target
terrorist leaders in Afghanistan and Yemen. (Bone & Bolkcom, 2003). There are many
UAVs, large and small, currently carrying out or supporting missions in Operation
Enduring Freedom (OEF) in Afghanistan, Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) in Iraq, or
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generally supporting the Global War on Terror (GWOT) (U.S Dept of Defense, 2007).
This brief history was not intended to be an exhaustive history covering all UAVs and
conflicts, but a brief snapshot to give the reader a sense of the evolution of UAVs from
target drone and reconnaissance roles to include strike and other mission roles.

Why UAVs?
According to the UAS Roadmap (U.S Dept of Defense, 2005), there are several
attributes that make unmanned aircraft better suited than manned aircraft for certain roles.
Unmanned aircraft can perform dangerous missions, such as reconnaissance in enemy
territory, suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD), and strike missions without risking
the life of the pilot. Unmanned aircraft are also better at the dull, fatigue inducing
portions of missions such as long transits and long duration reconnaissance tasks over an
area. Fatiguing tasks are less risky for unmanned aircraft crews that can step in an out of
control stations on the ground after a shorter duty cycle while the aircraft maintains its
mission with the next crew. For manned aircraft, if there are any relief crews at all, they
must all be in the aircraft for the duration. Missions where there is risk of chemical,
nuclear, or biological contamination are dirty missions that are very risky for the human
pilot, and so, are much better suited to an unmanned aircraft.
Unmanned aircraft can reduce the time it takes to act on intelligence. Depending
on what capabilities the UA is equipped with, it may be able to quickly enable target
recognition by strike aircraft by laser designating the target and may also be able to strike
time sensitive targets it discovers when armed with weapons and commanded to do so
(U.S Dept of Defense, 2005).
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Stout (2005, July) discussed the benefit of unmanned over manned aircraft for
close air support missions. Stout gives the example of three unmanned combat aircraft
with laser guided and GPS weapon loads, that can fly out 1000 nautical miles (nm) and
each endure in airborne patrol for 10 or more hours over a 100 by 100 nm range without
the need for refueling, rearming (if carrying about 20 weapons), or landing. Forty-eight
sorties a day would be required of manned aircraft to handle the same patrol area since
they typically have shorter range, and need to return to station often. The unmanned
aircraft will take up less space at airfields since it won‘t need to land for long periods of
time. In addition to its lethality and target designation capability, the unmanned aircraft‘s
persistence over an area, flexibility of use, rapid responsiveness, and sensor capabilities
provide battlefield situation awareness to commanders in an unprecedented way.

The Predator UAV
The MQ-1 Predator, used to secure the base in the opening incident, is a medium
altitude, optionally armed UAV with advanced sensors that is in high demand by
combatant commanders due to its endurance, persistence over targets, mission versatility,
and lethality (Arrana-Barradas, 2007). By being able to receive Predator video directly to
their laptops, commanders can ―see what‘s behind a hill, around a corner or on a
rooftop,‖ and can use this information to change strategy right in the middle of a battle
(Arrana-Barradas, 2007, p 7-8). According to Arrana-Barradas, in addition to enabling
this real time battlefield situation awareness, the Predator can, when commanded, take
out threats that are discovered or laser designate them for other aircraft to target.
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A ―Predator system‖ is more than just the remotely operated aircraft. In addition
to four aircraft and their associated sensor payload capabilities, a complete system
includes a ―ground control station [GCS], a Predator Primary Satellite Link [PPSL], and
approximately 55 personnel for deployed 24-hour operations‖ (U.S. Air Force Factsheet,
n.d., para.2). See Figure 1 for pictures of Predator system elements. The sensors the
Predator can carry include electro-optical and infrared (E-O/IR) cameras that produce
video, and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) for inclement weather usage that produces still
images. A Multi-Spectral Targeting System sensor ball includes the capability to laser
designate and laser illuminate targets and is integrated with the camera and video
capability. The Predator can carry two laser-guided AGM-114 Hellfire missiles for its
armed reconnaissance role (Bone & Bolkcom, 2003; U.S Air Force Factsheet, n.d).
Predator can operate in a deployed mode or ‗remote split operations‘. See Figure
1 for a graphic portrayal of remote-split operations. When in remote split operations,
takeoff and landing is accomplished by a launch and recovery element (LRE) GCS in the
deployed location. The control of the aircraft is transferred from the LRE crew to the
mission control element (MCE) GCS crew who carries out the mission objectives. The
MCE GCS and the command and control function for Predator operations is usually
located within the United States.
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Figure 1. MQ-1 Predator System and remote-split operations.

The Predator is currently the busiest and most requested theater asset (Horton,
2007), flying armed intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) missions over
Afghanistan and Iraq on a daily basis (Arrana-Barradas, 2007). Although interdiction
and armed reconnaissance against time sensitive targets is reported to be the Predator's
main mission, it may also supplement theater asset collection with continuous high
fidelity sensor coverage (U.S. Air Force Factsheet, n.d.). In addition to these main roles,
the Predator is also capable of strategic attack, force protection, close air support (CAS),
combat search and rescue (CSAR) support, and other evolving missions according to the
many successes reported in airpower summaries over the last couple of years.
Predator system requirements have progressively increased over the last few years
from conducting six orbits or combat air patrols (CAPS) per day to the current 12
(Arrana-Barradas, 2007). The Air Force Chief of Staff is increasing the CAPS required of
Predator to 21 by the end of 2008, a year earlier then originally planned (Air Force Chief,
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2007). This puts pressure on the Predator community to figure out how to meet the
increasing requirements for Predator to fly these daily orbits.

Predator Legacy Control System
Currently, the legacy concept of operations for Predator includes a mission crew
of one pilot and one sensor operator (SO) per mission that remotely flies the air vehicle
and operates sensors and weapons from a ground control station (GCS) or fixed facility in
the United States or one deployed in the theater of operations. An additional mission
crew member, the mission coordinator (MC), communicates with the pilot, SO, and
supported customers via radio, chat, and other communication methods, from the
squadron operations center (SOC). Launch and recovery of the air vehicle takes place in
the theater of operations by a deployed crew and then gets handed off to the mission
element crew, often stateside, which takes over control of the vehicle and its missions for
its 20-24 hour CAP. The crew and vehicle may support one customer and 1 mission
during that time period or divide their time between several customers and missions.
Obviously, with an air vehicle capable of 24 hours of endurance, crews may change out
several times during this time period. For instance, pilot #1 may have been on task with a
mission for 4 hours and can hand-off control to relief pilot #2, within the same or another
ground control station, while pilot one takes a crew rest break from flying. With this
GCS crew complement, the pilot is responsible for controlling one and only one UAV at
a time, with the assistance of the SO and MC. See Figure 2 for an example of the
Predator pilot and sensor operator control stations.
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Figure 2. Predator pilot and sensor operator stations side by side.

Existing Predator Multi-Aircraft Control
The Predator Multi-aircraft control (MAC) system was one answer to the
increasing demand for more Predator missions without requiring a one for one increase in
qualified Predator pilots. MAC is a recent concept that is operational and calls for the
pilot to sequentially control up to four UAV missions at a time. A specialized GCS with
increased capability was built by General Atomics and tested by the 53rd Test and
Evaluation Group to support this four ship mode of operation (Predators fly first fourship, 2005). There is still a need for an SO and MC for each mission, but the pilot can
actively control 1 dynamic mission while the SOs control the more static missions using
point and click loiter (autopilot) capabilities. There are four sensor operator stations (one
for each aircraft) in addition to the pilot stations (one for the active pilot and one for a
standby pilot if needed). See Figure 3 for an example of the MAC ground control station.
The pilot sets up airspace containment areas for each SO to control its UAV within its
9

boundaries. A few examples of dynamic mission situations are handoff of the air vehicle
between pilots, weapons engagement, bad weather avoidance, and chasing cars. Static
missions would include, for example, air vehicle transit to an area where it will be
employed, flying a loiter pattern over a ―watch area,‖ and intelligence gathering or
surveillance of non-moving objects.

Figure 3. Predator Multi-Aircraft Control (MAC) with pilot stations side-by-side and
sensor operator stations along one wall.

MAC does allow for more aircraft sorties to be flown without a one for one
increase in pilots and the set-up facilitates two pilots, sitting side-by- side, to control two
aircraft working in tandem on a mission. The problem with the MAC control concept is
that there is no guarantee that one pilot will have only one dynamic, higher workload
mission at a time. There is a second pilot on standby if a second mission goes dynamic,
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but this pilot enters the "war" without prior awareness of the situation and has to get up to
speed very quickly. The missions and the air vehicles are in serious jeopardy if more than
two UAVs require dynamic pilot control at the same time. Air Force planners want to
increase the span of control beyond the four missions (Advanced Cockpit TIM, 2007,
August). However, some operators are skeptical about the feasibility of increasing
mission load due to the degraded situation awareness and high workloads that sometimes
occur with the current MAC system.

Envisioned Multi-Aircraft Management Concept
Eggers and Draper (2006) laid out a human-centered vision for a networked
hybrid MAC capability that is an additional candidate for meeting higher Predator sortie
requirements without the need for a one for one increase in pilots. The realization of this
alternative vision may overcome some of the issues associated with the existing MAC
concept, by enabling more aircraft sorties to be flown, but paving the way for combat
mission pilots to focus on only one mission at a time. This vision concept calls for a
central operations supervisor, more recently known as the multi-aircraft manager
(MAM), who would have supervisory control of a subset of the Wing's Predator missions
and would be responsible for handing off the dynamic portions of missions to the proper
crews in the various squadrons and ground control stations. For very static portions of
missions, such as when the air vehicles are in transit, the MAM may maintain operational
control. Other missions, such as tactical reconnaissance, may require a trained sensor
operator, who controls the sensors while the UAV is on autopilot. The MAM must have
the ability to immediately determine when a mission is about to go dynamic and quickly
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allocate it to a qualified dynamic mission pilot who can handle the workload. According
to Eggers and Draper (2006), under this concept, some missions would be allocated to a
pilot, some to a sensor operator, and some to a trained end-user in the field. Because
many of the technological advancements this concept depends on are not yet a reality,
there has been resistance to the idea of allocating control to a trained end-user and there
are also conflicting opinions as to whether the MAM should work with sensor operators
as the current MAC pilot does.
Eggers and Draper's (2006) vision also included the immersive "one mind, one
mission" single aircraft control station concept where a single pilot would control both
the aircraft and the sensors for highly dynamic aspects of missions. This type of
combined UAV control station does not currently exist, but is a desire of many pilots who
controlled both flight and sensor payloads in the manned aircraft they flew prior to
becoming Predator pilots. Once the mission returns to a less dynamic mode, the MAM
may regain control and either reallocate it to another crew member(s) or maintain control
during a passive phase. This single, sequential nature of control enables the dynamic
mission pilot, whether in a future combined pilot/sensor cockpit station (pilot only) or the
current legacy GCS (pilot/SO team), to focus on one dynamic mission at a time, but does
add the complication of context switching from one allocated dynamic mission to
another. Further research into context switching aids for dynamic mission pilots may be
required for this part of Eggers and Draper‘s (2006) envisioned concept, but this is not
the focus of the current research. Draper, (personal communication, 2007) mentioned a
study at AFRL of a Get-into-the-Zone (GITZ) display concept that has the potential for
aiding context switching between UAVs without getting lost.
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Although research and development of ―advanced cockpits,‖ that would embody
some of the technological advancements assumed under the MAM concept (such as rapid
air vehicle hand-off ability), is currently underway (Advanced Cockpit TIM, 2007,
August), these would eventually co-exist with the legacy and MAC GCS methods of
control. Crews from all of these would likely be recipients of missions from the MAM.
These interaction and interface needs should be taken into account during the design of
the MAM station.
The Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Roadmap (U.S Dept of Defense, 2005)
calls for improvements in unmanned aircraft autonomy, network-centric sharing of
information products, and human-machine interface (HCI) research to enable the move
from single ship human operator to multi-vehicle control supervisor (U.S Air Force,
2005). Eggers and Draper‘s (2006) MAM concept calls for this as well. However, the
Predator UAV is not one of the more highly automated unmanned systems (Hopcroft,
Burchat, and Vince, 2006). Although it is anticipated that much of the structure of the
existing Predator UAV work domain would remain the same with the addition of this
new multi-aircraft manager position, more or less of the MAM concept could be
implemented depending on whether certain advancements in networked-control
technology, automation, communication–aiding, and human computer interface displays
could be made. Eggers and Draper (2006) state that automation advancements would be
desirable in system control (e.g., sensor slaved target tracking, rapid vehicle hand-offs,
etc.), information management (e.g., automated health and status checks, automated
checklists, information-fused situation awareness displays, etc.), and missionmanagement (e.g., auto-routing tools, automatic target recognition, etc.).
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Current GCS displays, including MAC displays, do not currently support the
‗simultaneous‘ control and management of several Predator UAV sorties/missions by one
human operator/pilot. Although the MAC station is designed for handling 3-4 UAVs,
control is sequential rather than simultaneous in nature and spread across the pilot and 4
SOs. If the envisioned MAM work position and supporting control station were to be
implemented, then the MAM would need human-computer interface (HCI) displays
tailored to support multi-aircraft management work.
The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) at Wright Patterson AFB has been
tasked by the Predator System Program Office (SPO) with further exploration of this
multi-aircraft management concept (M. H. Draper, personal communication, August,
2007). It is expected that MAM would need a map-based display as this has been the
primary means for developing situation awareness in legacy and MAC control situations.
AFRL has an existing UAV supervisory control simulation that includes a geographical
map-based tactical situation display (TSD) for displaying UAV mission data. AFRL has
been investigating what modifications might be needed to their existing TSD display in
order to support the work of the MAM. It was anticipated by this author that, in addition
to the typical geospatial portrayal of UAV mission data, the MAM might also benefit
from mission management information indexed temporally to aid in the supervisory
control of multiple aircraft.

The Case For Temporal-based Displays
There is military precedence for displaying temporal mission constraints and
important mission data with a timeline, suggesting the possible utility of a timeline
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display for supporting the monitoring of multiple aircraft. For instance, the multiple
missions associated with the U.S. military‘s Air Tasking Order (ATO) have been
represented with the ESTAT timeline (Air Operations Center, 2005). Another example,
by Roth et al. (2006) is a set of temporal displays developed to support multiple mission
execution in a military airlift operations center organization. The multi-mission timeline
display provides a summary vantage of the at-a-glance status of all missions being
monitored, the critical or core information (e.g. events, resources, constraints) for each
mission indexed temporally, and the capability to drill down into a detailed individual
view of each mission. The displays also include a simulation capability to assess the
viability of the mission after any changes occur to the mission plan. An evaluation (with
military airlift personnel) of the timeline displays compared to the existing information
system found that airlift personnel performed better, had greater situational awareness,
and less workload with the graphical timeline displays, then with their existing displays.
Although military airlift is a different work domain than UAV control, it involves the
supervisory control and monitoring of multiple missions simultaneously, and the
promising results suggest that a timeline might be a useful aid for Predator Multi-Aircraft
Management.
There are also temporal display examples in the UAV research domain. Nelson,
Calhoun, & Draper (2006) describe a multi-UAV simulation testbed that included a mapbased display, automation aiding and mode awareness displays, task displays, and a
timeline display. The timeline included information related to what occurrences (such as
threats or target location) can be expected along the mission timeline, as scheduled for
each UAV. Threat levels are color-coded and the display included the capability to have
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the automation replan the mission if the threat level becomes too high. The timeline aids
the operator in maintaining a level of situation awareness about each mission and gives a
preview of what‘s coming up next, so he or she can allocate his or her time to the critical
UAV tasks. This research suggests that the MAM might also benefit from a timeline that
aids the MAM‘s understanding of what tasks are coming up next so he or she can
prioritize tasks and allocate attention appropriately.
Hanson, Roth, Hopkins, and Mancuso (2004) described a temporal display for
supervising UAV interacting teams. This temporal display included a task-based pane
that allowed team synchronization and the ability to analyze, monitor, and change
mission plan and autonomy parameters. Another pane enabled operator-automation
interaction, the ability to reject or accept automated plan generation, and displayed
textual summaries of the plan. Other panes handled the display of system messaging and
prioritized alerting. Results of an evaluation with the entire system, that included a geographic display as well as the temporal based display, did suggest the need for more
support in helping participants understand automated plans and their rationale and any
impact of changes to the plan (Roth, Hanson, Hopkins, Mancuso, & Zacharias, 2004).
Roth et al., (2004) also suggest 1) the need of the operator to be able to suggest
alternatives to any automation generated plans, and 2) the ability of the operator to ask
―what-if‖ questions and explore any consequences of potential alternatives. This research
suggests that in designing any temporal mission displays for MAM, the designer needs to
ensure that the plan is understandable. This may mean displaying elements of the plan in
a graphical manner that the operator can perceive and understand at-a-glance rather than
in a textual manner. Also, if automated agents are used in changing the planned UAV
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sorties, these changes and their rationale need to be communicated effectively to the
MAM. In addition, the operator should have the ability to override automated changes
and make alternative suggestions. Displays should support the operator in exploring
alternatives and their consequences.
Another UAV timeline display is that of Cummings and Mitchell (2005), who
describe the MAUVE UAV supervisory control simulation interface that included both
navigation and decision support displays. The decision support display included visual
timelines for each of four UAV missions. Mission information such as scheduled tasks
(e.g., battle damage assessment), mission timeline of events, waypoints, windows of
opportunity for tasks (e.g., arming), and target estimated time of arrival (ETA), as well as
other data, are plotted as color-coded blocks in time. Subjects using a passive timeline
that graphically portrayed air tasking order (ATO) mission data performed better than
those that were given a preview of high workload time periods with automated
suggestions for changing tasks to optimize workload. Results of timeline use with
different levels of automation aiding suggest further evidence that a graphical timeline
has the potential to be useful for MAM, but also suggests caution in offering automated
decision support suggestions.
Legacy Predator GCS displays do not include mission data indexed on a timeline,
but these systems are only dealing with one mission at a time. Geographical displays are
probably appropriate and sufficient in this case. The existing MAC ground control station
displays also do not include a timeline display, but would probably benefit from one
since the MAC pilots are dealing with up to three or four missions at a time. However, it
may still possible to view the data geospatially, albeit with the potential for greater
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cognitive workload costs. The proposed future MAM station would need to display all or
a sub-set of assigned Predator sorties and missions in the area of responsibility (AOR).
There may be one or more MAM stations, so the amount of sorties/missions displayed
will depend on how many UAVs are assigned to each particular MAM. There needs to be
a way for the MAM to quickly view the status, critical mission data, tasking requests, and
events over time for all UAV sorties being monitored and/or actively controlled. This
would be quite difficult to do quickly with only the current map-based and menu-based
support. This author hypothesized that a mission management temporal display is an
appropriate way to display this type of mission information.

Research Objectives
The development of a temporal display to support the MAM‘s work can be aided
by a design approach that considers both the human worker and the actual target work to
be supported within the context of a larger work environment or domain. The goals of
this exploratory research were to: 1) Analyze and develop representational models of the
structure of the work domain of the envisioned world of Predator multi-aircraft
management; 2) Develop an initial multi-aircraft management display design
representation (with a temporal emphasis) as a first hypothesis for an iterative program of
evaluation and refinement; 3) Discover and document, through this case study, what
methods explored helped to inform the design of the display representations.

Research Focus
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This thesis focused on the exploratory work analysis and display design problem
of future Predator multi-aircraft management, with particular emphasis placed on the
emerging cognitive tasks, decisions, and information requirements that could benefit
from a temporal-focused mission management representation. Although a temporalbased display (as a complement to a geospatial map-based display) to support the
MAM‘s work was a design target early on in the research, the author remained open and
sensitive to whatever support that the evolving work analysis suggested was needed. The
need for a temporal mission management display was indeed suggested by the cognitive
work analysis, and an initial representation was designed. However, the need for other
elements of work support was also suggested and some of these were included in the
design representation as well.
The approach of this thesis to the MAM analysis and design problem has been
one of exploratory case study research with reflections on the process. Much has been
learned about the future work of MAM through this exploratory research, but many more
questions and issues have sprung up during its course that will require further analysis
and more robust prototyping and evaluation methods. This initial thesis research is the
first step in an iterative program of evaluation and display refinement research to refine
the MAM vision concept to better understand interface requirements.
This first chapter introduced the problem, rational, and work domain of Predator
Multi-Aircraft Management. The supervisory control, envisioned world, and correct
problem representation aspects of the MAM design problem are discussed in Chapter 2.
The analysis and design approach of cognitive systems engineering is described in
Chapter 3. Chapter 4 summarizes the analysis and design methods used in the course of
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this research. The MAM cognitive work analysis is explored in Chapter 5 and the
resulting conceptual interface display designs described in Chapter 6. A summary of
conclusions and recommendations for further research are discussed in Chapter 7.
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2. DISCOVERING AND REPRESENTING THE STRUCTURE OF AN
ENVISIONED WORK DOMAIN

Where does one begin to discover and represent what should be included in the
computer support displays for a new work position? The computer interface display
design problem of multi-aircraft management has several aspects to it including
supervisory control, envisioned world, and work analysis and display representation
implications.
Managing multiple Predator unmanned aircraft is a movement towards greater
levels of supervisory control, although the current Predator UAV, according to Hopcroft,
Burchat, and Vince (2006), has typically fallen in the more manual intensive versus
automated side of a control continuum. Due to the supervisory control aspect of the
MAM problem, it is worthwhile to review, in this chapter, the issues and implications
that movement towards supervisory control would suggest for understanding the work
and display design needs of MAM.
Another aspect of MAM is the ‗envisioned world‘ status of the MAM analysis
and design problem. MAM does not yet exist and there are no experts currently
performing the work, yet a deep understanding of the future work domain of MAM is
required in order to have any hope of designing effective displays to support MAM.
Suggestions in the literature for dealing with this envisioned world problem will be
reviewed in this chapter.
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The choices a designer makes of what to present on a computer display can aid or
hinder the work support to the user of that display. A selection from the literature on
productive thinking and problem representation will be reviewed in this chapter. A
related aspect is not unique to the MAM problem, but to all design problems. How does
one get from the analysis of a domain of work to an initial design representation? What
representation does the designer need in order to create an effective display
representation for the target worker? Cognitive systems engineering (CSE) analysis and
ecological interface design methods will be reviewed in Chapter 3 and their use explored
in the performance of this envisioned world design research.

Supervisory Control Problem
The Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Roadmap (U.S Dept of Defense, 2005)
and Eggers and Draper (2006) calls for improvements in unmanned aircraft autonomy,
network-centric sharing of information products, and human-machine interfaces (HCI) to
enable the move from single ship human operator to multi-vehicle control supervisor.
Sheridan (2006) defines supervisory control as indicating ―that one or more human
operators are setting initial conditions for intermittently adjusting and receiving
information from a computer that itself closes a control loop…through external sensors,
effectors, and the task environment‖ (p. 1025). Supervisory control involves humancomputer interaction for the retrieval of computer integrated information and for
communicating commands that the computer then carries out for the human supervisor
(Sheridan, 2006).
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Parasuraman, Sheridan, and Wickens (2000) expand upon Sheridan and
Verplank‘s (1978) automation types and levels with human interaction support
considerations. Computer automation can support the human supervisor by acquiring
information, analyzing it, organizing, integrating and displaying it, providing decisionaiding and suggestions for action, and implementing actions. Sheridan and Verplank‘s
(1978) levels of automation start at the lowest level of 1, where the human is not aided in
any way by the computer, but makes all decisions and takes all action on his/her own.
Level of automation increases in the levels of assistance by the computer all the way to
level 10, where the computer makes all the decisions, and autonomously acts without
input from, approval by, or even informing the human supervisor. Middles levels involve
the computer making suggestions and carrying them out with human approval, or
beginning the action implementation after giving the human some time to veto the action.
Sheridan (2006) lists the supervisory roles of the human as task performance
steps:
1. Planning offline what task to do and how to do it;
2. Teaching (or programming) the computer what was planned;
3. Monitoring the automatic action online to make sure that all is going as
planned and to detect failures;
4. Intervening, which means the supervisor takes over control after the desired
goal state has been reached satisfactorily , or interrupts the automatic control
in emergencies to specify a new goal state and reprogram a new procedure;
and
5. Learning from experience so as to do better in the future (p. 1028).
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In considering supervisory control of UAVs, let‘s look at the analogy of the
workplace supervisor. In a work environment, a supervisor can have a span of control
over one employee or multiple employees. In multi-UAV control, the supervisor can have
several vehicles to control as well as interaction with other agents via the computer and
other methods. The amount of time available for interaction with each will depend on
how many there are to supervise, and how much of the work the supervisor is unable to
delegate. The workplace supervisor can delegate more or less of the work to the
subordinates, and give directions to them at a detailed or general level, depending on their
ability to interpret and carry out those directions. The multi-UAV supervisor‘s
delegation of decisions and action will vary depending on the autonomy and capability of
the particular UAV.
The workplace supervisor may need to monitor whether or not the subordinates
are carrying out his/her commands effectively at various monitoring levels depending on
the trust put in those subordinates. The Multi-UAV supervisor may have trust issues with
the automation and will have to monitor the status of actions of each UAV, including the
auto-pilot functions, the current health of the vehicle, and whether the vehicle is safe.
The workplace supervisor needs to understand the status of the work across all workers
under his/her control. Subordinates may report back to the supervisor with their task
progress often, only at completion, only when asked, or only when things go wrong and
the supervisor‘s help is needed. The same is true for the multi-UAV supervisor who will
receive status updates from the UAVs under control and will need to understand the
current individual UAV sortie situations and the big picture across the entire workload.
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Ruff, Calhoun, Draper, Fontejohn, and Guilfoos (2004) state that automated
decisions by the semi-autonomous UAV will need to be quickly inspected and assessed
by the human operator to determine if intervention is needed. As the number of vehicles
supervised increases, operators may struggle with periods of low workload interspersed
with intense periods of dynamic high workload missions where situation awareness may
be impaired.
Nelson, Calhoun, and Draper (2006) provide a brief picture of the types of UAV
supervisory control tasks shared by the human-machine system and an indication of the
situation awareness needed by the operator. Automation will assist the operator with task
allocation and mission routing of multiple vehicles. These automated tasks are affected
by many domain elements including "new threats or targets, changes in rules of
engagement, changes in health and status of a vehicle, communication links, and weather
… sensor requirements, ingress/egress paths, aircraft deconfliction, and pre-defined
aircraft operating areas and altitudes" (p. 2). The operator could allocate attention either
inappropriately or for too long a duration on one particular automation inspection task at
the expense of others. The design of the interface should support the operator's overall
situation awareness and help to prevent cognitive tunneling (Nelson et al, 2006).
This is consistent with Mouloua, Gilson, Kring, and Hancock (2001), who discuss
the need for situation awareness considerations in designing Unmanned Combat Aerial
Vehicle (UCAV) interfaces. In particular, they note that displays should give the
operator an awareness of and reasons for the actions of the automation, should consider
vigilance and cognitive workload, and provide an understanding of the system's relational
structure.
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Sarter & Woods (1995) point out the need for automation 'mode awareness' in
situations of flexible automation. Without support for multiple mode awareness, the
operator may lose track of what level of automation the system is currently operating
under and in doing so, fail to make the appropriate selections, which may lead to serious
operator and system errors. Sarter & Woods associate this mode awareness with "mental
models" of what the system is doing (1995). Wickens (2002) in discussing system
awareness (another name for mode awareness), mentions that memory is greater for
actions one has taken personally rather than witnessed. This is a challenging aspect of
supervising automated systems.
Some risks to consider in supervisory control when automation levels are
increased are a) higher workloads due to the increase in cognitive tasks as physical tasks
are automated (Parasuraman, 2002, as cited in McCarley & Wickens, 2005), b) inability
to intervene rapidly when necessary due to low situation awareness while out of the loop
(Wickens & Holland, 2000, as cited in McCarley & Wickens, 2005), C) operator
mistakes due to loss of awareness of the current mode the system is operating under
(Sarter & Woods, 1995), and D) difficulty of the human operator to monitor the system
and maintain vigilance over long periods of time (Hopcroft, Burchat, & Vince, 2006).
For the MAM design problem, the human-computer interaction displays would
need to acquire and fuse information in an integrated way to provide situation awareness
on each sortie tasking, each UAV‘s status, alerting to any problems, as well as the status
across the entire workflow. The MAM would need display aids to help with
understanding when workload will be high and what tasks are priorities within that
workflow. There should be cuing as to what is coming up next that will require the
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MAM‘s attention. The UAVs need to be capable of carrying out auto-pilot commands
and the automation should include mission planning, auto-routing tools and sensor
tracking enhancements. The system should provide transparency into what mode it is
currently in (manual vs. auto-pilot, etc). Eggers and Draper (2006) call for humancentered automation, only automating what makes sense to in light of the tasks the human
has to do, rather than automating what is easiest and leaving the hard tasks for the
human. This calls for automation to be designed around the human‘s decision making,
situation awareness, and task requirements from the start rather than trying to fit the
human to the system after its been designed.

Envisioned World Design Problem
The Predator MAM control concept (Eggers & Draper, 2006) is an envisioned
world problem (Woods & Dekker, 2000) in many respects. "Envisioned world problem"
is a term that reflects the challenges in determining what informs design of a "to-be"
world from studies of the "as-is" work domain (Potter, Roth, Woods, & Elm, 2000).
Much of the analysis of what would be effective work support for the MAM will need to
be grounded in the data from an analysis of the existing work domain. However, the
MAM will have some cognitive tasks and demands that do not currently exist in the
legacy domain. Since this is a new position, there are no existing subject matter experts
who are currently performing the work that can report with certainty what their
challenges are, what their tasks involve, what decisions they have to make, and what
critical information they require. Of course, there are experts in existing and closely
related domains that can assist the analyst and designer in making the leap from the
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existing domain to the envisioned one, but there is also a certain amount of educated
extrapolation that must occur.
There have been suggestions in the literature for dealing with envisioned world
design problems. Potter et al. (2000) suggests using lessons learned and even experts
from analogous domains in cases where domain experts either don't exist or aren‘t
available. Woods and Hollnagel (2006) suggest looking for patterns in work that can be
generalized to other work situations. Stanard, Wampler, Conrad, and Osga (2006) also
suggest looking for patterns in work and tailoring human computer interface (HCI)
design patterns from work domains with a similar pattern of functions as a cost effective,
risk-reducing method of bridging the design gap for future systems. If there are work
patterns in other analogous domains that are similar to the work required of the MAM,
then these domains may hold useful clues as to the cognitive demands of the work, useful
strategies, and what kinds of displays effective work support might include. A search for
these kinds of clues was conducted in the analogous domains of military airlift execution
discussed by Roth et al. (2006) and the general UAV supervisory control research domain
(cf. Cummings & Mitchell, 2005; McCarley & Wickens, 2005; Nelson, Calhoun, &
Draper, 2006).

Other potential relevant domains that are involved in controlling

multiple autonomous agents include air traffic control, flexible manufacturing, and air
operations centers. However, these three were not explored in the course of this research.
Certain work threads or aspects of the work as well as the corresponding
information requirements for the MAM currently exists in the functions and activities of
other related positions within the same domain. We might call these ―analogous
positions‖ within the same domain versus other domains. For example, the UAV GCS
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pilot, sensor operator, and mission coordinator are positions that are currently involved in
executing Predator missions and monitoring mission status, which includes some of the
work that the MAM would be involved in. The MAM would inherit many of the pilot
functions but these would need to be at a higher level since he/she would be controlling
more aircraft. Understanding what the most critical at-a-glance information about a
mission is for these operators offers some insight into what critical mission information
might need to be displayed for each UAV on a supervisory control timeline to support the
MAM's work.
The Squadron Ops Supervisor and the WOC/AOR Director are command and
control positions that would either interact with, or be affected by, the addition of a
MAM position, and therefore, it was important to understand their work at a high level
and take a look at the MAM concept from their vantage points. It was considered
beneficial to sample at a high level the work across various positions in the UAV control
work domain (i.e., across positions in the GCS and the operations centers) in an attempt
to discover potential patterns, requirements and clues to effective support for the MAM.
Information was gathered and analyzed from work domain documentation and previous
archived interview notes when available, as well as in-person and telephone interviews
with Predator subject matter experts (SMEs) to further define the MAM concept and
understand the work that would be involved in Predator multi-aircraft management.
The envisioned world problem is also a problem of predicting how changes in
technology will change the work practice in unanticipated ways and lead to the need for
more adaptation to complexity by practitioners (Woods & Dekker, 2000). Woods and
Dekker (2000) and Potter et al. (2000) suggest embodying the work domain model (built
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from studying the existing and/or analogous domains) into a prototype design which will
serve as a hypothesis of useful support in the envisioned world domain. A prototype
design concept can be used as a knowledge elicitation tool with subject matter experts to
gather more evidence of what useful support in that domain entails (Potter et al., 2000).
In addition, the prototype can also be used to study how workers react and adapt to the
envisioned world design (Woods & Dekker, 2000). New and revised design
requirements gathered from these processes can feed into design recommendations for
the future envisioned system and the additional knowledge gained can further enrich any
work domain descriptions or models. An initial prototype representation was designed as
a hypothesis of potential MAM work support and as a means to aid discussion of MAM
and gather more work and design requirements (see Chapter 5).
Woods and Dekker (2000) describe the future incident technique as a method for
dealing with the envisioned world problem. Mock-ups of the envisioned world and
realistic scenarios involving future incidents are presented to "real practitioners who have
been prepared for their future roles" (p. 280). These mockups can be simulations,
prototypes, or even static representations of potential displays. Future incidents provide
an avenue for exploring how future practitioners of the envisioned world would deal with
critical incidents, interact with their displays, and give insights as to where the displays
fall short in supporting adaptive work (Woods & Dekker, 2000). This technique was used
with air traffic control teams by Woods and Dekker (2000) but should also be a useful
technique to use with individual UAV multi-aircraft control subject matter experts in
order to evaluate potential timeline display concepts and gather more evidence for what
effective work support would be for Predator MAM. Due to the operational tempo
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constraints of Predator operators (currently at war), this particular technique of evaluation
was not possible in the course of this research, but would still be a useful method to use
for later research with MAM displays.

Problem Representations
Designing even an initial prototype or static display representation to gather more
requirements is not an easy endeavor. Every effort should be made to correctly represent
the domain of work in the display representation, in order to support the associated
problem solving, decision making, collaboration, product development, and work
management needs from the first-person perspective of the target worker (Eggleston &
Whitaker, 2002). The representation should support monitoring, situation awareness,
coordination, and communication activities of the agents in that work domain as well.
Before we get to a discussion of methods of analyses and design that may get at and
instantiate an effective display representation for domain practitioners to interact with, it
is worthwhile to first look at how individual problem solving and thinking depends on
correct problem representations.
Wertheimer (1959) describes direct productive thinking and problem solving as
the ability to envision and represent the structural features and requirements of a problem
internally. How one initially represents or perceives the problem is important because
this initial representation will guide the problem solving process, and people generally
retain their initial view even if it's the wrong view. Productive thinking is also about
being able to transform the problem through operations of structural reorganization,
centering, grouping, and segregation. Features of the problem need to be understood in
terms of the whole problem or problem context versus an aggregated understanding of
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the parts. Problem solvers engaged in productive thinking notice and envision the gaps
or disturbances in the problem situation and deal with them according to the structural
truth that is evident within the relations of the parts to the whole and to other parts.
Correct problem representation involves the perception of the structural relationships of
the problem elements and is the key to ―seeing‖ the solution.
Wertheimer (1959) describes movement towards the "good gestalt." The problem
starts off as one situation (S1), and through correct representation (perception) of the
structure of the problem, the disturbances and gaps can be discovered and improved
structurally through productive operations so that it ends in the second situation (S2), a
structurally sound end state. Wertheimer claims that past experience works by helping to
pick out what is structurally relevant in the problem situation.
Newell and Simon (1972) proposed the concepts of task environments and
problem spaces as two ways of representing problems. A task environment is like a map
that includes all the possible routes a problem solver could take or representations he or
she could use on his or her journey of problem solving. The complexity of any one
problem may be related to the relative complexity of the available routes rather than
attributes of the problem solver. A subset of the exhaustive task environment is the
internal problem space representation of the problem solver that is constructed from
encoding of relevant problem features. Traversing the problem space involves accessing
and searching encoded states of knowledge or nodes. The states of knowledge are
connected by cognitive processes or operators that act on them to convert them to
another state of knowledge. According to Newell and Simon, problem solvers are
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effective to the extent that they construct a quality problem space (representation) and
utilize effective search modes for the problem at hand.
Chi and Glaser's (1985) definition of a problem is "a situation in which you are
trying to reach some goal, and must find a means for getting there" (p. 229). According
to Chi and Glaser, there are elements that all problems, from the very simple to the
extremely complex, have in common. Each problem has an initial state, a goal for the
desired state, some operations that are accomplished on the initial state, according to a set
of rules about allowable operations (constraints), in order to reach the goal. Problems
can be well-defined or ill-defined. In a well-defined problem, more is known about the
elements or structure of the problem. For instance, the solver may know the initial state,
the goal, the possible operations, and the constraints, and would simply need to choose
one of the allowable actions to reach the goal. Real world problems tend to be messy,
complex, and ill-defined. Not all of the elements are specified, and choosing the right
action to get to an agreeable solution is not an obvious choice. In fact, choosing between
competing goals to guide action choice may be a trade-off the decision maker or problem
solver has to make. For instance, workers may need to trade-off safety for efficiency or
vice-versa depending on organizational priorities. Workers adapt by reassessing goals
periodically due to changes in organizational requirements or other constraints on action.
Zhang and Norman (1994) describe the ‗representation effect‘ as a common
finding in studies that investigate the effect the problem representation can have on
problem difficulty and cognitive behaviors. However, they point out that many studies
fail to specify whether the representations are internal or external. They argue that
‗distributed cognition‘ involves the interaction of both internal problem representations
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(i.e., mental images) and external representations (i.e., symbols, spatial layouts of a
display).
An example of this interaction of internal and external representation is the case
where expert chess players are able to chunk complex information and see what moves
(internal representation) they should make within the structure of the chess game (both
internal and external representation) (de Groot, 1978), but are unable to do so if the
structure is incoherent or random (Chase and Simon, 1973). A similar result was found
by McKeithen, Reitman, Rueter, and Hirtle, (1981) with expert and novice programmers
when trying to recall meaningful or scrambled lines of programming code. Experts were
superior at recall when code was meaningful but skill level did not differentiate
performance for the non-meaningful scrambled version. The meaningful versus random
version in both chess and computer code is the difference between an external
representation that either aids or hinders the problem solver in utilizing their previous
experience and constructing a correct internal representation that enables finding the
solution. Vicente and Wang (1998) propose a ―memory expertise advantage in cases in
which experts are attuned to the goal-relevant constraints in the material to be recalled
and that the more constraints available, the greater the expertise advantage can be‖ (p.
33). Care needs to be taken, when designing displays, to provide external representations
that include goal-relevant constraints and aid rather than hinder problem solving in that
domain. Larkin (1989) suggests features of displays that enable more efficient problemsolving: 1) display and update essential features and groupings that indicate the current
state of the problem, and 2) enable perceptual judgments versus requiring logical
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processes. Experts are very good at making these perceptual judgments, which Klein
(1989) calls ―recognition-primed decisions.‖

Situation Awareness
Although the concept of situation awareness did not exist as a particular term at
the time of Wertheimer‘s (1959) discussion of understanding or perceiving problem
structures, it refers to the same phenomena. Flach, Mulder, and van Passen, (2004)
consider the understanding of the structure of a problem or task to be synonymous with
understanding the problem situation. They define a situation "as a nested set of
constraints that have the potential to shape performance" (p. 44). Flach, Mulder, and van
Passen (2004) propose that an abstraction hierarchy representation (based on Rasmussen,
1986; Rasmussen, Pejtersen, & Goodstein, 1994) provides a method for chunking lower
level information about the work situation into higher level abstract categories. When
viewed from an ecological approach, experts are those workers that have learned to
perceive or "pick-up" the significant or meaningful patterns that occur within the
structure of their work ecology (Flach, 2000). In order to deliberately design displays
that allow users to pick-up meaningful patterns, the designer first has to understand the
structural elements and relationships in the target work that meaningful patterns can
emerge from. The designer may benefit from having a ―design problem‖ representation
of the structure of the work as an aid in designing effective representations for the target
worker to interact with. Mapping the structural elements of work problems to design
representations should aid the development of situation awareness and problem-solving.
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Endsley (1995) defines situation awareness (SA) as ―the elements in the
environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and
the projection of their status in the near future‖ (p. 26). According to Endsley (1995), this
definition can be broken down into three levels of SA. The first level, involves perceiving
the environmental elements that are relevant to the particular domain the individual is in.
Level 2 SA involves understanding what all of these elements mean together in the
current context as related to the individual‘s goals. Level 3 SA involves the ability to
compare the elements perceived and the current understanding gained to prototypical
situations that have happened in the past and project what will likely happen in the future
based on the current situation assessment.
Using Endsley‘s (1995) SA level definitions, a UAV operator supervising
multiple UAVs in a display might perceive or notice (level 1 SA) the route of each
mission, the geography involved, the waypoints, targets, threat locations, current location
of the vehicle, and so on. Comprehension (level 2) might involve the understanding that,
according to the current location of a particular vehicle and the current location of threats,
the vehicle and the mission that needs to be accomplished are in danger. The multi-UAV
operator may project (level 3) that given the current threat situation, this particular UAV
once rerouted to avoid the threat will not make its target window at the correct time.
Therefore, the operator may need to task anther UAV in the area to take over that
particular mission. This will result in active information-seeking to gain SA on the other
vehicle and associated environmental elements.
Endsley (2000) claims that temporal aspects of a situation can influence the
development of SA. One temporal aspect is the understanding of situational events that is
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built up over time. There is also the need to understand when operator action must occur
in relation to time constraints, the relations in time among events, and the required
immediacy or latency (how soon) in which this action must be carried out. In order to
assist the operator in prioritizing tasks, the operator must know "how soon that element
will have an impact on his or her goals and tasks." (p. 4). Endsley's description of
temporal awareness is directly relevant to UAV supervisory control as UAV operators
must understand what events are coming up in the near and far future (e.g. threats,
targets, bad weather) for each UAV supervised, which are more critical and will require
action first, and how much or little time he or she has in order to prioritize appropriately.
Displays that support operators in understanding the relationship of events in time should
enhance SA and performance.
In summary, it should be evident that effective problem solving, or means of
achieving a goal state, depends on the solver's understanding of the problem situation and
correct representation of the structural features of the problem. Problem resolution also
depends on their means of searching, perceiving meaningful patterns, manipulating, or
transforming the structural representation (internal or external) in order to realize the
goal. The extent to which display representations aid the worker in understanding the
temporal and structural aspects of the situation, the more these displays will facilitate
rather than hinder problem solving and goal performance. There are actually two types
of problem representations needed to solve the MAM envisioned design problem. One
representation is for the designer who needs to understand the structure of the MAM
design problem. The other type of representation is what is designed to support the MAM
in solving the typical and unexpected problems that come up in his/her work domain.
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3. COGNITIVE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

In the continuous problem solving context of work, domain practitioners are
tasked with discovering new means or repeating stereotypical means of achieving their
goals. In complex work domains, the goals workers are trying to achieve can be
numerous, can have many alternative means of achievement, and can conflict or compete
with other goals. The structure of their daily work domain problems may reside at several
levels of abstraction and relationships among the structures can be very complex. In the
spirit of Information Theory (Shannon & Weaver, 1949), the complexity of a domain
might be indexed by the number of possibilities for perception and action within that
domain. Along every possible trajectory through the domain are many possible actions
and strategies for achieving many possible goals, within many possible situations, and
dependent on many possible constraints.

Cognitive Work Analysis
The structure or features of complex work domain problems include the work
ecology as a system of goals, constraints, intentions, values, work functions, processes,
and objects, as well as, the activities, strategies, social-organizational and individual
worker constraints (Rasmussen, Pejtersen, & Goodstein, 1994). Rasmussen et al. (1994)
proposed the approach of cognitive systems engineering (CSE) to discover, specify,
represent, and evaluate these structures of complex work. This approach is also
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commonly referred to as cognitive work analysis (CWA). CSE was first developed and
introduced by Rasmussen and his colleagues at Riso Laboratories in Denmark (cf.
Rasmussen, 1986, Rasmussen et. al, 1994) as a reaction to human error and critical
incidents and later expounded upon in a tutorial fashion by Vicente (1999) in his book on
Cognitive Work Analysis.
CSE is a comprehensive approach to analyzing the work requirements of humans
or other agents in complex systems of work and designing effective computer-based work
support based on the constraints on action within the particular work domain environment
(Vicente, 1999). Once the structure of work is understood, through the process of
cognitive work analysis, it can be mapped to the geometry of the interface display and
controls according to ecological interface design (EID) principles (Vicente and
Rasmussen, 1990). EID will be discussed later in this chapter.
According to Vicente (1999), human mental models, strategies, capabilities, and
limitations are of primary importance in traditional approaches to developing human
computer interfaces. CSE is different from traditional approaches in the strong emphasis
it places on understanding the human's environment or ecological constraints and the
actual semantics of work as the key to designing better systems. CSE is a formative
approach in that it focuses on discovering the requirements for how work could be carried
out within the ecological constraints or boundaries on action. This is in contrast to the
normative or prescriptive approach of specifying how work should be done and the
descriptive approach of describing the work as it is practiced (Vicente, 1999).
Traditional systems engineering, a normative approach, emphasizes fitting the human to
the technology with training after the system has already been designed. A pure user-
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centered approach tends to emphasize human usability issues and intuitiveness, often
above whether or not the system actually supports the work to be done. Although
usability and training are important considerations in system design and should not be
overlooked, the design of display representations should begin with a deep understanding
of the work domain structure, as suggested by Rasmussen et al. (1994).
The full cognitive systems analysis of Rasmussen et al. (1994), included several
stages of analysis, including 1) work domain representation, 2) activity analysis (domain
terms), 3) activity analysis (decision terms), 4) mental strategies, 5) division and
coordination of work, 6) social organization, and 7) cognitive resources and subjective
preferences. The movement from work domain analysis to individual preferences is one
of "eliminating degrees of freedom in the set of behavior-shaping constraints" (p. 26).
Vicente's (1999) stage terminology is a little different and includes only five stages
versus Rasmussen's seven. Vicente's stages are 1) work domain analysis, 2) control task
analysis, 3) strategies analysis, 4) social organization and cooperation analysis, and 5)
worker competencies analysis. The goal of CWA is to discover the invariants of the work
domain, the constraints and attributes that do not change as technology evolves. Since
work systems are adaptive and evolving, the methods of analyzing and designing work
systems must allow for freedom of acting and adapting within the boundaries or
constraints of the work (Rasmussen et al., 1994; Vicente, 1999). Much of the literature
on CSE reports on only performing the work domain analysis (the first stage) and only
occasionally includes activity analysis (Naikar, Moylan, & Pearce, 2006).
Rasmussen‘s et al. (1994) first stage, the work domain representation, includes
specifying the functional abstract levels of work domain constraints as well as the
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structural decomposition of the system in question. The structural perspective of
modeling is about decomposition and cause and effect relationships. The functional
perspective is about separation into abstract functions. Their modeling framework for
representing the work domain analysis (WDA) includes both. This has sometimes been
called an abstraction hierarchy (AH), means-end decomposition, or abstraction
decomposition space (ADS). It is a landscape or problem space for representing the work
ecology constraints. It includes the major goals of the system at an abstract level and
traverses down through the space to more concrete levels with physical inventory and
description of equipment in the work environment. The ADS identifies the "means and
ends at several levels of functional abstraction…and include representations of physical
configuration and anatomy, physical work processes, general functions, abstract value
functions, and goals and constraints with reference to the environment" (p. 28), across
multiple levels of system decomposition.
Within the representation of the WDA of Rasmussen et al. (1994), the highest
level of abstraction is the purposes and constraints where the system's reason for being
(e.g., goals and values), are evaluated. The next level downward is the abstract functions
and priorities where the underlying laws, principles, or priorities are laid out. These are
usually constraints that flow through the system, such as information, energy, or money,
but can also be the particular metrics (cf. Naikar, Hopcroft, & Moylan, 2005) that
measure the values in the level above. The middle level, according to Rasmussen et al.
(1994), is general functions. These are the high level processes involved in work, such as
mission planning, flight control, etc. This level is typically the focus for a functional task
analysis (assigning functions to the human or computer). It does not include the activities
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that may be involved with the processes. The next level below includes the physical
processes and activities involved in carrying out the general work functions. The lowest
level contains the physical form and configuration which includes appearance and
location information about the resources in the domain. These last two levels are typical
of activity or behavioral task analysis. The means-ends connections are included in the
multi-level representation. In other words, a connection to a lower level may answer the
means to or how something is accomplished, and a connection to a higher level may
answer why or to what end it is done. According to Vicente (1999), the particular labels
and the amount of abstraction and decomposition levels included in the ADS will depend
on the domain specifics and the particular analysis. Naikar et al. (2005) discuss the
different approaches taken to the various labels and content included in the abstraction
levels across different projects utilizing an abstraction hierarchy representation. Reising
and Sanderson (2002) describe the labels that are consistent with Rasmussen‘s latest
personal communication in 1998. These labels were functional purpose, priorities/values,
purpose-related functions, object-related processes, and physical objects.
This author decided to represent the structure of the Predator multi-aircraft control
work domain with this type of framework and the results of this work domain analysis
will be discussed in chapter 5. One modification to note here is that this author included
a 6th level in the ADS representations entitled ―object attributes or information.‖ This
level included the relevant information that the objects in the 5th level offer to the MAM
and that should be represented in the design of the human computer interface display to
support the work of the MAM as represented in the work domain analysis. The intent
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was to include as much information in the actual ADS, rather than in separate documents,
in order to facilitate design activities.
Consistent with Newell and Simon‘s (1972) trajectories through the task
environment, during various activities and situations in work, different parts of the
domain structure as represented in the ADS, will be relevant to the problem at hand. In
order to understand the situations, work problems, and their associated information
requirements, critical decisions, and control tasks, Rasmussen et al. (1994) proposed the
activity analysis in work domain and decision-making terms. Vicente (1999) referred to
this second phase of cognitive work analysis as control task analysis (ConTA).
Naikar, Moylan, and Pearce (2006) consolidate and extend the Rasmussen et al.
(1994) and Vicente (1999) concepts and methods for the second phase of CWA, for
unprecedented (envisioned) military systems where observation is not possible. The
focus for this activity analysis is to gather requirements for what agents in a domain need
to get done in order to meet their goals, balance priorities, and perform work functions
with the resources and within the constraints of the domain. The consolidated approach
of Naikar et al. (2006) to accomplish this is to decompose activity " into a set of recurring
work situations to deal with and/or a set of work functions to perform" (p. 376). After
this first step in the activity analysis is accomplished, "activity is then further
decomposed into the control tasks [decision-making functions] that are required for each
work situation and/or work function" (Naikar et al., p. 376).
Naikar et al. (2006) describe the contextual activity template (CAT) as a modeling
tool for representing the relationships between work situations and work functions (also
called work problems) and for plotting the control tasks (represented by Rasmussen's
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(1986) decisions ladders) that characterize activity in a domain of work. This is an
extension to the Rasmussen et al. (1994) approach of characterizing activity as either
work situations or work functions, in that Naikar et al. (2006) suggest that for some
domains both will be necessary and they provide a template to represent the work
functions within work situations.
Work situations are ways in which the overall activity is segmented into phases,
stages, locations, (Naikar et al., 2006) or "recurrent, natural islands of activity",
(Rasmussen et al., 1994, p. 59) that occur in time and/or space. For instance, work
situations in a hospital domain might include out-patient examination, pre-operation
examination and operation (Rasmussen et al, 1994). There will be some work functions
that occur in the context of each work situation (e.g. assessment of health, diagnosis,
planning, etc) that overlap with other situations and there will be some that may be
unique to that situation (e.g. anesthesia application, surgical removal, etc). Naikar et al.
(2006) gives an example (see Figure 4) of work situations as phases of an aircraft
mission, including on-ground, enroute to station, on station, etc. The work function of
"manage crew" can occur within all these situations, but "control assets" is a work
problem in only the latter two situations. According to Naiker et al. (2006), more detailed
descriptions of each work problem can be stored in other documentation. The work
situations and work problems should be recorded in the everyday professional
terminology used by actual domain practitioners.
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ON GROUND
NOT IN AIRCRAFT

ON GROUND
IN AIRCRAFT

ENROUTE TO
STATION

ON STATION

plan
mission

manage
mission
progress

ENROUTE
TO BASE

ON GROUND
IN AIRCRAFT

ON GROUND
NOT IN AIRCRAFT

debrief &
report

conf igure
equipment

fly
platform

develop
RASP

develop
SA

manage
crew

manage
asset
disposition

control
assets

Figure 4. Example of contextual activity template with work situations and work
functions (from Naikar et al., 2006, p. 384).

According to Naikar et al. (2006), clues as to what work functions to include in
the contextual activity template can be found in domain documents that describe
functions for each crew role and can also be taken directly from the generalized function
level of the ADS, if one was accomplished for the domain. Naikar et al. (2006) provide a
table of probe questions and keywords (see table 1) that can be used to help identify work
situations and work functions in any available domain documents and can be used in
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interviews, walkthroughs, observations, and other methods with subject matter experts.
For example, keying in on different ―phases‖ of work or ―problems‖ that are only
relevant in certain ―stages‖ could indicate an appropriate way to parse work situations
and work functions. If unable to identify this type of information in work documentation,
one could intentionally ask subject matter experts questions that get at this type of
information. A CAT representation was developed for the MAM‘s work activities within
work situations and this is described in Chapter 5.

Table 1. Prompts and keywords for identifying work situations and work functions (from
Naikar et al., 2006, p. 383).
Work Situations

Work Functions

Prompts
Are there different locations in
which work occurs? If so, what are
all the locations in which work
occurs?

Generic Keywords
Places, meeting locations,
positions, sites, stations,
locations, spaces,
circumstances

Are there different time periods
through which the work progresses?
If so, what are all the time limits
through which the work progresses?

Stages, schedules, phases,
meeting times, states, steps,
times, periods, segments,
order, sequences, conditions

Are there distinctive functions to
perform or problems to solve? If so,
what are all the functions to perform
or problems to solve?

Problems, concerns,
assignments, roles, jobs,
duties, occupations,
responsibilities, tasks,
activities, incidents,
occurrences, cases

After validating and refining this first part of the activity analysis with subject
matter experts familiar with the future or envisioned world concept, a determination
needs to be made as to which work problems/functions would be profitable to further
specify into control tasks (decision-making) requirements (Naikar et al, 2006). Naikar et
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al. (2006) suggests using Rasmussen's (1986) decision ladder template (see Figure 5) to
analyze the control tasks associated with the work functions and/or work situations that
were represented in the contextual activity template. The decision ladder represents the
"various states of knowledge (alert, information, state, options, goals, goal choice, target,
task, procedure) and the information processes (activation, observation, identification,
prediction of consequences, evaluate options, choice of task, planning, and execution)
required to go from one state to another during reasoning" (Rasmussen et al., 1994, p.
65).
Maintain control of the current tactical situation
Respond effectively to the future tactical situation
Efficient (minimise) use of resources etc

GO AL S

Changes to number of assets, ty pes
of assets, disposition of assets etc

E va l ua te
p erform an ce

Availa bility of air to air refuelling, availability of additional assets, ability of
assets to counter threats, when are new assets required, time requir ed to
implement change, resource costs (human, fu el, situatio nal awareness etc),
priority of tasks, inte roperability, political factors etc
CHO SE N
GO AL

OP T IO NS
P re d ict
con seq ue n ce s

Possible contingencies for how mission might unfold etc
Are we in control of the evolv ing tactical situation? That is,
are the number, type, and dispositio n of assets currently
being employed adequate for the evolving tactical situation?
How much lo nger do the assets have on the task until they
run out of weapons or fuel (time on task remainin g)? etc

Number of assets, types of assets, disposition of assets
(location, weapon status, fuel sta tus, tasking), loss of an
asset, untargeted th reats, number of threats (is it greater
than number of friendlies), pattern of activity of threats etc
Request/alert from
assets, contr ollers etc

S YS TE M
S TA TE

Ide n ti fy sta te

T ARGE T
S TA TE

What do we need to maintain/achieve control of
the evolving tactical situation. That is, what
number, type, and disposition of assets is
requir ed? etc

Defi ne task

INFORMA TIO N

T AS K

Ob serve
i nfo rma ti o n/d ata

Formu l ate
p ro ced ure

A LE RT

Tasks and resources associated with:
Ordering assets
Changing location/tasks of assets
Refuelling assets
Dropping asset tasking etc

P RO CE DURE

A cti va ti on

Timing and sequence of ordering
new assets, changing the locatio n
of assets, refuelling assets,
dropping asset tasking etc

E xe cu te

Figure 5. Example of a decision ladder that has been plotted with the specifics of a
control task (from Naikar et al., 2006, p. 386).

Naikar et al. (2006) provide prompts, generic keywords, and code words to aid in
the control task identification process (see Table 2). Identification of the control tasks can
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proceed from analysis of documents initially to further specification with subject matter
experts.

Table 2. Prompts, generic keywords, and code words for identifying control tasks (from
Naikar et al., 2006, p. 388).
Prompts

Generic Keywords

Alert

What kinds of events can act
as alerts?
Information What kinds of data or facts
are available?

See, hear, notice, detect, signal,
alarm, warning
Watch, monitor, look out for,
search, gather, check, examine,
inspect, data, facts, information
System state What kinds of assessments Recognise, establish, determine,
about the system‘s condition infer, diagnose, interpret, estimate,
or situation are possible with calculate, figure out, condition,
the information?
situation, circumstances, status
Options
What kinds of choices or
Choose, select, consider, pick,
alternatives are available for assess, appraise, judge, evaluate,
the system‘s desired or target decide, options, choices,
state?
alternatives
Goals
What kinds of aims or
Achieve, fulfil, satisfy,
objectives can be relevant or accomplish, goals, aims,
influence decisions?
objectives
Target state What kinds of target states Same as for options, or references
are possible?
to what to do about the current
situation or what changes to make
to the current situation.
Task
What kinds of tasks are
Plan, designate, allocate, identify,
necessary and what kinds of tasks, resources
resources are available?

Code Words
Alert
Observe,
Information
Diagnose,
Current state

Evaluate,
Options

Goals

Target state

Plan,
Task

According to Naikar et al. (2006), for combined work situation and work function
representations, the decision ladder would represent the work function's information
processing tasks and states of knowledge, but which parts of the ladder are active would
depend on the situation. The decision ladder also includes heuristics and shortcuts that
experts are able to take during the control tasks. The details of the control tasks to be
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associated with the decision ladder will depend on the details of the work domain.
Although Naikar et al. (2006) discuss developing control tasks using the decision ladder
for all the work functions, it should depend on the project or research goals of the
cognitive work analysis. For example, if the objective is to provide temporal mission
management work support, then it would make sense to further analyze only the critical
work functions that this type of display would support.
This author‘s original intention was to further analyze some select work problems
into control tasks as represented by Rasmussen‘s (1986) decision ladder, however, the
granularity of the contextual activity template (CAT) created for the MAM‘s activities
did not lend itself to further analyzing into control tasks. In addition, this task proved
very difficult to do without the participation of domain practitioners, and this second part
of the activity analysis was dropped. However, as the MAM design problem progresses,
and if practitioners become available to participate, analyzing control tasks may be
worthwhile.

Ecological Interface Design
Mapping the domain landscape and constraints represented in the ADS, ConTA,
and other cognitive work analyses' products to a human computer interface design should
enable adaptive behavior and lead to effective work support (Rasmussen et al, 1994).
Vicente and Rasmussen (1990) have proposed ecological interface design (EID) as a
method of mapping ecological constraints onto the geometry or structure of the interface
in such a way as to allow for direct perception of the invariant characteristics of the work
at various levels of abstraction. Vicente and Rasmussen (1990) call this quality of the
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EID, "transparency". In addition to enabling direct perception of the problem landscape
and the affordances for action, the interface, where possible, should also support direct
action or manipulation (see also Hutchins, Hollan, & Norman, 1986; Flach & Vicente,
1989) such that the user feels that he or she is interacting with the work domain in
problem solving, rather than a computer interface (Vicente and Rasmussen, 1990). The
interface structure should match the work domain structure and include the higher levels
of abstraction (goals) in the interface design (Flach, Bennet, Stappers, and Saakes, 2005)
EID should enable the user of the interface display to use whatever cognitive
control level he or she chooses (Rasmussen and Vicente, 1990). In other words, the form
of the display representation should be coded visually to support knowledge-based
reasoning in unfamiliar circumstances, rule-based action, where the perception of the
pattern suggests the action required based on known domain procedures, and skill-based
control, where actions are unconsciously and automatically triggered by spatial temporal
features (Rasmussen, 1999).

Display Design Considerations
Woods (1991) discussed representation design and the information processing
effects and performance impact of different methods of mapping data to the interface
display. Data that is simply made available or provided in one place without providing
the context that indicates the meaning of the data, does nothing to ease the cognitive
burden of the domain practitioner who has to try to piece together all the data units that
are relevant to the issue at hand. In order to enable information extraction of meaningful
domain semantics with visual displays, the mapping of domain elements to the visual
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form of the display must enable perceptual decoding by the display observer. The quality
of the mapping, or representational form, is more critical than the actual visual form it
takes in the interface.
Summarizing from Woods (1991), the representational system will vary in its
support for domain problem solving and/or information extraction by: 1) the quality of
the mapping of domain data to visual form, 2) its portrayal of data in the context that
defines its meaning, 3) how well it portrays the dynamic changes of domain events, 4) its
ability to produce emergent feature extraction of data , 5) it service as an external
memory aid, 6) its availability of less effortful direct cue-action triggers, 7) it's support
for managing attentional resources and handling interruptions, 8) its use of preattentive
features to impart information without capitalizing attention, and 9) the way in which it
collects (fixed or adaptive), integrates (computational or analogical), and portrays the
relationships among the data.
As humans, we naturally integrate and perceive information across a large
viewing area with sequenced eye fixations, but this kind of parallel processing becomes
very difficult when transitioning across multiple computer displays (Woods, 1984).
Visual momentum has been defined by Woods (1984) as ―a measure of the user‘s ability
to extract and integrate information across displays, in other words, as a measure of the
distribution of attention‖ (p. 231). According to Woods, (1984), when visual momentum
across displays is low, there are cognitive problems such as getting lost in the data, and
seeing as through a keyhole. The mental effort or workload in extracting meaning from
low visual momentum displays is very high. High visual momentum allows the user to
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take advantage of the powerful visual perception system that is at work when we rapidly
perceive our natural environments.
A summary of Woods (1984) gives some suggestions for increasing the visual
momentum in displays by spatially aiding the understanding of the relationships of data
across the frames of the display: 1) each frame should have a consistent location and
format to aid spatial memory, 2) provide a summary overview or long shot as a map of
the structure of the display, 3) provide orienting perceptual landmarks that link one frame
of a display with another, thereby aiding transitioning without getting lost, 4) overlap or
overlay displays either physically or functionally by chunking data that should be
considered together but providing pointers to semantically related data, 5) organize the
different representation levels (such as from a hierarchical analysis) with different display
windows, 6) spatially organize data based on a topology and provide movement
mechanisms, 7) provide a mechanism for anticipating the next view, such as a high
resolution focal viewing area surrounded by a lower resolution peripheral area, 8) provide
a method to retrace the route one took to get to the current display location, 9) use
analogical representations or maps of the structure of the display rather than menus to
reinforce meaningful display relationships.
As the designer examines the work-related subject matter, he or she must be
sensitive to any emerging patterns that point to the shape or topology of the structure of
work (Okudan et al. 2005). Any topological themes that are discovered may suggest
natural ways of organizing or parsing information in the user display that is consistent
with the structure of the work. For an example of a topological theme mapped to an
interface, see the Wampler et al. (2006) military airlift display example later in this
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chapter. Okudan et al. (2005) mention twelve topological themes that have occasionally
shown up in the expert designer‘s previous design projects including ―punctuation,
linearity, clustering, circularity, layers, inside/outside relationships, directionality,
subsumption or nesting, partitioning, type of network layout, set relationships, and
upstream/downstream dichotomy‖ (p.5). This author was on the look-out for any patterns
that emerged in the subject matter of Predator multi-aircraft management.
Two design principles proposed by Eggleston and Whitaker (2002) for mapping
the domain data to a visual representation are the problem-vantage-frame principle and
the focus-periphery organization principle. The problem-vantage-frame principle refers
to a particular view or vantage into the work that is framed contextually by the problem
and the current situation. Each conceptual vantage would include the information
elements needed to understand and solve a particular work problem within a particular
situation. This is consistent with the activity analysis of Naikar et al., (2006) that looks at
work problems within work situations (with the CAT representation) and further analyses
work problems into control tasks to get at the information needed for each problem.
According to Eggleston and Whitaker (2002), the vantage or multiple vantages needed to
support work in a particular domain would be assigned referential coordinate spaces (i.e.
temporal, geospatial) in which to index the information. The vantage is then instantiated
physically into a display visualization. In addition to a conceptual frame, a physical
frame around the visualization helps to bound the problem.
Related to Eggleston and Whitaker's (2002) problem-vantage-frame principle is
their focus-periphery organization of the vantages of the work matter. The vantage is the
focal visualization and is framed by peripheral controls, labels, and links that provide
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affordances for action and links to other vantages or drill-down data in the work domain.
The focal visualization brings the most critical domain data in-focus for problem solving
while also offering access to other data at various levels of abstraction in the periphery.
One display visualization could accommodate more than one vantage if the problems and
situations are related or interdependent.

Temporal Display Design Template From An Analogous Domain
Potter et al. (2000) suggested starting an analysis and design project by looking
for clues and lessons learned in analogous domains. One such analogous domain with
similar mission supervisory control work and a set of relevant temporal displays is that of
military airlift. Roth et al. (2006) describe a set of temporal displays developed to
support mission planning and execution in a military airlift organization (see Figure 6).
The multi-mission display provides a summary vantage of the at-a-glance status of all
missions being monitored, the critical or core information for each mission indexed
temporally, and the capability to drill down into a detailed individual mission view.
Wampler et al. (2006) describe the individual mission display (see Figure 6) that
shows the many resources needed and constraints involved in military airlift missions,
organized into planning clusters. For instance, the airspace cluster includes countries that
will be traversed and entry/exit points as well as diplomatic clearances needed and or
obtained (permission to fly into a nation's airspace). All the events, resources, and
constraints in each cluster are mapped and correlated temporally and visually to a core
mission timeline (top of display above airspace cluster).
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Multi-Mission View

What-if mode: asses
course of actions
Can click & drag mission to
assess repercussions of delays

Alerting Automation in
work context

Planning factor
“Clusters”

Mouse- overs for more
detail

Individual Mission View

Figure 6. Military airlift multi-mission and individual detail mission timeline displays
(from Roth et al., 2006; Wampler et al., 2006).

The theme of clustering of mission domain elements into categories of mission
resources or constraints was one of the topological themes of Okudan et al. (2005) that
indicated structural clues in this particular domain. Another theme is the subsumption or
nesting of various elements within a particular cluster. For example, the ―airfield‖
planning factor cluster has the nested elements of operating hours, day/night hours,
maximum on ground (MOG), etc. These structural themes discovered by examining the
patterns in the military airlift domain was instantiated in the design of the interface
display.
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Wampler et al's (2006) military airlift display represents the work ecology
constraints at several levels of abstraction and decomposition and is consistent with the
cognitive systems engineering approach of Rasmussen et al. (1994) and Vicente (1999).
The displays were designed according to Eggleston and Whitaker's (2002) problemvantage-frame and focus-periphery-organization principles. Labels on either side of the
central focus area "frame" the problem domain and help to delineate what the bars,
diamonds, and sheaths, etc, are referring to. Controls in the periphery enable direct
manipulation of the mission. Boundary conditions for resource availability or event
violations are indicated by amount of or lack of overlap (an emergent feature) with the
top core visual mission line. For example, an operator can see how far off the planned
landing at a particular airfield is from meeting the operational constraints of the airfield
(e.g. operating hours) by looking to see that the dashed line of the mission (indicating
planned ground time at an airfield) lies completely within the length of the bar indicating
airfield operating hours. If there is a mismatch, the operator can immediately see if he
needs to land or take off sooner or later, as well as how much sooner or later, in order to
meet the constraints.
According to Wampler et al. (2006), an operator can simulate changes in the
mission plan by clicking and dragging the mission line and noting the repercussions of
those changes. This direct manipulation capability allows the operator to test his or her
hypothesis about effective solutions for mission problems. Changes that violate
constraints will turn any problematic domain elements red and the core timeline will
display a red dot at the point of violation. The cluster label will also be highlighted in red
and a violation alert will appear in the violation box at the bottom of the display.
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The military airlift display designs from Wampler et al. (2006) provided a design
pattern or template that could be tailored in order to provide a mapping space for the
domain semantics of the Predator MAM work. It was anticipated that modification would
be needed in order to support the mapping of the structure of the MAM domain and this
was not the only design inspiration. However, the use of a design template is a useful,
cost and time efficient starting point for design activities.

Additional Design Inspiration
AFRL has a Multi-UAV Simulation Test Bed, the Vigilant Spirit Control Station
(VSCS) that included the TSD Map-based display, that this work was intended to
complement in supporting the MAM. Another part of that simulation was an air vehicle
status display (see Figure 7). This author had several demonstrations of this UAV
simulation. This display did provide inspiration for the MAM Tasking and Status
Vantage designed in the course of this research.
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Figure 7. VSCS Air Vehicle Status Display. (Display is cropped from a screenshot
provided by AFRL in 2007).

Summary
The future Predator MAM concept was an interesting envisioned world design
problem in which to focus design thesis research. It was anticipated that it would be
useful to study the as-is domain and analogous positions within that domain in order to
understand the functions and information requirements the MAM would have in common
with other UAV control positions. In addition, working with subject matter experts
(SME's) to flesh out the concept of MAM would further enrich the developing domain
model.
The work of Wertheimer (1959) and others on productive thinking and problem
solving, and Rasmussen et al. (1994), Vicente (1999), Woods (1984; 1991), and others on
cognitive work analysis and domain representation points to the need to provide display
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representations to domain practitioners that are mapped from the structure of the work in
order to effectively support the cognitive work required in a domain. Designing displays
based on the ecological constraints allow workers the freedom to adapt within the
constraint boundaries, which is an important consideration for envisioned worlds. The
use of design patterns as inspiration from the analogous domains of military airlift
(Wampler et al., 2006), and AFRL‘s VCSC UAV simulation, with similar functions as
the MAM, are good starting points for working through the domain mapping process that
is essential to an effective design representation for Predator MAM. Additionally, the use
of an initial representation as a hypothesis of effective support and tool for gathering
more requirements was designed to help in working through the envisioned world
problem.
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4. SUMMARY OF WORK ANALYSIS AND DESIGN METHODS
Bootstrapping
Bootstrapping, as a process of building up knowledge about a domain (Potter et
al., 2000), is generally a good place to start with any analysis and design problem. The
bootstrapping process starts off with reading the published literature and familiarizing
oneself with the professional terminology and acronyms used in the domain of interest
and can also include interviews and observations. This research included some initial
bootstrapping in the general UAV domain by reading UAV research literature as well as
general supervisory control literature to become familiar with the terms and acronyms
used by professionals in this area, as well as the typical issues encountered. In addition to
learning about general UAV and supervisory control issues, government furnished
materials were provided to the author in order to learn about the more specific Predator
UAV control domain. The growing knowledge from reading domain relevant documents
helped to facilitate later discussions with domain subject matter experts. Bootstrapping is
an iterative process. Returning to some of the readings helped to make sense of later
interviews and some readings suggested material for a more in-depth document analyses.
The gathering of relevant domain materials to read and analyze continued throughout the
research.
In addition to the readings, this bootstrapping process has also involved viewing
demonstrations of a few AFRL UAV supervisory control simulation interfaces. This
provided a general sense of what others have considered effective work support in the
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general UAV supervisory control domain. In addition to the general sense of the domain
gained, AFRL's tactical situation display or TSD provided design compatibility
constraints that needed to be considered during display representation design for Predator
multi-aircraft management.

Document Analysis
Although reading the literature provides general knowledge to aid in
understanding domain practitioners in later interviews, documents can also be mined and
coded (Crandall, Klein, & Hoffman, 2006) for information that will provide clues as to
the structure of the work domain. Initial understanding of the structure of the envisioned
world of Predator multi-aircraft control came from document analysis of the existing
UAV control domain documents. Some of these documents were reviewed prior to any
interviews and others after interviews in order to fill in any gaps in understanding. The
author performed a review and selective document analysis of portions of the government
furnished documents to include:
1) Previous archival interview notes from several other unmanned aerial system
(UAS) projects;
2) Wing Operational Center (WOC)/Squadron Operational Center (SOC)
organizational white paper;
3) Review of MAM vision documents and presentations
4) Global UAS presentations
5) Review of previous Predator Control Station analyses (NIAR and Front-end)
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6) Review of MAC Concept of Operations (CONOPS), MAC test reports, MAC
training slides,
7) Predator In-flight guide (IFG), Standards, Predator Technical Orders (TO), and
Predator Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs)
8) Review of Mission Information System UMIS/Skynet user manuals;
During review and analysis of these documents, the author pulled out features or
clues as to the structure of the domain, such as goals, constraints, functions or work
problems, critical decisions, activities, organizational structure, communication between
domain members, information requirements, topological themes, patterns, etc.
Rasmussen et al. (1994) and Naikar et al. (2006) provide key words to look for in
documents when performing a work domain and activity analysis. The data gathered
from these document analyses provided the basis for the analysis of the structure of the
work domain model. The author explored the use of concept mapping software to
document the building of the work domain model (abstraction decomposition space)
during document analysis.

Semi-structured and Structured Interviews
Although observations in natural settings are often considered essential to analysis
and design projects (Potter et al., 2000), observations were not possible in this particular
domain. Semi-structured and structured interviews with subject matter experts helped
to validate/refute and fill in any gaps in the growing domain model. It was anticipated
that several interviews for various purposes would be needed. Initial interviews with
personnel filling the various roles in UAV control provided clues as to the existing
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structure of the domain and understanding of the functions that may be relevant for the
envisioned world problem of Predator multi-aircraft management. It was anticipated that
many of the functions the multi-aircraft manager will have to perform already existed in
other positions within the domain.
In order to survey multiple UAV positions to get a high level view of the relevant
functions, a combination of document analysis and interviewing was carried out.
Wherever document analysis fell short of providing this high level view and where it
seemed profitable to learn more about a particular role, the author pursued interviews
with the relevant subject matter experts. Wherever in-person interviews were not
feasible, telephone, and remote email interviewing methods were utilized. This was
necessary because Predator UAV operators are busy fighting a war in Iraq and
Afghanistan and access to them was very limited.
Depending on the type of information being discussed, an interviewer can ask
specific targeted questions or follow a critical incident technique (Crandall, Klein, &
Hoffman, 2006), where SME's are asked to relive and talk-aloud about a real work
experience where things either went wrong or were really challenging. This usually
provides a very rich source of details and can aid in later scenario generation and design
activities. Although this technique was attempted, its success was limited and typical day
discussion generally ensued. Rasmussen et al. (1994) and Naikar et al. (2006) provide
question probes to use in interviews with SMEs in order to get at the information needed
in work domain and activity analyses.
It was initially thought that the design target for this research might be an
additional Multi-Aircraft Control (MAC) station display that would be temporal in
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nature. Interviews at Creech Air Force Base (AFB), NV, that occurred in August 2007,
were focused on MAC support and included map-based display inquiry, but some of the
questions were geared towards the critical information needed about each sortie. It was
anticipated that this critical information might benefit from being displayed temporally.
See Appendix G for site visit questions, but note that the interview team was only able to
pursue a small portion of the questions planned.
Interviews at Creech AFB (see Appendix G) included discussions with 1) three
Predator pilots, 2) one Squadron Operation‘s Center MCC, 3) two sensor operators
(SOs), and 4) a mission coordinator (MC). In addition to the interviews, this investigator
attended the Advanced Cockpit 432nd Technical Interchange Meeting (TIM), and had a
brief tour of the 53rd TEG Predator facility. Several issues about MAC control and the
future of the MAM concept were discussed at the TIM.
It was later suggested by AFRL and the Predator SPO that MAM position support
would be a good place to focus the research. This began the collaboration with MAM
vision stakeholders to further investigate the MAM vision. Several telephone and email
interviews ensued with 1) MAM vision stakeholders, 2) a WOC/AOR Director, 3) two
SOC/Flight Operations Supervisors (and Predator pilots), 4) a Predator test pilot, 5) a
Mission Coordinator, and 6) AFRL Multi-UAV researchers (see Appendices 3-5). Some
aspects of the interviews were focused on further exploring the MAM role and
discovering the goals, functions, processes/activities, potential metrics/value,
coordination and communication needs, and capability and information requirements of
the MAM role. Later interviews via telephone and email followed a cognitive
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walkthrough type of process with the purpose of providing feedback on the developing
work domain analysis and conceptual display design.
Due to the limited access to SMEs and constraints on their time, every attempt
was made to build as much of the work analysis as possible from the document analysis.
As a reminder, part of the document analysis did include government furnished archival
interview notes from several previous interviews with UAV domain practitioners. These
archival interview notes, along with the interviews this author was able to carry out,
provided a rich source of information to help build the initial domain model and many
clues as to what effective work support displays should include.

Cognitive Work Analysis
The goal of any cognitive work analysis is to develop a model or representation of
the domain (Potter et al., 2000; Rasmussen et al., 1994; Vicente, 1999). Data to support
the iterative building up of the cognitive work analysis domain representation models
came from the previously mentioned document analyses and interviews with SMEs. The
set of model representations were based on the goals and means-end abstraction
decomposition space (Rasmussen et al, 1994, Vicente, 1999) and activity analysis
representations of Naikar et al. (2006) discussed in chapter 3 in this document. These
modeling frameworks were used as guiding templates, but the actual models developed
during this research depended on the actual data about domain problems, the patterns
found, and the design needs discovered during the course of this research. The goal of
the cognitive work analysis portion of this research was to develop models in an efficient
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manner that richly described the envisioned world of Predator multi-aircraft management
as well as effectively inform the design of displays to support work in that domain.
The work domain model includes more detailed descriptions about functions,
activities, communications, and other domain elements that are relevant to understanding
and supporting the work functions that can be displayed temporally for Predator multiaircraft management. Building, bounding, and refining the model of the domain was an
iterative process throughout the term of the research. Products that resulted from the
cognitive work analysis were the MAM abstraction decomposition representation and
the MAM contextual activity template.

Scenarios
The author anticipated the need for scenarios that would exercise the various
functions of the Predator MAM displays, in order to make sure the display design is
robust under many complex situations. The author pursued the acquisition of previous
scenarios that were developed for other UAV projects but these were not at a level
relevant to the MAM design problem. An attempt was also made to discuss real scenarios
with SMEs in order to generate more generic scenarios to aid in design and storyboard
development, however, this proved difficult due to the unclassified nature of this
research. Only a very general high level MAM scenario was created due to these
constraints. The high level scenario is discussed as the role of MAM in the social
organizational and cooperation analysis in chapter 5.

Conceptual Interface Display Design
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An initial low fidelity conceptual display was designed (see chapter 6) by the
investigator (PowerPoint design) to complement AFRL‘s map-based TSD display as a
hypothesis of work support with the intention of using it as a talking point in soliciting
further requirements and feedback from Predator subject matter experts (SMEs). The
design did indeed further the discussion about MAM and the feedback from SMEs was
used to refine the design and the work analysis.
The military airlift timeline (Wampler et al., 2006) and AFRL‘s VSCS aircraft
status display, discussed in chapter 3, served as design patterns or templates to be
modified or tailored for the display design. Mission execution in the military airlift
domain has much in common with Predator multi-aircraft management and the design
template proved to be a useful starting point. However, there are differences in the
domain, and the actual structure of the envisioned world domain was mapped to the
interface display design according to general guidance of ecological interface design
goals (Vicente & Rasmussen, 1990), representation design guidelines (Woods, 1991),
visual momentum interface display suggestions (Woods, 1984), topological themes
(Okudan et al., 2005) and work-centered design principles (Eggleston & Whitaker, 2002)
that were discussed in chapter 3.
The work domain structure and semantics (from the models of the work ecology)
were mapped to the geometry or visual tokens (Woods, 1991) of the interface display.
The initial low fidelity display design representation for Predator MAM, is in the form of
PowerPoint slide displays that were used as a tool to get domain practitioner feedback in
order to further refine the work domain model and the conceptual design. The conceptual
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interface design concept is called MAM T&T for MAM Tasking and Timeline Display
and is described in Chapter 6.

Evaluation of MAM Conceptual Interface Display Design
Initial evaluation of the conceptual design was with cognitive walkthroughs of the
design with AFRL UAV researchers (in-person), as well as MAM vision stakeholders,
and a WOC/AOR Director, through telephone and PowerPoint presentation work analysis
and design walkthroughs. Work analysis and design changes were made based on these
initial evaluations.
The original intent of this investigator was to then create evaluation scenarios to
test the design and run through these with Predator operators at Creech AFB in a more
formal display evaluation. However, due to the operational tempo of Predator pilots, a
formal design evaluation was not possible at the time. As a limited alternative, the
refined design and work analysis was then sent in a combined PowerPoint slide
presentation and survey format package (See Appendix F) to Creech AFB for further
feedback. In the survey, domain practitioners were asked to evaluate the completeness of
the work analysis and evaluate the conceptual display design for supporting the MAM‘s
work. They were asked to indicate, for example, whether all the domain information they
need is present in the display vantages, what information might be missing, what
functions are well supported or not supported at all, whether or not the initial display
design is a good way to represent this information, and design suggestions were solicited.
However, this investigator received only one returned feedback survey from
Creech and two surveys from Predator test pilots associated with the advanced cockpit
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program. Although all the feedback was useful, some of it was contradictory and the
surveys were incomplete. This very limited amount of feedback did not give this
investigator confidence to make anything but minor design change suggestions for the
concept. Various survey comments and suggestions from domain practitioners are
discussed in the course of describing the design in Chapter 6.
Please note that information gathered from the initial interviews with SMEs was
used in analyzing the MAM‘s future work and in designing the initial displays to support
that work. However, additional feedback and perspectives, were they to be gathered,
would probably lead to further refinements and improvements on this initial hypothesis of
work support. Work analysis and design is a very iterative activity and this iteration was
cut short due to the very high operational tempo of Predator pilots and the resulting
limited feedback opportunities.
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5. COGNITIVE WORK ANALYSIS OF MAM
The beginning phases of a cognitive work analysis (CWA), based on Rasmussen
et al., (1994), Vicente (1999), and Naikar (2006) were carried out for the envisioned work
of the MAM. The main analyses focused on the ecological elements in the work domain
as well as potential activities that might lend themselves to temporal-based methods of
display. Rasmussen et al. (1994) and Vicente (1999) recommend the work domain
analysis (WDA) representation, in the form of an abstraction decomposition space
(ADS), for representing the elements of the work domain that would need to be
considered in the design of work supportive human computer interface (HCI) displays.
Naikar (2006) recommends the Contextual Activity Template for representing activity as
work problems within various work situations. Social organization and cooperation
analysis is the fourth phase of a cognitive work analysis (Vicente, 1999). Several
analyses will be discussed in this chapter, including a social organizational and
cooperation analysis, the main work domain analysis, and contextual activity analysis. A
fourth analysis, the problem-vantage-frame analysis, is more of a design synthesis
method, and will be discussed in Chapter 6. More detail on how the analyses in chapter 5
were used in the design process will also be discussed in Chapter 6.

Social Organizational and Cooperation Analysis
Vicente (1999) recommends mapping social organization and coordination of
work functions to the resulting products of the work domain, activity analysis, and
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strategies analysis. However, for the purposes of the MAM problem, this author will
simply describe some of the organizational roles and some of the interactions relevant to
the envisioned MAM position. Although this discussion of the work domain organization
is first, the understanding of what role MAM would play in the existing organization and
the MAM‘s interaction with other roles was only possible once the work domain analysis
was well under way and could be discussed with subject matter experts.

The Proposed Multi-Aircraft Manager (MAM) Position.
The MAM is a multi-aircraft pilot trained in airspace management and is
responsible for the safe operations of the unmanned aircraft he/she is operating. The
MAM is different than a single vehicle pilot in utilizing a higher level of control. Where
the single vehicle pilot may need to manually fly the vehicle at times, the MAM is
expected to use standard routing and auto-pilot controls. The following description of
MAM was developed as a high level scenario that was used as a loose guide in thinking
about the work and design requirements of multi-aircraft management. MAM01 is one of
several multi-aircraft managers that work in the Global Unmanned Air Systems (UAS)
Wing Operations Center (WOC) (see Figure 8). The WOC has command and control
responsibility for all MQ-1 Predator and MQ-9 Reaper operations. There may be one or
several MAMs per area of responsibility (AOR) in the operations theater, depending on
the operational tempo. The MAM sits at MAM01 control station and has point and click
loitering and pre-programmed auto-pilot controls and various displays to support his/her
work. Supervision and control of multiple vehicles becomes possible though networked
connection to the vehicle computer models. MAM is responsible for the transit of aircraft
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from the launch and recovery element (LRE) in theater to the target employment area and
then performs a handoff of the unmanned aircraft to the proper ground control station
(GCS) combat crew assigned to a particular squadron operational center (SOC), as
directed by the WOC/AOR Director. The MAM would be responsible for monitoring the
aircraft‘s health and status during its transit as well as ensuring airspace clearance
requests are approved. Advancements in airspace clearance request and approval
notification aiding would be helpful since the MAM would have several aircraft to be
concerned about.
In addition to transit responsibility, the MAM may maintain and execute one or
more very benign non-dynamic missions that don‘t require much attention, if the current
workload allows. A debatable issue with differing opinions is whether or not the MAM
would work with Mission Coordinators (MCs) and Sensor Operators (SOs). If the MAM
is not working with an SO for very benign missions (missions other than just transit),
then the MAM would be responsible for controlling the sensors and this is where sensor
automation enhancements would be necessary. If the MAM is not working with an MC
on the very benign missions, then the MAM would need to communicate more directly
with the supported unit for the tasking. It is anticipated that MAM would likely need
some type of communication aiding enhancements with chat, radio, and Voice-over-IP
communications since monitoring all these communication channels for each aircraft
being monitored would be almost impossible, especially without the usual second set of
eyes and ears of the SO and MC.
GCS mission crews may request, through their command and control (C2) chain
that the MAM take back an aircraft after the dynamic portion is over and there is a benign
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mission phase coming up. This would enable combat mission crews to be available to
receive another dynamic mission tasking. Some type of automatic request pop-up that
both the MAM, the GCS making the request, and the WOC and SOC chain of command
would see, and that the appropriate decision-makers could quickly electronically approve
or disapprove, would be useful in aiding rapid handoff decisions. The MAM may have to
quickly hand-off an unmanned aircraft that has gone dynamic unexpectedly to a full
mission crew after taking the first few steps in the right direction to ensure the safety of
the aircraft.
The MAM will return aircraft to base as planned or as necessary, while
maintaining some aircraft in theater until needed for another tasking. In this respect, the
MAM maintains a resource reservoir of available aircraft for the WOC Director to task
with incoming missions. At the WOC/AOR Directors request, the MAM may use his/her
set of integrated information displays to quickly research what aircraft might be suitable
for a high priority task just received by the WOC from the CAOC. The integrated
displays are organized around the work expected of the MAM. The MAM should have
the ability to control the aircraft and perform many tasks directly from the Tactical
Situation map-based display. Additional capabilities should include a tasking and
temporal-based display coordinated with the map-based display that provides situation
awareness over all the missions under MAM control to aid the MAM in prioritization
decisions and management of his/her workload.
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Figure 8. The MAM‘s Place in the Global Unmanned Air Systems MQ-1/MQ-9
Organization
Wing Operations Center/Area of Responsibility Director
The MAM would be taking direction from the WOC/AOR Director in sortie
allocation decisions and may be researching available aircraft for new sortie taskings
when requested by the AOR Director. The WOC/AOR Director is the single point of
contact for all stateside MQ1/MQ9 operations that are flown overseas within a particular
area of responsibility. The AOR director oversees active duty squadrons, reserve and Air
National Guard units. In addition to manning, funding, and personnel oversight in the
WOC, the main responsibility of the WOC/AOR Director is to ensure safe and smooth
MQ1/MQ9 operations. There are many responsibilities and activities the WOC/AOR
Director is involved in. The Director coordinates frequencies, feeds, specific colors
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assigned to vehicle sorties (for easier identification), and computer IP addresses.
Ensuring safe operations may involve making weather decisions, recalling and
coordinating aircraft decisions, and working the emergency procedures for missions.
Another responsibility is to make sure rules of engagement and all required permissions
are met when an aircraft is ready to shoot a target. Coordination with the CAOC of up
and down times of the vehicle for maintenance is another responsibility. The Director
will also coordinate with other AORs to take over sorties as necessary. Sortie
deconfliction is one of the main roles. The overseeing of safety issues, altitudes, and
whether emergency missions conflict are a challenging aspect as number of combat air
patrols increase. The WOC/AOR Director is responsible for allocation of sorties to
specific squadrons and/or the MAM. The AOR Director will need to keep track of the
missions in the AOR, which ones are MAM controlled and which are allocated to a
particular SOC. Some of the critical information the AOR Director needs about each
sortie, in addition to the current allocation, is the status of the mission tasking, weapons
load/status, and when an aircraft has to return to the LRE/base (based on fuel levels and
current distance to the LRE).

The Squadron Operations Center (SOC) Director
The following MAM and SOC interaction are tentative processes based on
discussions with subject matter experts. The MAM could get handoff requests from the
SOC directly or from the GCS crews under the command of the SOC. Requests may also
be transmitted from the GCS crew to the SOC Director, who then contacts the
WOC/AOR Director to request that the MAM take over a passive sortie or handoff an
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aircraft to the GCS crew. This SOC Director position has also been called the Squadron
Ops Super, the Flight Operations Supervisor (FOS), and the Mission Crew Commander
(MCC). The SOC Director is the main point of contact for the particular SOC under
his/her command for MQ-1/MQ-9 operations. There are currently several active duty and
Air National Guard SOCS, as well as a special operations SOC. The primary function of
the SOC Director position is to ensure the GCSs have the mission crew manpower
(pilots, sensor operators, mission coordinators) needed to support mission taskings.
Another function is coordinating with the WOC/AOR Director and the mission crews in
dealing with any aircraft malfunction/in-flight emergencies. The SOC Director may act as
a back-up pilot or instructor pilot if necessary to assist the mission crews in emergencies.
He/she is also the overall representative for status reports if the WOC or CAOC needs
data. The SOC Director may do the allocation of crews to specific GCS and taskings, but
this is often done by the squadron scheduling section. This process can vary across
squadrons. The SOC Director can make swaps on any given day to get the right
experience in the GCS for the sortie taskings.

Mission Coordinator
The MAM could be working with a Mission Coordinator (MC) whose role would
be to communicate with and relay the intent and needs of the supported unit (customer)
for the assigned sortie taskings and provide the MAM with mission updates, but this was
a debatable issue. The MC could alternately be working with an SO to whom the MAM
has allocated vehicle control. The MC is currently an invaluable part of the GCS mission
crew for many missions. There is usually one MC assigned to each sortie and its
associated crew. Communications is a major role of the MC, who has access to all the
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relevant chat rooms and emails regarding a particular sortie and the mission tasks. The
MC usually obtains target information, orbit standoff requirements, ACO updates, and
ROZ clearance information and loads this on the situation awareness display (currently
FalconView) so the pilot has access to this information. The MC sits in the SOC rather
than the GCS but is part of the mission crew and is in constant contact with the pilot and
SO, as well as the supported unit. Residing in the SOC allows the MC to quickly notify
the SOC staff as to the status of the aircraft, any emergencies, or other important events
as they occur in the GCS and/or in the target employment area. The MC also chats in the
airspace deconfliction room. There are also information feeds that only reside in the SOC
and this information is available to the GCS crew only via the MC.
The communication with all parties involved, puts the MC in a unique position to
understand and have high situation awareness of what‘s going on with a mission and keep
everyone else informed. If the MAM is not working with an MC, then the MAM station
displays may need to provide a combination of automation of MC tasks and display of
information normally provided by an MC. The MAM would also need comprehensive
chat, radio, headset & other communication aiding to handle the communication tasks
normally carried out by the MC. If a mission goes dynamic unexpectedly and an MC has
not been involved, then both the GCS Crew and the MC take over a sortie with very
limited situation awareness.

Ground Control Station Combat Mission Crew
The MAM will be handing off sorties and the associated unmanned aircraft to
combat mission crews in GCSs belonging to the various SOCS. The combat mission crew
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(GCS pilot, SO, and MC) will need tools for quickly getting up to speed on each sortie
and aircraft that is handed-off to them. This is especially critical if the sortie went
dynamic unexpectedly. The GCS pilot is aircraft commander for the Air Tasking Order
(ATO) missions assigned to the particular GCS. The pilot is responsible for flight safety,
positioning the aircraft to ensure mission objectives are accomplished, and for weapons
engagement against approved targets. The sensor operator follows pilot direction and
controls the MQ-1/MQ-9 sensor equipment necessary to complete mission objectives.
The mission coordinator works with the pilot, the SO, and the supported unit to
accomplish mission objectives. The MC role was discussed in greater detail above.

Other Organizational Positions
The MAM may interact with other positions in the course of carrying out mission
objectives, such as the in theater launch and recovery element (LRE), , air traffic and
ROZ controllers, WOC weather personnel, the supported unit (if necessary and if not
working with an MC), intel personnel, and other MAMs in the WOC.

Assumptions About The Future Technological Environment Of MAM
Some assumptions had to be made about the future technological environment
that MAM might exist in. One of the assumptions by Eggers and Draper (2006) was that
future networked control of the air vehicles must exist for Predator and Reaper remotely
piloted aircraft to be dynamically allocated. This provides the potential for the air vehicle
computer to be in one place and the MAM software control display solutions to be
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networked to the control computer. This would enable distributed team members to work
together on a mission.
A second assumption is that Advanced Cockpits (for Predator and Reaper) will
eventually be in existence (Advanced Cockpit TIM, 2007) in addition to legacy GCSs
and MAC stations. Advanced cockpits are supposed to have the capability to be
configured for either a pilot or sensor operator. Therefore, there is the potential for an
advanced cockpit to be configured for a sensor operator (SO) that works with the MAM,
but then supports the GCS pilot that the dynamic mission phase is handed off to. Note
that it is debatable issue as to whether or not the MAM would work with an SO. There is
the potential, with configurable advanced cockpits, for some SOs to no longer be tied to a
GCS and a particular Pilot/SO team.
Another assumption is that advancements in handoff technology and procedures
to rapidly switch control of the air vehicle will eventually be in place. Rapid handoff is
one of the advancements planned for the advanced cockpit program (Advanced Cockpit
TIM, 2007). This is a necessity for MAM to be able to rapidly hand off missions that
need a dynamic mission pilot‘s attention.
Several advancements in technology would enable the MAM to control and
monitor more unmanned aircraft. Advancements would be needed in automated set-up
procedures for the aircraft (Eggers and Draper, 2006). If MAM is controlling multiple
aircraft, he/she will not have the time or workload capacity to set up each aircraft
manually. Another need is automated flight planning tools (Eggers and Draper, 2006) that
are integrated with the Air Control Order (ACO), restricted airspace information, weather
and known threats to enable rapid replanning when needed. Eventual sensor
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enhancements are expected, such as moving target track (sensor slave), auto target
cueing/recognition, and multiple fields of view (M. Draper, personal communication,
Dec., 2007). There is a need for information to be integrated or fused from multiple
sources, without compromise of those sources (Advanced Cockpit TIM, 2007).
Advancements in radio and chat workload aiding would have to take place in order for
the MAM to handle multiple aircraft. It would be very difficult for the MAM to monitor
several chat rooms for each aircraft under control.

Work Domain Analysis
A work domain analysis was carried out in order to understand the ecological
constraints of the work domain at several levels of abstraction and the information that
would be needed in human computer displays to support the work of the MAM. The
boundary and scope was drawn at the human-machine system consisting of the MAM
position and the MAM work support station as the system of analysis. The boundary
could have been drawn a little wider and included the WOC/AOR Director as well as the
MAM and the displays needed from both these perspective of the multi-aircraft
management problem. Were this expanded analysis to be done, it is likely that the
WOC/AOR Director would benefit from similar display views as the MAM, but with a
different level of detail.
This MAM analysis began with document review and analysis of various Predator
domain and MAM vision documents to pull out clues as to the purpose, goals, value to
the organization, activities, physical and virtual objects, and information elements needed
by the envisioned MAM position and potential MAM control station displays. More of
the work domain ecology was discovered through mining archival and current interview
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notes and specifically asking interviewees for the information needed to understand the
domain at the various ADS levels. Feedback and suggestions from the earlier interviews
were incorporated into the work analysis. Later, limited work analysis feedback from the
survey results ranged from ―looks good...no serious problems‖ (participant A) to ―needs
more work‖ (participant C). This indicates that the work domain analysis is on the right
track but may need more revision and iteration with subject matter experts, since there
are differing opinions about MAM issues.
The ADS representation that resulted from the work domain analysis is included
in Figure 9 with a larger version in Appendix 1 and the information about the work
domain for each ADS category is discussed in this current Chapter. Note that not all the
means-end relationships are displayed in the ADS because it gets very difficult to view
when all the connections are displayed.

MAM Functional Purpose
There were two functional purposes or reasons for existence for a Multi-Aircraft
Manager Station Display to support the envisioned MAM position. The first purpose is
to meet the increasing demand by combatant commanders for MQ1 (Predator) /MQ9
(Reaper) sorties without a one for one increase in the pilots needed to fly them. The
second purpose is to enable MQ1/MQ9 combat mission crews to focus on the on-target
dynamic portions of missions.
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Figure 9. Abstraction Decomposition Space for Predator Multi-Aircraft Manager.

MAM Purpose-related Functions
There were three potential main functions related to the purposes of the MAM
station. The first function was Multi-aircraft MQ1/MQ9 transit management by Area of
Responsibility (AOR). The MAM would be responsible for transiting the aircraft from
the launch and recovery area to the area of mission employment as well as returning the
aircraft to base and the launch and recovery element once the sortie schedule is
accomplished. The second function is Multi-aircraft MQ1/MQ9 non-dynamic operation
execution by AOR. The MAM may maintain control of one or more very benign
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missions that won‘t require dynamic control of the air vehicle, as directed by the
WOC/AOR Director. This is a debatable issue. Although some SMEs would like the
option of being able to do benign missions, others think that this should be done by a
sensor operator. However, there are also debates as to whether or not the MAM should
work with a sensor operator in the same manner as the current MAC station. A third
function is to act as a MQ1/MQ9 aircraft resource availability reservoir by AOR. The
MAM may maintain a certain level of aircraft in theater for handing off to GCS crews
and customers as new taskings come down from the CAOC, as directed by the
WOC/AOR Director. In addition, the MAM should be able to use his/her displays to
research available aircraft for re-tasking to higher priority missions when requested by
the WOC/AOR Director.

Organizational Values and Priority Measures for MAM
Several potential values of the organization and priority measures for MAM were
discussed in interviews with MAM vision stakeholders. One value was to maximize the
time spent on target by combat mission crews. Transit management by MAM enables
more time spent on target and less time spent flying to and from the employment area by
GCS crews. Another priority measure is to minimize the aircrew to A/C ratio. MAM
should enable more aircraft to be airborne without a corresponding increase in aircrew
needed to fly them. However, opinion on this measure varies due to the potential
manpower implications. A third value measure is to decrease the response time in theatre.
The more aircraft (A/C) that are airborne and spread across the theater of operations
makes rapid responding more likely for nearby pop-up events. The ability to rapidly
switch control/handoff between crews and the ability for crews to rapidly get up to speed
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will be the key to realizing MAMs potential to lower response time. A fourth measure
would be to increase the total A/C airborne and available for taskings and total flight
hours in theater. A fifth priority measure is to maintain the safety of the aircraft. MAM
control could be a safety risk if workload is too high to properly monitor health, status,
and threats. There is a need for further research into workload issues and what level of
monitoring is needed.

Object-related Processes/Activities by Function
The processes and/or activities that the MAM will need to engage in are listed
below and are organized by the three purpose-related functions. There is much
redundancy in the activities according to function, so activities are displayed in Table 3
and the functions are listed as either A, B, or C, corresponding to, A) Transit
Management, B) Non-dynamic Operations, and C) A/C resource Availability Reservoir.
Note that although Rasmussen et al. (1994) does mention this level as including either
processes or activities, activities are not typically put in this level. In fact, this practice is
discouraged by Vicente (1999) in the process control domains that CSE and cognitive
work analysis have typically been used in. However, the MAM human-machine system
is a more intentional domain where the human is not simply monitoring the computer
systems‘ processes, but highly involved in carrying out activities and tasks, albeit with
the aid of the computer system. The focus was on what the human needed to do and
understand in the work domain versus what the UAV and computer control system‘s
processes are. Activities are usually only considered in the later activity and control task
analyses. The purpose of using the ADS in this research was to facilitate the design
process and listing activities here in this 4th level of the ADS seemed to be a more direct
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method of doing so. The intent was to have more of the information needed for design in
one place versus spread out across many documents.

Table 3. MAM Object-related Activities by Function.
A) Transit Management

B) Non-Dynamic
Operations

C) A/C Resource Availability
Reservoir

1) Understand and comply with LRE launch and recovery timelines
2) Manage flow of aircraft from LRE to/from mission employment area
3) Follow WOC/AOR Director‘s direction concerning crew allocation and
handoffs of air vehicle
4) Execute handoffs and handbacks between LRE and Mission GCSs
5) Understand and monitor which aircraft are returning to base versus
heading out
6) Understand airbase restrictions to properly sequence returning aircraft
7) Serve as aircraft commander during transit
8) Interface with (future) Mission plan/intel support cel or Mission
Coordinator as necessary to obtain pre-mission planning data
9) Perform route planning or use standard routes as available, and upload to
aircraft
10) Perform airspace deconfliction
11) Perform fuel planning, updating, monitoring
12) Understand and comply with airspace restrictions
13) Coordinate airspace clearance requests with ATC and ROZ agents
enroute and at destination
14) Perform operational risk management
15) Pilot aircraft using auto-pilot controls
16) Responsible for safety of flight issues on assigned missions
17) Perform any required ops checks, cross-checks, and checklists
18) Monitor radios for MAM controlled sorties
19) Monitor airspace management chat and mission chat rooms (as needed)
for MAM sorties
20) Monitor weather for impact on sorties under control
21) Monitor aircraft health and status (via alerts/warnings and SO/MC) for
MAM controlled sorties
22) Perform planned emergency procedures as necessary
23) Identify threats to aircraft/and or mission (through communication with
SO, [debatable], MC, DCGS, and supporting intel personnel)
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A

B

C

24) Conduct crew swapout briefs
25) Manage workload and prioritize tasks appropriately
26) Return aircraft to LRE/base as planned or as necessary due to fuel,
health, or weather reasons
27) Provide transit management status updates to WOC/AOR Director as
necessary and to incoming MAM at shift change
28) Communicate/coordinate with GCS crews, LRE, other MAMs, MCs,
SOs, and WOC/AOR Director as needed
29) Execute non-dynamic mission taskings as directed by WOC/AOR
Director
30) Understand/maintain mission timeline of events
31) Understand mission tasking requirements
32) Set up sensor operator containers (SOCs) as needed for mission
[debatable whether MAM will work with an SO]

A
A

B
B

A

C

A
A
B
B
B
B

33) Directs and interfaces with Mission Coordinator (assigned to MAM) as
required to meet mission objectives [debatable]

B

34) Directs and interfaces with Sensor Operator (assigned to MAM) as
required to meet mission objectives [debatable –needs further discussion)

B

35) Provide non-dynamic mission execution updates to WOC/AOR Director
and incoming MAM at shift change
36) Follow WOC/AOR Director‘s direction to maintain a supply of
available aircraft for operational taskings
37) Receive aircraft from combat mission crews during off-target or passive
periods and maintain until needed for taskings
38) Understand and monitor which aircraft are returning to base versus
heading out
39) Understand airbase restrictions to properly sequence returning aircraft

B

C
C
C
C

40) Coordinate with WOC/AOR Director and LRE for replacements of
aircraft that are returning to base (as necessary to maintain ready supply to
meet AOR taskings)
41) Research available aircraft (both MAM and GCS crew controlled) that
meet mission tasking requirements as directed by WOC/AOR Director
42) Obtain weapon configuration and status information as required by
WOC/AOR Director to determine appropriateness of potential aircraft to
meet taskings
43) Transit aircraft to maintain availability as directed by WOC/AOR
Director

C

C

C

C

44) Provide resource availability updates to WOC/AOR Director and
incoming MAM at shift turnover
45) Provide updates to mission planning for mission crews
46) Understand the number and qualification of aircrew available at any
given time
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C

C
A
A

Objects in the MAM‘s Work Domain
As the processes or activities in the abstraction level above are considered, the
question of ―what‖ objects are involved as a means to carry out the various activities is
raised. There are many objects that exist in several categories in the MAM‘s work
domain or environment. These include the personnel or agents the MAM will need to
interact with in order to accomplish the processes or activities, the equipment and
computer software available and/or needed, geographical and weather elements, objects
associated with the unit tasking, and those associated with the air vehicles that the MAM
would control. For the purposes of this particular work domain analysis, these objects are
broken out into general domain objects (see Table 4), computer capability and software
display objects (see Table 5), personnel coordination objects (see Table 6), and
communication equipment objects (see Table 7).

Table 4. General Domain Objects.
MQ1 Predator Air Vehicles (and
associated capability)

Aircraft flight routes

MQ9 Reaper Air Vehicles (and
associated capability)

Sensor operator containers
(SOC) [debatable]

AGM-114 Hellfire Missile
Other MQ1/MQ9 Weapons
Robust set of sensors
Ku Satellite
MQ1/MQ9 Video Feed
Tailored mission kits
Laser designator/illuminator
Vehicle Health & Status
Other UAVs

Loiter tracks
Airspace
ROZs
Keypads
Restricted airspace
Cleared airspace
Killboxes
Radio frequencies
Theater of Operations
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Other Aircraft
Launch Schedule
Ownships
Air Coordination Order (ACO)
Air Tasking Order (ATO)
Sorties
Other Aircraft Crews
Targets
EEI taskings

Friendly forces
Weather Phenomena
Threats
Cities
Terrain
Roads
Countries
Airbases
Buildings

Table 5. Computer Capability/Software Display Objects

A/C Control capability which includes:

Auto-pilot programming
Auto-routing capability
Changes in radio
frequency
Emergency control
Loiter now command for
high workload issues
Point and click loiters

A/C mission planning & upload capability
which includes:

Auto-pilot programming
Auto-routing capability
Emergency control
Sensor container setup
(only
if working directly with
SOs, which is debatable)

MAM Moving Map/combined TSD Display (with capabilities like Falcon
View, Tracker, TSD and control of other capabilities directly from map)
Multi-aircraft management Tasking/status & timeline display
Access to vehicle FMV feed
Airspace Clearance Aiding
Airspace Deconfliction Aiding
Communication aiding for intercom VOIP, radios, and chat
Fuel Management Aiding
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Handoff/handback support
Health and Status alerts and drill down
Microsoft Office
mIRC Chat
Ops check and dynamic checklist support
Recording and Review (TiVo)
Repeat of appropriate MC screens
Rover set-up support
SKYNET
Access to Full motion Video (FMV) feeds
Table 6. Personnel Coordination Objects
Multi-Aircraft Manager (MAM)
Wing Operations Center (WOC)
Launch & recovery Element (LRE)
GCS Mission crews (assigned to various squadrons)
WOC/AOR Director
Mission Coordinators (assigned to MAM) in various Squadron Operations Centers (SOCs)
ROZ Controllers (in theater)
Air Traffic Controllers (in theater)
Weather Personnel
Supported Units/End user (indirectly via MC)
DCGS and supporting intel
Sensor Operators (assigned to MAM)(debatable)
Other MAMs
Trained forward unit/ end user (debatable)
Squadron Operations Center (SOC)
Table 7. Communication Equipment Objects
Intercom with headset **
JWICS Computer/Display
NIPRNet Computer/display
NIPRNet Computer/display
radios
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Secret telephones/VOIP
SIPRNet computer/display**
Top Secret telephones/VOIP **
unclassified telephone
Object Attributes or Information Elements Needed by MAM
The information elements associated with the objects in the MAM‘s work domain
are presented in Table 8 below. These represent the information requirements needed by
the MAM in order to support the various activities (in Level 4) that are involved in the
MAM system‘s functions (level 3). This 6th level for information elements is not
included in any analyses based on Rasmussen et al. (1994) or Vicente (1999). Instead,
these typically fall out of a control task analysis represented by Rasmussen‘s et al. (1994)
decision ladder. In addition, the entire ADS can provide information relevant to design.
For instance, one could directly display the information associated with value and metrics
the MAM system offers (from the second level). An example might be to directly display
how many aircraft are currently in theater, and an indication of how many are available
for new taskings. However, this information is generally needed higher up in the MAMs
chain of command rather than by the MAM.
Although information can be pulled out of any of the levels of the ADS, it seemed
useful to deliberately list information elements in a separate level in order to better
inform and support the design process. These represent the information needs of the
MAM. Note that the resolution of this analysis is based on the scope of the design
problem. More emphasis was paid to elements that might be displayed on map-based and
temporal-based displays as it was anticipated that these would be the main displays for
MAM. Some information elements are at a lower resolution (e.g., A/C overall health
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status). For the purposes of this design problem, overall health status is sufficient, but
obviously the individual elements that make up overall health status would need to be
resolved further in order to be able to alert the MAM to any problems with A/C health.
The MAM may also need to drill down into more detailed health displays when there is a
problem, but this was not part of this design problem. It is anticipated that this list of
information elements/data requirements would grow as more of the drill down display
requirements are considered.

Table 8. MAM Information Elements associated with objects in the work environment.
A/C Launch base identifier (ICAO
or DP1, DP2...)

Current time

Rover frequency

A/C MDS (MQ1 or MQ9)

EEIs

A/C oil pressure status

ETA to support unit/tasking

scheduled gaining handover
time
Scheduled landing

A/C operational check due

Historical Info: crew member
associated wit A/C at moment in
time

A/C operational checks checklists

Scheduled launch
scheduled losing handback
time

A/C overall health status

Historical info: mission recording
Historical info: handover history
(when, where, between what
people)

A/C ownship current latitude

KU Band Frequency

A/C ownship current longitude

Location of Blue/Friendly forces

A/C ownship proximity warning

Location of cleared airspace

A/C planned altitude

Location of Keypads

A/C recovery timeline

Location of Killboxes

A/C reference imagery

Location of Loiters

A/C requested destination

Location of Lost Link/emergency
mission

A/C Return base identifier (ICAO or
DP1, DP2..)

Location of other A/C in area

supported unit identifier
Supported unit requested
arrival time

A/C Scheduled arrival to
employment area

Location of other A/C in selected
ownship altitude blocks

Supported Unit Tasking
duration
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Shape of sensor operator
containers (SOC)
Sortie Status: Emergency
Mission
Sortie status: Enroute
Sortie Status: Lost Link
Sortie Status: On Target
Sortie Status: Return to
Base
supported unit contact
method

Location of other UAVs in the area

target coordinates
target identifier

A/C tail number

Location of restricted airspace
Location of Sensor operator
containers (SOC)

A/C weapons configuration

Location of sortie routing

terrain features
Time to handoff (30 minute
warning)

A/C Weapons status

Location of threats

Time to handoff (5 minute
warning)

Actual gaining handover time

Loiter NOW

Actual handoffs

LRE for launch

Actual landing

LRE for recovery

Actual losing handback time

MAM remarks/notes associated
with a sortie

Actual Launch

Mission priority

Weather
phenomena/location (ice)
Weather
phenomena/location
(turbulence)

Airbase heat window

Mission Status: Dynamic vs
Non-Dynamic (benign)

Weather
phenomena/location (winds)

Aircraft returning to base vs.
heading out

Mission tasking information

Airfield Code Red

scheduled handoffs

A/C Sensor Video Feed
A/C Sortie trend data (off orbit due
to winds)

vehicles
waypoints on route
Weather
phenomena/location
(clouds)

Weather phenomena/ wind
direction
Weather phenomena/wind
velocity

Alternate View of MAM Activities: Contextual Activity Template
Although the activities the MAM would be involved in was included in the previous
analysis, an alternate view of these work activities as problems parsed by work situations is
also included here in Figure 4. This Contextual Activity Template (CAT) view is based on
Naikar et al., (2006). See Appendix A for a larger version of the CAT.
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Figure 10. MAM Work Problems by Work Situations in Contextual Activity Template.

The work situations could be considered as islands of activity (Rasmussen et al.
(1994) that would likely exist for MAM. Some of these are various phases of the mission
such as pre-mission, launch, flight enroute (transit), non-dynamic mission execution,
dynamic mission phase (where MAM is not involved), unexpected dynamic mission
phase, emergency, and recovery. In addition, two additional ways to segment work is by
meta-work management and resource reservoir. Meta-work management is the situation
where the MAM has to continually think about his/her overall workload, where he/she is
at in the work flow, and prioritize tasks across all sorties. Resource Reservoir is the
island of activity that involves researching available aircraft for the WOC director to reallocate to higher priority mission taskings. These do not fit nicely with the mission
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phases but are a part of the MAMs work. This method was one way of parsing the
activities. There are probably numerous ways of doing so.
A particular work problem may fall under one situation or context or take place in
several situations. A green dotted line surrounds activities/problems that extend across
situations. There are also green surrounds around problems that may be slightly different
depending on the situation but are in the same general class. An example of a class of
problems that would have a green dotted surround would be the similarity between
navigate to mission start point, navigate to recovery point, and mange flow of aircraft to
and from mission employment area. A red border surrounds problems that the MAM
T&T display (discussed in Chapter 6) was designed to support. For example, the
problem of manage workload and prioritize tasks was a major design consideration. A
yellow border surrounds problems or activities that the conceptual display may partially
support. For example, the displays are meant to give the fuel status and provide access to
fuel management tools in another system, but will not on its own completely support the
MAM in his/her fuel management needs.
Some of the feedback on the CAT representation from MAM vision stakeholders
and Predator pilot SMEs was fairly positive: ―looks pretty good to me‖ (personal
communication, former Predator pilot, March, 2008). Another Predator pilot thought that
meta-work management and pre-mission should be the same situation. He also thought
that flight enroute and non-dynamic mission execution should be combined as well as
combining dynamic mission phase and emergency mission phase. He did not understand
the point of resource reservoir, but had not been privy to previous conversations about the
MAM concept. There were many problems that this particular SME would choose to
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automate, such as operational checks and fuel management and therefore did not think
that these belonged on this representation. However, it makes sense to have all the
activities represented, and then do a function allocation analysis to determine what the
human should perform versus what the automation should take care of. A function
allocation analysis was not within the scope of this research.
The feedback on this representation was through informal channels via email and
was not included in the survey. This representation would likely be revised a great deal
with more operator feedback and therefore should not be taken as the last word on what
activities within work situations would look like. Rather, it is a first step. The CAT
representation was useful in the design process as a mechanism for exploring whether or
not the display design supported the various problems in different situations. It also
provided a way to visualize which problems need to be supported by other displays and
control mechanisms.
The usual progression with the CAT representation, according to Naikar et al.,
(2006) is to further analyze some of the problems with control task analysis. However,
this proved very difficult without actual domain practitioner participation in the process.
The CAT representation was also not at the right level of granularity to use it as a starting
point for control task analysis. Naikar et al. (2006) had suggested using the functions
from the 3rd level of the ADS as a starting point for the activity analysis. However, since
this author had already broken activities out according to function in the ADS, the
activity level of the ADS was used instead, leading to more detailed granularity. A
control task analysis (Vicente, 1999) will usually get at what information processing
activities, what strategies, and what information is needed at various stages. However, it
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proved unnecessary for the design scope of this research. Since the information elements
were already in the ADS and were gathered by asking the question ―what information is
needed by the MAM, and available from domain objects in the MAM‘s environment, that
enable the MAM to carry out the relevant activities within particular contexts or
situations?‖
This author‘s original intent was to do a display evaluation with Predator pilots
and then to use the data of how they interacted with the displays, the different strategies
used, and the information accessed to aid the development of decision ladders/control
tasks. This type of evaluation was not possible due to operational tempo and so the
analysis ended with the CAT representation.

Reflections on the Use and Value of the Analysis Tools
One of the objectives of this research was to reflect on the value of the methods
used in informing the design. Does the value and insights gained from the use of each
method outweigh its cost? There is a general belief that cognitive systems engineering
methods, such as the cognitive work analysis that resulted in the ADS and the CAT, are
time-consuming and difficult and may be more trouble then they are worth. If document
review and interviews are the basis for analyzing the domain, why constrain the analysis
to what is represented in an abstraction decomposition space? Why not just review notes
from interviews and documents reviewed before beginning design? This section is an
attempt to answer these questions and concerns about value versus cost in performing an
analysis intended to inform design.
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This analysis began with a general literature review or bootstrapping. This was
absolutely valuable in preparing for later document review and interviews. It increased
the understanding of what was read later and helped in understanding the professional
terminology in the UAV domain. The later document reviews and analyses added to the
general and specific knowledge about the Predator UAV domain and provided clues as to
what might be relevant to the future position of MAM. Interviews at Creech AFB with
subject matter experts were targeted for getting at critical information that was important
to display to the multi-UAV pilot. The emphasis was not on what SMEs thought would
be useful to display temporally, although this was one of the many questions. It was
anticipated that domain practitioners may not see the value in a new kind of display until
they could see the possibilities. They would not be able to see the possibilities unless the
display was designed based on the structure of the work domain.
In the interviews, the focus was on what UAV pilots and sensor operators needed
to understand about each sortie, each aircraft, each mission, and the kinds of
communications they engaged in, as well as people they interacted with. SME answers to
questions such as ―what do you need to know to get up to speed quickly and build
situation awareness,‖ and ―how do you decide what to pay attention to first,‖ start to
build a picture of their world. The information gathered during these early in-person
interviews, as well as review of archival interviews helped to start framing the analysis
and design problem. There were many clues from what Predator pilots needed in general,
to what the MAM as a controller of several UAVs might need to do MAM work. This
researcher and beginning designer could easily imagine some of the information elements
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uncovered during these early stages that would index nicely to a timeline based on the
military airlift timeline template.
However, the analysis and design problem was not sufficiently bounded at the
time of these earlier interviews to have anything more than a high level and somewhat
faulty view of what the MAM position would really involve. Any design at this point
would not have been adequate in supporting MAM. This question of bounding was
probably what caused the most agony in using the CSE tools of Rasmussen et al. (1994)
and Vicente (1999). Most of the examples of abstraction hierarchies in the literature
involve supervisory process control. These tended to be bounded around a system that
had processes such as heating and cooling or automatic flight control. Some false starts
involved considering the UAV itself as the larger system with the MAM as one method
of control. This approach was quite unwieldy and required understanding the UAV
systems instead of the actual work that the human controller would need support for. This
approach was quickly abandoned after this researcher kept asking ―what am I actually
designing?‖ This was not a UAV design problem. Other false starts included
considering the entire WOC or Global UAS Operations Center as the system with the
MAM as one role in the system. This was also bounded too widely for designing
displays for MAM, but may be useful for considering what displays other positions, such
as the WOC Director, might need to supervise the work of all the MAMs under his/her
control.
The intention of this problem was to design displays to support the new MultiAircraft Manager in controlling and understanding mission constraints and status of
multiple UAVs. Once the problem was bounded around the human-machine system of
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the MAM and MAM control station displays, the process became much easier. The
bounding process was difficult and time was wasted in going down improperly bounded
paths. However, this was this researcher‘s first attempt at performing this kind of
analysis; so perhaps, this bounding problem gets easier with experience.
Could the design have progressed by just utilizing the information from more
targeted interviews rather than constraining it to what might fit in an ADS? It is
absolutely possible that through multiple interview-design iteration cycles with SMEs, an
effective design would have emerged. However, once the problem was bounded, the
structure of the work domain analysis was very useful in leading to targeted questions
that got at the purpose of MAM, the values/metrics that are desirable, the functions the
MAM system would serve, the activities the MMA would likely be involved in to serve
those functions, the work domain objects or elements in the MAM‘s work
ecology/environment, and the information elements needed by the MAM in the
performance of his/her work. All of these together provide a rich description of MAM
that otherwise would likely have not emerged though a more unstructured process.
Both Rasmussen et al. (1994) and Naiker et al, (2006) offer suggestions for key
words to search for in documents and probe questions one can ask in interviews to solicit
the kind of information necessary in a work analysis model. These were used as a
reference in designing the Creech site visit questions and telephone interviews with
MAM vision stakeholders and other SMEs. Since deliberate questioning was used to get
at relevant information for the ADS, the cognitive work analysis was actually progressing
in the notes of the interviews. Could the process have ended here and led to an adequate
design? I believe the framework of the design would have been the same, but would
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have missed important information. After interviews, information would be mined from
domain documents to further fill in any holes in the developing picture of the MAM‘s
domain of work. Organizing the growing work analysis in the ADS representation
allowed this author to see where the holes were, and what needed further analysis.
Answers to those further questions and specific information might be found in one of the
domain documents and could then be filled in or added to the ADS representation. Also,
looking at certain levels in the ADS, the researcher could ask, ―what is a means of
achieving this‖, or ―why is this done or needed?‖ in order to further flesh out the structure
of the domain in the other levels. For instance, an object in the domain might be ―launch
schedule‖ and then the question becomes, ―what information does a launch schedule
offer? The answer to that could be found by asking an expert in a future interview or
looking that up in domain documentation. The information elements offered by launch
schedule (e.g., base launching from, LRE, scheduled launch time, actual launch time, etc)
could then be input into the 6th levels of the ADS.
In other words, the ADS served as the correct representation that this designer
needed to see the complexity of the domain structure and the possibilities of the design
problem. Having all this information in one ADS representation definitely aided the
understanding of the domain that displays were being designed to support. What took a
few minutes to review whenever needed, would take much longer if information was
spread across several documents. Something that seemed important while reviewing
various documents might easily be forgotten and never serve as input to the design. In
the ADS, it is clear what kind of information is found in each level and it serves as a
direct design map that can be referenced easily during design. It serves as a bridge
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between the data discovered during the analysis of the work and the display design.
Although the abstraction decomposition space took a while and a few false starts to get
started due to the bounding problem, once it was started it was easy to update and revise
items once new information was discovered. It was absolutely useful in informing
design.
The contextual activity template (CAT) did not really add more information but
allowed me to view activities within situations and see that most of the activities I was
designing for fell into the situations or islands of activity called meta-work management
and resource reservoir. It served more as a checklist way of asking, ―Am I supporting this
activity?‖ It became very apparent that there are many activities that the displays
designed here do not support, although they were not intended to support all of the
MAM‘s activities. It was also used in the problem-vantage-frame design synthesis
analysis discussed in chapter 6. Although it was useful in visualizing activity differently,
this author did not feel confident in the correctness of this representation as SMEs
disagreed over whether this representation captured the work or not. The cost was not
great in this case, as the CAT was easy to do once the ADS was already mostly done. It
was not time consuming, added some value, but the design probably would have
progressed fine without it. There may have been greater costs in iteratively evaluating it
and refining it with more subject matter experts. Getting it right may have made it more
valuable or not worth the costs of the additional insights. If I had not included the
activities in the 4th level of the ADS and the information requirements in the 6th level,
then the CAT, and the additional control task analysis with decision ladder may have
been essential.
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In summary, the bootstrapping, document analyses, and interviews were essential
to understanding the deep and rich structure of the domain and representing this domain
in the ADS as a landscape of MAM action possibilities, as well as a design map to inform
design choices and information needed by the MAM. Since the ADS was not typical but
included activities that needed support and information elements that would need to be
displayed, the CAT representation was less useful than it might have been otherwise.
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6. CONCEPTUAL DISPLAY DESIGN OF MAM T&T DISPLAY
The MAM Tasking and Timeline (T&T) Display was conceptually designed as a
set of integrated displays that work together to support the MAM‘s situation awareness,
problem-solving and workload management needs, as well as a sub-set of the MAM‘s
tasks, that were identified in the course of the cognitive work analysis. The T&T display
is meant to complement AFRL‘s map-based Tactical Situation Display (TSD) in
supporting the MAM‘s work. At the time of the design activities, AFRL had not yet
modified their existing TSD to support MAM, so this investigator/designer had to make
some assumptions about the future MAM map-based display. See Appendix C for a
high-level analysis of map-based display needs. This map-based needs analysis was
complied from a review of archival interview notes with Predator pilots, sensor operators,
and mission coordinators, as well as the interviews at Creech AFB that this author
personally participated in, where map-based needs were discussed explicitly.
Please note that the conceptual design discussed in this chapter is a low-fidelity
prototype represented in Microsoft PowerPoint. Due to the limitations of prototyping a
concept in PowerPoint, the information portrayed across the display is not necessarily
completely coordinated as it might be if it were fed from a database. There are also
clutter and readability issues that SMEs did bring up. This was to be expected as fonts
could not be completely controlled in PowerPoint. Instead, the intent of this initial
conceptual design is to portray what information is important in supporting the MAM‘s
work and how this information might be portrayed. There is the need for more
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consideration of human factors principles if this design were to be prototyped in a higher
fidelity format. See the paragraph below for the overall high level feedback on the
display as a whole.
In addition to initial design walkthroughs with SMEs that led to some design
changes, a survey was sent out to solicit more feedback on the revised design. Participant
response was extremely low. Only three surveys were returned. One of the questions
asked was, ―In your opinion, how useful will the MAM T&T Display be as a complement
to a TSD/map-based display in supporting the work the MAM will have to do?‖ One
participant reported, ―The display will be very useful once people know how to read it.‖
Another participant said ―It‘s a good start. As it is, it needs work, but I think that this will
be required to support any TSD/Map display.‖ The third participant described the MAM
T&T display as ―Very useful but cluttered and hard to read.‖ The display that these
Predator pilots were commenting on will be described in detail in this chapter. Please see
Appendix C for the initial design walkthrough feedback that resulted in the current design
and Appendix F for the data from the three survey participants about that resultant
design. Select feedback from both initial walkthroughs and the survey will be discussed
in the course of this chapter as it is relevant to particular vantages of the display.
It is anticipated that that the map-based display and T&T display (see Figure 11)
should be integrated in that selecting a sortie on the T&T display would highlight that
sortie on the map and vice versa. Both displays should be fed by consistent data sources.
Color coding and use of icons should be consistent across both displays. However,
development of the two displays to support MAM was not concurrent and therefore, more
investigation and design modifications would need to be done to integrate the map and
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temporal-based displays for MAM. The MAM should be able to carry out his/her tasks
from whatever context is currently in focus, whether using the TSD or the T&T displays.
Different portions, called vantages, of the T&T display would allow the work to
be ―viewed‖ and dealt with from different perspectives. The most important information
would be included for at-a-glance pick-up of information, with more detail available in
roll-overs and drill down displays. The ability to access other capabilities (e.g., mission
planning tools) within the context of what sortie the MAM is currently dealing with
should be available from the T&T display as well as the map-based display. Drill down
displays were not included in the scope of this design project. Please note that design
concepts portrayed in this document are displayed here at a much lower resolution than
originally designed due to size constraints.

AFRL map-based TSD to be
modified/tailored to support MAM

Figure 11. MAM T&T Display as complement to Geo-spatial Map-based Display.

Work Support Vantages
Different vantages, all coordinated with each other, allow the MAM to view the
work from different perspectives. The Task and Status Vantage (see Figure 12) includes
important information about the mission tasking, identifying information and status of the
air vehicle and sortie, and access to other functional capabilities within the context of the
particular sortie of interest. There is an expanded (more detail) and a retracted view (less
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detail). The Workload Management Vantage (see Figure 12) is meant to aid the MAM is
prioritizing his/her work tasks. It shows what major events are coming up next and
which aircraft sortie the MAM needs to allocate attention to. Icons within each vantage
are color coordinated and consistent throughout the vantages and used as landmarks in
order to increase the MAM‘s visual momentum (Woods, 1984) by aiding the
transitioning from one vantage to another without losing focus. These vantages will be
discussed in more detail.

Workload
Management
Vantage - to view only
MAM major events in
relation to time to aid in
attention allocation &
prioritization decisions

Task and Status Vantage - expanded for MAM
controlled, retracted for other-controlled. Has aircraft
status, crew, contact information, and other important
information for aiding the management of multiple aircraft
at-a-glance. Button access to other displays and control
mechanisms that would be needed for MAM to
effectively manage and control multiple aircraft.

Figure 12. MAM T&T Task and Status and Workload Management Vantages.

The Timeline Vantage (see Figure 13) contains important sortie and mission
tasking events and constraints for each sortie indexed to time and includes roll-overs for
more detail. There is an expanded more-detailed view and a retracted view with less
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detail. The Notes Vantage (see Figure 13) supports the MAM in taking and viewing notes
about each sortie and enables cut-and-paste or macro-pull of information from chat. This
view could be expanded into a larger display of sortie notes while actively working in
this vantage for a particular sortie. The Quick Views Vantage (see Figure 13) offers the
capability to rapidly view various events in a particular AOR, such as all launches, all
scheduled return to base (RTBs), etc. There should be the ability to minimize this display
when not in use, in order to expand the screen space allotted to other vantages.
Notes Vantage - to aid in taking and viewing
notes about each mission, cut and paste or
macro-pull from chat, etc. Can pull up larger Notes
View.

Timeline
Vantage - has
sortable expanded
and retracted
views. Contains
important sortie
events indexed to
time and includes
roll-overs for more
detail.

Quick Views Vantage - for
quick filtered way of seeing
what's coming up next for
launch schedule, handoffs,
RTB, etc, to aid with
prioritization of tasks.

Figure 13. MAM T&T Display Timeline, Notes, and Quick Views Vantages.

Vantage Design Process
Before discussing the details of each vantage of the MAM T&T display, it is
worthwhile to discuss the process of designing vantages. Most of the information
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elements mapped to the display vantages originally came from the 6th level of the work
domain analysis ADS representation. The tailored ADS was based on the cognitive
systems engineering methods of Rasmussen et al. (1994) but was modified by this
investigator to include a 6th level consisting of information requirements to better support
the design process. As discussed in Chapter 5, these information elements were
discovered through document analysis and interviews with subject matter experts. They
were also discovered by asking the question, ―What information do the objects in the
MAM‘s domain (in the 5th level of the ADS) offer to the MAM?‖ The design synthesis
method of problem-vantage-frame (P-V-F) analysis (Eggleston & Whitaker, 2002) was
used loosely with the ADS and the Contextual Activity Template (CAT) of Naikar et al.
(2006) to determine what information should be included in each vantage.
The main unit of work for MAM is his/her set of individual sorties assigned by
the WOC/AOR Director. The main focus in design was on how to display the critical
information about each sortie that the MAM would need to know in order to successfully
transit aircraft, carry out the occasional benign mission, and maintain a ready resource of
aircraft in theater that the AOR Director could allocated to high priority missions. These
were the three functions of the MAM system from the second level of the ADS. The
MAM system includes the MAM as human agent and the multi-UAV computer control
station displays. The ADS served as a design map that included the structure of the
domain or work environment that the MAM would be acting on in order to accomplish
his/her goals. Although the ADS map includes all the possibilities (that have been
discovered thus far), it does not tell the designer what route the MAM will take with the
map in the course of dealing with the problems or activities that are involved in the
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various work situations the MAM will likely engage in during the course of a day‘s
work. This investigator imagines different routes being highlighted on the map as
different problems are being solved. These different routes would include the goals
relevant to the problem at hand, the various domain agents and objects involved in
solving the problem, and the critical information elements that should be in focus within
the context of that particular problem.
Eggleston and Whitaker (2002) describe the principle of problem-vantage-frame
(PVF) method of design synthesis. PVF asks the question of what information elements
are critical to viewing and understanding a problem from a particular vantage and then
physically instantiates that conceptual view into a physically framed display design.
Eggleston and Whitaker did not specify exactly how to do this process. This author
attempted to follow this principle while using the artifacts of the CWA. For instance, this
investigator explored the question of what information elements in the ADS are
highlighted and explored in the mind of the MAM during the context of a particular
problem within a particular situation. Another question the designer can ask is which
problems displayed in the ADS and/or CAT representations require the same vantage?
Which problems require different vantages? Also, what is the minimum amount of
vantages the MAM would need in order to support the range of problems within his/her
work domain?
The first step in this problem-vantage-frame method was to explore the activities
(considered as problems) in the ADS or in the contextual activity template and discover
what problems could be understood with a similar view. Much of the CAT representation
displayed problems that would likely be dealt with in a map-based vantage or functional
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capability vantages, such as the problem of ―navigate to mission start point.‖ The scope
of this particular design was displays that would allow the MAM to understand mission
and temporal constraints across the set of sorties in order to effectively manage the
control of multiple aircraft. This involved understanding tasking, temporal, and status
constraints as well as prioritization considerations. Many of the problems that supported
this scope fell under the meta-work management and resource reservoir situations in the
CAT representation. At the time of the initial design, the CAT was only partially filled
out and so most of the design synthesis thought process was actually done using the ADS.
However, the CAT represents the thought processes regarding activities within situations
that was later documented in the form of the CAT. Several problems that involved many
of the same constraints were, 1) monitor and comply with launch and recovery timelines,
2) manage flow of aircraft to and from mission employment area, 3) understand which
aircraft are returning to base versus heading out, 4) understand and maintain mission
timelines, 5) understand mission tasking requirements, 6) understand and comply with
airspace restrictions, 7) understand when to handoff a vehicle, and 8) understand
availability and appropriateness of vehicles to support a new task. These problems could
all be explored from a temporal viewpoint. A temporal or timeline point-of-view is one
way of considering these problems and the information needed to work through them.
The decision was made that these problems would be displayed with a timeline vantage
based on the military airlift design template.
The question remained, ―what information from the ADS is needed within this
vantage to deal with the problems at hand?‖ In order to monitor and comply with launch
and recovery timelines, the MAM needs to understand what time the sortie is scheduled
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to launch and land, how to identify that particular sortie, from which base and LRE is the
MAM expected to take control of that aircraft, and when should the aircraft return to
base. These would be questions the MAM would ask and/or decisions the MAM would
need to make in order to deal with the problem at hand. Since many of the questions
were asked by the analyst in creating the ADS, a good portion of the information needed
to answer these questions were already included in the ADS representation. However,
holes in the ADS were also discovered when the answer was not already included. Thus
the analysis and design process was an iterative one.
In order to manage the flow of aircraft to and from the mission employment area,
maintain mission timelines, and understand mission tasking requirements, much of the
same information is needed, but the MAM also needs to know who the supported unit for
the task employment is, what tasks the mission calls for and the duration of those tasks,
what time the aircraft is expected to be in the employment area, which pilot within what
SOC is the MAM handing over the aircraft to, and from whom and at what time is he/she
getting the aircraft back. All of this information can be indexed to time and can include a
graphic indication of when the aircraft needs to or currently is returning to base.
Airspace clearance and restriction information can also be indexed to time with details in
roll-overs, and an indication given as to whether or not the MAM needs to take action.
The timeline vantage to be described in detail in this chapter was designed in this way.
This process is an iterative one, in that once a vantage is decided on, the question
becomes, what else should be displayed here that would be helpful to MAM that was not
considered in the ADS? In this way, more of the structure of the work is discovered and
added to the ADS and any other work analysis products.
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All the vantages were designed in this manner. For instance, the problem of
―manage workload and prioritize tasks‖ led to an exploration of what events and
information elements in the ADS were important in understanding when multiple events
might lead to high workload and in prioritizing actions across the set of missions. The
view into this problem seemed to also require a timeline, but with major events across the
set of missions displayed instead of viewing the individual mission‘s constraints on
separate timelines. This vantage was called the workload summary vantage and
information from the ADS was mapped to this vantage. All the vantages designed to
support the work of MAM will be described in detail in this chapter.
Woods (1991) general guidelines for representation design were followed in order
to better support domain problem-solving and information extraction. The quality of the
mapping of the domain data from the ADS to the displays was of utmost concern in the
design process. The displays were designed to portray data in the context that defines its
meaning. Changes to domain events will be displayed in the various vantages. The
portrayal of workload is an emergent feature that is perceived from the indexing of events
in relation to time and to other events that are happening in close proximity. The
vantages serve as an external memory aid of the timeline and status of MAM sorties.
Direct cue action triggers exist. For example, the handoff function button will display an
alert when it is five minutes out by highlighting the button in yellow, possibly blinking,
showing the characters for 5 minutes, as well as affording the access for further handoff
capabilities by selecting/clicking on that button. The displays do support interruption
management by providing critical information that allows the MAM to get up to speed
quickly. Preattentive features are used to impart information without capitalizing
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attention, such as color-coding of aircraft sorties, and the current status of the sortie and
mission. The displays designed also follow Woods (1984) suggestion for increasing
visual momentum by using landmarks. The color-coding of aircraft icons and the
matching outline color around each sortie‘s timeline serve as consistent landmarks across
the vantages that allow for ease in transitioning between vantages without getting lost.
Iterations of the design vantages and the information included occurred after
initial feedback with the MAM vision stakeholder and the WOC/AOR Director. See
Appendix E to get a sense of what the original design was and the feedback behind
design iteration changes. Also, relevant design feedback from the survey (from Appendix
F) will be discussed in the course of this chapter. Further approximation of effective
support for the MAM (more design iteration) would likely occur with more subject
matter expert feedback.

Tasking and Status Vantage
The Task and Status Vantage (see Figure 14) can be expanded for MAMcontrolled sorties of interest or retracted for sorties that the MAM may need to be aware
of but is not currently a concern (e.g, sortie controlled by a particular SOC, but MAM
may be gaining control of that aircraft in a handoff soon). Design inspiration for this
vantage came from AFRL‘s VSCS status display (see design inspiration discussion in
chapter 3), but with several modifications and the information mapped to the display was
tailored for the MAM.
Many of the information elements that are critical to understanding the status of
the aircraft and mission tasking, and identifying information are included. Methods of
communication and coordination should be available by clicking on the appropriate task
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button. In addition, other affordances for calling up various displays to carry out tasks are
included in this vantage.
The call sign of an aircraft /sortie (e.g. Retro65) is the most important method of
identifying the sortie/aircraft and is the first information element in the display (top left
hand side). Other very important information elements follow on the top two lines. The
initial display did have most of the information that the SME wanted to see, but was not
necessarily in the preferred order. The order of information was revised based on the
initial design feedback. The information elements included in this vantage are in Table 9.

Table 9. Information Elements Included in Task and Status Vantage.
Call sign of an aircraft /sortie
Indication of MAM controlled versus ―other‖ controlled (blue box
surround)
Where the control agent located (WOC or particular SOC)
Radio Frequency
Color coded aircraft icon with type of aircraft (MQ1 or MQ9) and
weapons configuration and status (weapon will disappear off icon if used)
Tail number, mission number, and MSN priority
Current altitude and emergency altitude
Launch and Land LRE, KU frequency
Type of control using (pre-programmed, point and click, etc)
Color coded current status of sortie (enroute, on target, returning to base,
lost-link, etc)
Scheduled/Actual launch, land, handover from LRE, next ETA (arrival to
next employment area with supported unit), RTB, handback to LRE and ability
to edit these and click now to write current time for these
Current fuel, oil pressure, and bingo fuel with button to access calculation
aids for Bingo
Alert messages and red outline of function buttons to indicate the need to
inspect a problem
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Buttons to access further capabilities (intercom, control request, handoff,
loiter now, AV Control, Ops check, MSN Planning, Rover, Health and status,
video feed, crew, and bingo)
Indication of when a handoff is occurring soon (5 minute warning) and when
ops checks are due

The various buttons provide affordances for accessing other displays that the
MAM may need but does not necessarily need to see all the time. What these displays
would look like and the information included in each was not a part of the scope of this
thesis. Clicking on the intercom button should bring up an intercom palette that
activates/enables communication with the crew for that sortie. The control request
button is available to send a request for immediate handoff to a GCS crew. The GCS
crew should also be able to send a request to MAM that would pop up on his displays.
Coordination should be routed through appropriate C2 channels (SOC director,
WOC/AOR Director) at the same time, with the ability to rapidly click ―concur.‖ The
Handoff button enables access to controls for accomplishing handoff of aircraft. It also
displays a 5 minute warning when applicable and highlights the box in yellow. A Loiter
Now button affords the ability to command an immediate preset loiter when necessary
due to high workload or contingency conditions. The AV Control button offers access to
aircraft control options. The Ops Check button brings up displays needed to perform
checks and appropriate dynamic checklists. It also counts down the time to the next ops
check. The box is highlighted in yellow when the ops check is due in 5 minutes.
Alternately, with advancements, ops checks could potentially be automated, and only
inform the MAM when there is a problem. The MSN Planning button would bring up
appropriate planning displays and simulation/editing capabilities. A Rover button brings
up rover video set-up capabilities. A Health & Status button enables drill down to
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detailed displays for inspecting any problems in this area. Box will have yellow or red
highlights if there is a vehicle health issue. It may beneficial to have the box blink if the
issue is critical (red). The Video Feed button affords the ability to select options for
display of video feed for that particular sortie. The Crew button brings up details of
current crew, and next crew where that information is available. Lastly, the BINGO
button brings up aids (possibly from the Skynet system) to help calculate BINGO fuel.
Although certain advancements in technology were assumed, as discussed at the
beginning of this chapter, this analysis was also somewhat grounded in the current reality
of Predator information system‘s level of automation. These various capabilities,
represented by the buttons discussed, could be further analyzed to determine what actions
are allocated to computer automation and what activities the human should still perform.
These are analyses that would need to be performed for a full MAM solution.
One of the questions in the survey was ―Is there utility in giving the MAM access
to further capabilities (represented by the various buttons) from the context of the current
sortie in question?‖ One participant answered, ―Yes, there is utility in this concept. Keep
the buttons as is. I think you have a good level of capability represented. I cannot think
of any other buttons to add. Definitely have them placed off to one side in a keypad-type
of arrangement (like you have now).‖
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Figure 14. Tasking and Status Vantage Expanded View (top) and Retracted View
(bottom).

Suggestions for Changes to Tasking and Status Vantage
There is more work to be done with this vantage. The area for fuel and oil was
added here as a placeholder for this information, but should be displayed as analog
gauges rather than just digital readouts. There was varying opinion in the initial design
walkthroughs with SME‘s as to whether the mission scheduled/actual information should
be displayed in this vantage since it is also in graphical form on the timeline vantage.
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This may need more exploration. A comment from the survey was that ―the list of
scheduled/actual times is difficult to read in its current format.‖ If the scheduled/actual
items are kept in this view, then they will need to be made more readable.
Current thinking on the expanded and retracted views based on feedback is that
perhaps all should be retracted until MAM decides to expand an individual sortie he/she
would like to inspect further. One survey participant reported, ―I like the idea of a
retracted data screen that only appears when required.‖ However, the information in the
retracted view would need to change if MAM is in control of it. The original retracted
views were designed with the notion that this is the information needed if the sortie was
controlled by a SOC GCS, but that the MAM would be getting it back eventually. There
needs to be more reflection on what is the minimally necessary information in a retracted
view if the MAM is currently in control of that sortie.
Also, rather than have other-controlled sorties in a retracted view and taking up real
estate, one method would be to have just the icons with call signs in an area by squadron
currently controlling it. The MAM would have the option of pulling up that sortie for
inspection and it would automatically be displayed in retracted view once the MAM gets
assigned that sortie for handoff.
One SME asked, ―Are all these screens designed to meet minimum button sizes for a
touch screen?‖ This author hadn‘t considered whether or not this display would be used
in a touch screen format. As mentioned previously, the intention of this initial low fidelity
prototype was to give potential future users something to react to in order to facilitate
discussion and gather more design requirements. More work would need to be done to
determine appropriate button sizes for touch screen interaction.
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Timeline Vantage
The Timeline Vantage (see Figure 15) is a stack of expanded MAM-controlled
sorties and retracted/minimal view of ―other-controlled‖ sorties indexed to time. This
vantage is to the right of the status and tasking vantage so that the two vantages can be
inspected together. Important sortie and mission tasking information and constraints are
included with roll-overs (see Figure 16) for more detail. There is the ability to expand
retracted views for sorties that MAM will be receiving soon in a handoff.
A blue vertical ―now line‖ indicates the current time and where that is in relation
to the mission timeline of events. The now line should remain stationary as the timeline
of events moves to the left as time progresses. The shaded area behind the now line
denotes events of that sortie that are in the past. It should be a user preference as to how
much of the past is displayed. The past should always display actual data as it becomes
available. The future is what is planned and would be updated as targets and other
updates are added to the sortie. The timeline should get updates from a database such as
Skynet as information becomes available. The display includes the ability to scroll
forwards or backwards in time. Feedback has indicated that the ability to inspect what has
happened in the past is important to some and not to other SMEs, so this may need
further investigation.
The MAM should have several options for sorting the timelines, such as by
control agent, next handoff, and other variables. More analysis needs to be done with
SMEs to determine what useful sorting parameters would be for MAM. There should be
the ability for the user to change the timescale (4 hours, 10 hours, 24 hours, etc), for the
set of timelines.
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The sortie line color is coded to indicate current and planned status such as
enroute, on target, lost link, return to base, etc. In this example in Figure 15, the green
portion of the line indicates when the sortie is transiting and is enroute (planned or actual)
to the employment area, orange indicates the on-target portion of the mission, and red
indicates when the vehicle needs to return to base. White might indicate lost link. The
current status is indicated by what color the line is when it intersects the now line.

The

colors used here were just a starting point and should be adjusted based on further SME
feedback. One SME did indicate that red should not be used for anything other than
emergencies.
The color coding of the outline box around the timeline should match the color of
the aircraft icon in the Tasking and Status vantage and indicates which sortie this
timeline refers to and aids in coordination (visual momentum) with the Tasking and
Status display, work management view, quick views, and the map TSD view.
Refer to Figure 15. The sortie/ mission line includes the base (DP3) the aircraft is
launching / landing from and the time of take-off and planned landing. The launch and
land icons are small vertical gray bars on either end of the horizontal sortie line. The time
is indicated by the indexing of the sortie line to the timeline above it. The time of
handover of the aircraft from the LRE to the MAM is indicated with the yellow icon that
points downward towards the sortie line and is labeled MAM01. The time, at the end of
the sortie, that the MAM is scheduled to handback the aircraft to the LRE is indicated by
the yellow icon below and pointing downwards away from the sortie line and is labeled
LRE. Roll-overs would give more detail about the event with the exact expected time
and identification and contact information for that LRE.
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Handoffs back and forth between the MAM and GCS mission crews would also
be indicated by labeled yellow icons with roll-over detail and contact information. The
yellow arrow icons pointing away from the sortie line means the MAM is handing the
aircraft off to another party. When the yellow arrow icon points into the sortie line, it
indicates that the MAM is receiving the aircraft from another party. Waypoints along the
route would be indicted by black circles on the sortie line. The planned return to base for
the aircraft sortie would be indicated by the red circle with the plus sign within it labeled
RTB.
The supported units would be displayed below the sortie line as differently
textured bars for each supported unit. The coding of the supported unit bars should be
such that the MAM can easily perceive which unit it is by glancing at it (has preattentive
features). An example might be to code with different textures. It should also be labeled
and have roll-over information. The expected time and duration with a supported unit is
displayed along with the orange mission task diamonds tying the mission line and the unit
together. Time on target and duration is indicated with orange task diamonds with a bar
extending from it with roll over capability for accessing detailed target task information.
At the beginning of a sortie, there is not much information known, but this
becomes available later during the course of the sortie. The Mission Coordinator may
enter target information for each supported units into Skynet as discussion with the
supported units progress, and it is anticipated that this information would then become
available for the timeline to draw on.
Further below the sortie line is the Air Traffic Control (ATC) line (light blue) and
the restricted operating zone (ROZ) line (brown line beginning with a ROZ barrel). The
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relevant ATC and ROZ clearance agents are displayed with green sheaths indicating that
clearance has been obtained for the portions of the sortie the sheath covers. The portion
of the lines that are not covered with a green sheath would indicate that clearance still
needs to be obtained. Roll-overs would include clearance details and contact information.
SME feedback was inconsistent as to whether or not it is useful to display clearance
information and more opinion may need to be gathered before implementing this
particular protocol.
Note that the icon protocols used here in the timeline are starting points based on
what could be illustrated in PowerPoint. It is anticipated that during any further
prototyping or implementation, any one of these icons could be changed as long as the
intended information it is meant to get across is indicated visually with some type of
graphic icon.
A useful timeline capability that was not developed would be the ability of the
MAM to simulate ―what if‖ changes to the sortie. This simulation capability proved very
powerful with the airlift timeline example discussed in chapter 3. This investigator
explored with SMEs whether or not a simulation capability might be useful for the
MAM. One SME indicated that there was enough valuable information in the MAM T&T
displays that the operator could pick up quickly, so that a simulation capability was not
necessary. Another indicated that a simulation of routes capability would be more useful
on the geo-spatial map display. This author is not completely convinced that some type
of simulation capability with the timelines wouldn‘t be useful for exploring which
particular aircraft sortie would be a good candidate for acquiring for a higher priority
pop-up mission that occurs. This would occur in the course of the MAM researching
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available aircraft for the WOC/AOR Director for new taskings that come down from the
CAOC. It may be worthwhile to explore this concept further with SMEs.
Other information, that at least one SME thought might be useful to add to the
timeline, was information about the airfield at which the aircraft is expected to land. In
particular, it was suggested that it would be useful to display or notify the MAM if
landing at a particular airfield is impossible due to a current attack against that airfield.
Another useful piece of information might be whether or not there will be an issue with
landing due to the limited capacity of an airfield. It may also be useful to display to the
MAM the implications of an airfield‘s closing or limited capacity to the sortie‘s
requirements. Given a closed airfield, does the vehicle now have enough fuel to make it
to an alternative airfield? What time does the vehicle need to start returning to an
alternate base? What are the closest alternative airfields? A simulation capability might
be useful here. The potential usefulness of this information for the MAM and how to
display it should be further explored.
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Figure 15. Timeline Vantage Expanded View (top) and Retracted View (bottom).
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Figure 16. Timeline Vantage with Roll-over information.

One particular comment and suggestion from the feedback survey was, ―The
timeline is very busy. I think you should have a small timeline that can be expanded into
a larger timeline with a click. The small timeline should only display events that are
immediately pertinent (i.e. future events – past events – except for the sortie start time should disappear). The larger timeline should display all events.‖ This was one opinion,
but warrants soliciting more opinions and if there is some consensus, exploring what a
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minimal timeline that could be expanded to full detail would look like. Another
suggestion was that ―the history section should be collapsible.‖

Legend Of Icons
There would be a legend of icons (see Figure 17) for reference in the display. It
should be minimizeable for those who no longer need it. Icons should be consistent in all
the vantages. Icons not displayed here (but should be in the legend) are the brown barrel
indicating the ROZ and blue ATC clearance bar, and the green sheath that indicates
whether clearance has been obtained. It was suggested by an AFRL researcher in this
domain that this legend may not be needed. An alternative would be to just roll over an
icon to get an indication of what it represents.

Figure 17. Legend of Icons.

Color Coding Alternatives for Timeline Vantage
There are two color-coding options for the timeline vantage (see Figure 18). In
Option A, the sortie line color is coded for status (enroute, on target, return to base, etc.).
The box around the timeline is coded for the color of the air vehicle icon to aid visual
coordination. In Option B, the sortie line color is coded for the color of air vehicle icon
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to help discriminate and identify what sortie it is. The current status is displayed in the
task & status vantage. Another possibility with Option B is to indicate status on the
sortie line by different textures. For example, transit portion might be indicated with
arrows >>>> overlaying the sortie line, with other textures indicating the various statuses
of the sortie.
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Figure 18. Design alternatives for Timeline color coding.

Quick Views Vantage
The intent of the Quick Views Vantage (see Figure 19) is to be able to quickly see
what‘s coming up next for launches, handoffs, return to base, and potentially other
events. There would also be a quick view with just MAM major events, as an alternative
to workload management view, to aid in workload and time management. This view will
be discussed in the section titled alternative for displaying workload management
information. Clicking on the colored vehicle icon would highlight that sortie temporarily
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for further inspection in the T&T display and the map. There could be an
indication/alert if handoff is 5 minutes out (such as hand-off icon flashes 5 minutes out).
Roll-overs would be available for very limited quick detail. There should be a default
view with default timescales and types of quick views displayed, but this should be
customizable by user profile. There is still the need to determine what useful timescales
would be (minutes, hours, 12 hrs, etc). There was a feedback suggestion that it would be
desirable to see what aircraft are returning to what particular bases by time period, so that
the pilot would know if adjustments need to be made to the flight due to airbase landing
limitations.
Very limited feedback on the quick views vantage was obtained from the survey
(Appendix F). One participant said the display was ―conceptually good, but too much
data compressed into too little space. It becomes difficult to do mouse roll-overs to get
pop-up windows when the lines of data are so close together.‖ Another participant‘s
suggestion on this vantage was to ―limit customization. If you need help from another
MAMer, they may not be able to help if they cannot use or find what others customize.‖
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Figure 19. Quick Views Vantage.
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Workload Management Summary Vantage
The Workload Management Summary Vantage (see Figure 20) includes the major
events MAM will need to deal with, across all sorties, (handovers from LRE, hand-offs to
and from GCS crews, handbacks to LRE, and RTBs for sorties) and indexed to time to
aid the MAM in prioritizing tasks and planning for high workload time periods. Color
coded icons above or below the event icon indicates in which sortie this event occurs for
easy referencing with the timeline, tasking/status, and map displays. Another task that
should be included in this vantage is OPS checks. Feedback on this vantage indicated
that more screen real estate should be dedicated to this view as the MAM could
potentially use it as the main display and have retracted views of the Task & Status and
timeline vantages that could be expanded when needed.

Workload
Management

7245
10

11

12

13

14

7245
7246
15

Customize

Figure 20. Workload Management Summary Vantage.

Alternative for Displaying Workload Management Information
An alterative for displaying workload management information (see Figure 21) is
to have each task on a separate line in a quick view. Roll-overs could give critical
information about each task. The color-coding of A/C icons would allow easy eye
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movement from this vantage to the relevant sortie in the timeline and task and status
vantages. The limited feedback thus far suggests that operators prefer to have both this
quick view and the workload management vantage as an option. It was suggested in the
survey that this view was more readable than the management workload summary
vantage. However, the Workload Management Vantage could be made more readable by
allocating more screen real estate to it by retracting the Tasking and Status and Timeline
Vantages until needed.
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Figure 21. Alternative view for MAM Workload Management.
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Notes Vantage

The MAM should have the capability to take notes for each sortie (see Figure 22).
There would be the capability to scroll to read notes from this module or click on notes
and get a Notes Palette popup that is more readable. Each note would include the user
login info so it is evident who posted the note (SO, pilot, MC, MAM, etc). It would be
useful to pull other‘s notes from Skynet and write to Skynet notes (when MAM adds a
note). There is a need to be able to filter notes (ex: just MAM). There should be the
capability to cut and paste from chat, email, alerts, etc, to add relevant info. MACROs
could be used to pull in information (from chat or certain documents). There would be an
expanded view and a retracted view to go along with whether the task and status and
timeline vantages are expanded or retracted. If in retracted view, the pop-up notes palette
could be accessed by clicking on the notes button.
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Figure 22. Notes Vantages.
There were suggestions from survey participants on the notes vantage. ―The notes
will be easier to read if the display is wider and the time/date group is broken out from
the note,‖ reported one participant. Another reported that ―ordinance should be in health
and status. This is transit. If I need that information I can get it but I don‘t want to stare
at it all day when I am just going A to B. Color code the icons and make them easily
discernable across all displays. Make them turn red and flash when something goes
wrong.‖

Summary of MAM T&T Design Efforts
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This initial low fidelity design concept was used as a hypothesis of support to aid
potential future users of MAM displays in envisioning the possibilities for supporting
MAM. It would have been more difficult to envision possibilities if the work domain
structure was not mapped to the domain interface. Given something concrete to react to
that is an approximation of the work domain makes it more likely that future users may
notice what‘s missing that should be added. Users can also envision alternatives and
suggest improvements. The dialog about the interface artifact became a dialog about the
work itself and new discoveries were made that helped to enrich the understanding of
what this envisioned position of the Multi-Aircraft Manager should be. Design iteration
then becomes an ever closer approximation of the work domain as embedded in the
visual design.
Earlier design walkthroughs with subject matter experts were positive and
successful in soliciting more domain information that should be displayed on the various
vantages of the MAM T&T Display as well as information that domain practitioners
thought was not necessary to display. Design improvements were made and then
presented in survey format as an unfortunate alternative to a display evaluation with very
busy Predator UAV domain experts. Survey response was very limited, but there were
some suggestions for further improvement as discussed in this chapter under each
relevant vantage‘s section.
It may be worthwhile in supporting future research in this area to sketch out what
some of these suggested improvements might look like visually. It would then be
necessary to solicit further feedback before moving forward into more expensive higher
fidelity prototyping. Higher fidelity prototyping efforts should include paying more
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attention to human factors principles, such as readability, and appropriate button sizes for
touch screen use. As mentioned previously, this initial effort put most of the focus on the
quality of the mapping of the work domain to the interface and the vantages needed to
support the work. This author would suggest workload and situational awareness studies
with future prototyped interfaces to determine the effectiveness of each vantage, as well
as the integrated display as a whole, in supporting the work tasks under various
operational tempos. This would also help determine how many UAVs the MAM could
supervise and/or control at one time.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

This thesis research represents a first exploratory attempt at investigating the
envisioned world design problem of Predator multi-aircraft control, which previously
existed in the form of a couple of Predator community vision papers and presentations.
The MAM concept is a human-centered approach for meeting the increasing demand by
combatant commanders for Predator assets. This is in contrast to an unfortunately
frequent approach of automating everything and leaving what can't be automated to the
human. This research attempted to discover and map the structure of this to-be domain,
with particular emphasis on MAM functions that lent themselves to being portrayed
temporally, to initial display design representations.
This author has described the set of integrated display vantages that make up the
MAM T&T Display. This display was ecologically designed and mapped from the
MAM work analysis as a hypothesis of the work support the MAM will need to perform
multi-aircraft management within the Global UAS work environment. This conceptual
low fidelity display, designed in PowerPoint, was used to both further the discussion of
MAM in a concrete way and enrich the work analysis, as well as to gather more display
design requirements. The display concept served as an artifact to enable potential future
users of MAM displays in envisioning the possibilities for supporting MAM. This is
called ―serious play‖ by Michael Schrage (2000), who champions the idea that in order to
create innovation, one must first simulate by giving users something to play with or react
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to. This initial design concept is only the first step in what is needed to effectively design
advanced displays to support MAM.
The cognitive work analysis and conceptual displays did indeed further the
discussion of MAM. Many debatable issues came to light during these discussions, such
as whether MAM should be working with sensor operators and mission coordinators.
One opinion is that the MAM would regularly hand off control of the vehicle to a sensor
operator for very benign mission tasks. There are some that believe that this should be an
option supported in the MAM‘s control displays but not utilized by the community on a
regular basis. Others see the MAM‘s role as purely one of transiting aircraft and
monitoring the health of the aircraft during that transit. The MAM would only be
watching the return link to be ready in case intervention is needed. Others see a more
active role that in addition to transiting, potentially includes monitoring very benign nondynamic mission portions of a sortie, and maintaining a resource reservoir of available
aircraft in the theater of operations for the direction and allocation decisions of the WOC
director.
Although there were many Predator domain practitioners that saw the MAM
vision as the direction that the Predator community needed to progress towards in order
to meet increasing orbit demands, there were others that were wary and even antagonistic
towards moving even further away from traditional aircraft piloting into greater levels of
supervisory control. However, MAM actually allows for GCS mission pilots to fly more
of the dynamic combat missions that they are uniquely trained for rather than spending
hours transiting aircraft.
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There are several potential drawbacks to a MAM concept. Although the MAM is
meant to handle only the non-dynamic portions of missions, there is no guarantee that
several missions wouldn‘t go dynamic unexpectedly at the same time, such as if bad
weather affected several aircraft in an area. Would there be enough time for the MAM to
handoff several aircraft to various GCS pilots in a very short time span? Although
advancements in handoff technology that lead to reduction in handoff time are planned
for Predator, several emergency contingencies at one time could be a problem for MAM.
Another potential drawback is high workload for the MAM. Although the displays have
been designed to help with workload issues, workload studies with higher fidelity
prototypes need to be done to determine how many aircraft the MAM can really handle,
especially when the unexpected happens. Another challenge that needs to be addressed is
the need of GCS pilots for displays that aid them in gaining vehicle and mission situation
awareness rapidly. Under the MAM concept, GCS pilots would be switching between
one dynamic mission to another, as they handoff the vehicle for more passive phases and
then gain another aircraft for its dynamic mission phase. Context switching aids would
need to be explored.
In addition to the contribution of this thesis to the understanding of the MAM‘s
goals, value and priorities, functions, activities/problems, objects, and information
elements, this thesis explored the potential value of temporal-based displays as a
complement to the prevalent map-based displays that traditionally support UAV control.
Although the jury is out on the effectiveness of these potential displays due to both the
low fidelity design methods and the limited availability of feedback, this research is
anticipated to be very useful in helping to frame the next research questions. Results from
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this initial analysis, design, and evaluation of a Predator MAM work support concept are
expected to feed further research that may utilize higher fidelity methods (e.g. computerbased prototype evaluation, simulation studies) to get at ever closer approximations of an
effective Predator MAM model of support. More domain practitioner involvement is
needed in order to be more confident in the model of support that goes forward. The next
step should be to obtain more Predator community feedback on the utility of both the
work analysis and the initial designs. Some suggested changes to the design were also
discussed in Chapter 6. After additional feedback is gathered, the analysis and displays
should be refined further. More robust research involving higher fidelity prototyping with
experimental studies of workload and situational awareness effects of design alternatives
would be a suggested step after further display design iteration.
Another objective of this research was to discover and document, through this
envisioned world design case study, what methods explored helped to inform the design
of the display representations. There is always some magic that happens between
analyzing a domain of work and designing displays. This investigator attempted to make
design synthesis a more explicit step in the design process (rather than magical) by using
the artifacts developed in the course of the work analysis (i.e., the ADS and the CAT),
and the MAM scenario (developed as a part of the social organization and coordination
analysis) in coordination with the problem-vantage-frame method of designing vantages
to inform the design. In addition, this investigator included a 6th level of the ADS to
include specific information requirements. This made it easier to use the ADS more
directly to map design requirements to the geometry and topography of the display.
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The CAT representation was useful in conjunction with the ADS and problemvantage-frame methods in considering what activities (represented as problems within
work situations) needed to be supported and which problems could be supported with the
same displays. The CAT was also useful as a checklist of sorts to see what portion of the
MAM‘s work support needs are being supported with the MAM T&T Display.
The problem-vantage-frame method of considering what display views are needed
to support the work activities complemented the cognitive work analysis nicely. Some of
the same display information may have been discovered during a control task analysis,
however, this method was easier, did not require SME participation until the feedback
phase, and led more directly and explicitly to actual vantage display designs.
Usually in Ecological Interface Design, other higher levels off the ADS would
also be mapped to the display. For example, the purpose or reason for existence and the
metrics or value measures might be displayed directly. However, in this domain, these
more abstract information constraints would likely be more useful for displaying to the
MAM‘s command and control (C2) chain (e.g,, WOC/AOR Director) then to the MAM.
The WOC/AOR Director could benefit from some of the same type of displays as the
MAM, but more work would need to be done to determine what information to include
for this position.
The guidelines of Woods (1991) on effective representation design and some of
Woods (1984) suggestions (e.g., use of landmarks) for increasing visual momentum were
met in the course of using the problem-vantage-frame method and the cognitive work
analysis products in designing ecological interface vantages to support MAM. All the
analyses and the design synthesis methods used in the course of this research informed
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the design of the MAM T&T Display. It is possible that the ADS alone could have led
to an adequate design, but the other artifacts and methods certainly enriched the
understanding of the MAM envisioned world design problem.
In conclusion, this exploratory thesis research contributed to the understanding
and further defining of the envisioned role of the Predator Multi-Aircraft Manager within
Global UAS Operations. It also contributed the MAM T&T Display as an initial and
refined hypothesis of support that can be the basis for further advanced interface research
to support MAM. It is one step in converging on a correct representation to support the
MAM‘s problem-solving. The contribution to the cognitive systems engineering
community includes the use of the abstraction decomposition space representation in an
alternative way to more deliberately support the design process for an intentional
envisioned military domain. The inclusion of activities directly in the ADS
representation, and the addition of the 6th level of information requirements was an
attempt to inform and streamline the design process with a design map that included most
if not all of the information needed to engage in an ecological design of one portion of an
envisioned world. I propose that this ADS design map was a correct representation for
this particular design process. The use of the Problem-Vantage-Frame method with the
ADS and CAT artifacts to synthesize design display vantages was an attempt to further
bridge the gap between the analysis and design processes.
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Appendix B: Larger View of MAM T&T Display (Low Resolution)
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Appendix C: Initial Analysis of MAM TSD/Map-Based Support Needed
A review of archival interviews as well as interviews partaken within the work of this
research, yielded a rather large list of potential needs for TSD/Map-based support.
• Location of Ownship (s) Icon(s) (with Roll-over of aircraft callsign, A/C
type/MDS, lat, long, altitude, heading, airspeed, weapons, fuel, and assigned chat
room)—[Would tail number also be important?]
•

Clear indication of what is MAM controlled (ownship icons?) vs other-controlled
(also on T&T display)

•

Current at-a-glance status: Enroute vs RTB vs on task vs emergency mission
(other?) (Also on T&T display)

•

Coordinate color usage in Map and Timeline Display

•

If status is RTB, need info on what base returning to and expected land time (for
sequencing)

•

Location of other Predators and other aircraft (A/C type, altitudes, call sign, fuel,
contact info, Weapons load, heading)

•

Deconfliction aiding: See other A/C in your altitude blocks (Perhaps ability to
draw a box around an area want to deconflict in and agent gathers relevant info )

•

Routes, waypoints, loiter tracks, target/tasking, (indexed geospatially and
coordinated with temporal display)

•

Target/tasking roll over info (coordinates, name, supported unit, expected time,
duration, other?) (On Timeline as well)

•

Location and shape of restricted airspace sectors (ATC, ROZ -plus owner and
contact info)

•

Ability to move from one spot to another without changing altitude

•

Basic aircraft control selectable form the map (climb, descend, simple turns)

•

Blue force tracking (BFT)—display supported units and JTAC

•

What airspace obtained clearance for (indicate clearance obtained on timeline as
well)

•

Threats to aircraft

•

Weather phenomena (clouds, turbulence, winds, ice) directly on map – be able to
turn on and off (GAMAT-like) (Need to be able to access weather satellite
imagery as needed)

•

Distance from target employment area

•

Target standoff (MC usually puts in)

•

Hand-off points (not really needed if on timeline but could put on both) -- maybe
vehicle icon flashes 5 minutes prior to handoff or hand-off icon flashes.
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•

Hand-off support (need to be able to invoke hand-off requests from map or
timeline and push buttons needed to actually hand-off vehicle)

•

Right click on icon to display lost link mission (to check)

•

Proximity warning symbology (TCAS?)

•

Alerts for 5 minutes out from handoff or tasking area, for health and status
problems, time to do ops checks, need for new route, threats, fuel management
issues (wind picked up, change in bingo fuel and RTB needed)

•

Heat windows (how many vehicles trying to land at same time) and Air Field
code red (under attack) (considering displaying on timeline or just alerts for)

•

Ability to draw and display Sensor operator containers (SOCs) and notify if SO
busts SOC (if applicable…conflicting opinions as to whether MAM will set up
SOCS for SO)

•

Ability to navigate by point and click as needed

•

Pilots should be allowed to manually control altitudes or airspeeds in flight
without re-editing the flight plan.

•

Ability to load standard routes or customized missions, including emergency
mission updates.

•

Ability to filter ROZ based on time, whether currently active, and altitude

•

Ability to route around restricted airspace (show the way to avoid when need to
RTB in a hurry)

•

Ability to zoom in and out (like Google earth) with more detail shown as zoom in

•

Ability to select keypads and automatically send mIRC formatted clearance
requests

•

Ability to highlight Predator A/C sortie in map and it highlights in T&T display
and vice versa

•

Ability to sense & avoid other vehicles, threats

•

Ability to access more detailed Health and Status from A/C icon right click menu
and perform cross-checks, ops checks (palette with dynamic checklists and
appropriate information should come up)

•

Ability to filter by time, altitude, and geographic region

•

Ability to select video feed to display from A/C icon (right click menu?)

•

Ability to know if have positive control of aircraft

•

Ability to load draw files as required by CAOC (note: there may be more
information than the MAM needs, so need ability to filter out what he/she doesn‘t
need)

•

Ability to select an aircraft to take notes, cut& paste, macro pull-ins from mIRC,
etc (may not be needed from TSD if included in T&T display)
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•

Ability to select A/C appropriate team intercom room and toggle between as
needed (could select from T&T display as well)

•

Ability to select TIVO History from right click on A/C icon

•

Simulation – drag waypoint, auto-router pops up with selection boxes for avoid
weather, avoid restricted airspace, (other?) etc. Auto-router figures the route,
indicates ATC and ROZ contact info if didn‘t choose to avoid, and asks if you
would like to ―make it so.‖ Could also display dotted ghosted line off timeline
while in simulation/edit mode.

•

Show trends (if getting off orbit due to winds)

•

Availability of History of route (2-3 hours) (Timeline should have historical info

•

Picture in picture, local and global toggle (one zoomed in, 1 out) –need to be able
to select which A/C is displayed in small picture and make it obvious. Or could
have global view as small view and large view as selected local view with pan
box (needs further discussion).

•

Subdued background & salient overlays

•

City/town/roads boundaries

•

Turn on/off town names, hill/valley contours

•

Preserve individual route information when there is overlap

•

Map should center on point clicked (should be able to pan from that point)

•

Range and bearing distance?

•

Ability to zoom in and select a target to auto-track with sensor slave control
technology? (Will MAM need this?)
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Appendix D: Early Interviews
Interview with Predator Pilot about Future Multi-Aircraft Management (MAM)
25 Oct 2007
Demographics: Currently a Predator test pilot contractor. Has previously worked on
testing MAC as an active duty pilot.
Capt Stilson briefly described Col Eggers Vision of Multi-Aircraft Management and then
asked interviewee to imagine she was in the role of the MAM. [Note: Was under the
wrong impression that MAM would be allocating missions to crew members at the time of
this interview.]
What would be the most important information to know at a glance if monitoring
approximately 25 aircraft?








Need to know location and which ones are going back to base and which ones are
heading out. Would need some indication of this on the Map. Location is currently
on TRACKER.
Priority would be good to know (if they know even know this). If know this one just
looking at old targets --take it.
Need to know fuel status so you know which one needs to be handed off first?
Need to understand fuel status in relation to which vehicle going where.
Health & Status -- things like fuel leak, oil leak, caution alerts --so you know what
need to focus on first
Time reference -- want to know when 5 minutes out from tasking area or hand-off
area. You're expected to be complete (in hand-off prep) at the point at which handing
off. If you're good you can expect the checklist to take 5-10 minutes.
When taking a handoff need to talk to folks in chat or on the phone to know when to
power up. The LRE doesn‘t have a satellite link. May take 20/30 minutes to get
ready.
Good to know weapons configuration and weapons status for each aircraft. Need to
know if someone used any of the weapons and what kind of weapons the vehicle has
if you are monitoring both the Predator and Reaper.

Is there anything else important to know?




Need to know location of other A/C are and other UAVs so can deconlict.
Need to know airspace to avoid. Where are the restrictions and clearances? If hit
Bingo fuel, need to know quickest way to get through while avoiding ROZs,
restricted air space, etc.
Need to know who to talk to about airspace. If AWACs, need call sign and radio
frequency.
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It would be nice if on the map, had a box with call sign, altitude (for
deconfliction), airspeed, weapons status. This could be off to the side or just come
up when put a curser over it.
 Weather -- see big picture satellite. Nice if had predictive display of what weather
likely to be at landing base. If winds pick up, might get back before.
 History of who was flying what at what time so you can contact that pilot if have
questions.
What do you need to know if you have to allocate taskings to different crews?



Need to know squadron availability of crews. They shouldn‘t be on the list of they
are not trained. Assuming they are checked out on everything. But could be either
MQ1 (Predator) or MQ9 (Reaper) qualified--need to know.
Squadron familiarity of AOR--One squadron might support one particular AOR .
Can't expect to be familiar with more than 2 AORs.

What might you need to know about the customers?


Supported units --if its Army people on the ground, want to know who to contact
and how, by radio or chat. Need to know call sign, radio frequency, time pilot
needs to be there, how long need to be there, and coordinates of the target.

Last parting comments:
 Have a large map in Predator global operations center (or WOC) with little blips of
aircraft and a blurb on each mission.
 Know which A/C returning to which base, so you know the critical state of each.
How many are returning to each base matters. If you have multiple aircraft
returning to the same base at the same time, it‘s a problem.
 So maybe a big screen of each AOR with color-coding for which base came out of,
include A/C info (mentioned before).
 Need a way to see that its time to take this one or that one back to base. Off to the
side see the specifics.
 Perhaps MAM could take little notes, clicks on A/C and types in notes on it.
 Timeline: Perhaps a timeline that breaks down by base which ones are coming
home and in which order, so you know which ones can task if a request comes in.
Need to see return to base (RTB) at a glance. Could enter specifics as new
requests/tasks come in and it would show up on the timeline.
 All needs to be broken down by AOR.
 Radios are a nightmare for MAC (4 aircraft). You could miss radio calls. It would
suck the SA (situation awareness) right out of you. No way to monitor 25 radios.
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Multi-Aircraft Manager (MAM) Vision Concept
Interview/ Discussion Notes:
Note1: These question topics and the associated answers/discussion were intended to
explore the MAM vision concept in more detail in order to model (with cognitive systems
engineering methods) the envisioned work domain of the MAM and inform
geographical/tactical situation display design (by AFRL/RHCI) and mission management
timeline display design (by AFIT/CI Thesis --Capt Stilson) requirements. Questions and
topics were discussed over a series of telecons.
Note 2: Notes from discussion of questions during meetings on 20 and 29 Nov 07
[Attendees names removed] were added after the appropriate question themes.
1

Need to understand difference between AOR director and MAM positions, as
well as, if MAM is separate from A/C manager position that currently exists in
WOC. Discuss the role of each, how they are similar/ different and what they
might collaborate or coordinate on?


AOR Director and MAM could be the same person (dual-hatted) for small
operations, but would be separate positions for larger operations.



MAM and AOR Director may sit right next to each other.



If very large effort, there may be one AOR Director and 2 or 3 MAMs.



In times of heavy tempo, if MAM is oversaturated, AOR Director may pull up
MAM Displays and A/C Control systems in order to take over a mission
tasking.



There should be a high level of shared situation awareness between AOR
Director and MAM, indicating potential need for access to shared displays.
- Example: A/C #1 is scheduled to complete its area survey in one half
hour. Information should be available to both AOR director and the
MAM that in ½ hour, A/C may be available for retasking (AOR
Director) and MAM can anticipate that he/she may be tasked by AOR
Director to take control from or handover control to another crew
member.



AOR Director
- Communicates with the tasking agency to determine which platform
for mission, identifies task requirements, and determines SOC crew
availability and proper control allocation as it applies to the mission.

.

It is envisioned that the AOR Director would assess the control
needs of a mission tasking to determine whether it needs a
dedicated SOC mission crew (pilot, SO, MC), a single pilot
with sensor control (in advanced cockpit), dedicated SO
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control or end user control (that MAM is pilot for), or direct
control by MAM for benign missions.
- Coordinator and Resource Allocator
- Taskings come from the LNO or SIDO at the CAOC (SODO for
Reaper)
- Decides crew availability without the help of the MAM, but may need
shared views with MAM.
- Uses the big databases, such as Skynet (formerly MITRE's UMIS)
- Coordinates with off-site SOCs ( via phone or chat) to get a crew
assigned to a mission tasking. The Squadron Operations Supervisor
(formerly MCC, more recently FOS) would assign the crew but the
AOR director might call the Ops Super and say "We're launching in 3
hours, make sure you've got good people"
- Example Scenario: There is a ground unit in need of close air support
10 miles from where the MAM is in control of a benign missiontasked Predator. ASOC requests air support from the CAOC. The
CAOC requests support for this tasking from the WOC. CAOC tells
the WOC, "this predator needs to go over and support this unit." This
all comes across CHAT. Both the AOR Director and the MAM see
this develop over chat and may anticipate it before getting the request
from the CAOC. The AOR Director will make the decision about a
crew swap and may tell the MAM to handover the mission to a GCS
crew for this dynamic tasking.
- Need to consider the shared information display needs of the AOR
director and MAM vs. pure MAM needs.


Multi-Aircraft Manager (MAM)
- Safely get aircraft from point A to point B. If there are five or six air
vehicles in theater at a time, one person can be responsible for moving
them about (between tasking areas).
- Coordinate with air traffic controllers (ATC) and comply with airspace
restrictions while moving aircraft.
- MAM could retain control of the more benign parts of missions
(benign operations management). Experience is needed to determine
what constitutes benign taskings. This determination, made by AOR
Director, may be made on the fly; does not have to be predefined.
- The MAM is not allocating missions/sorties to crew members. AOR
Director allocates to SOC. SOC allocates to specific crew members
and GCS.
- Serve as a "resource accumulator" -- collecting excess aircraft when
they are in benign stages and handing them over when they are needed
for dynamic taskings. Keeps a reservoir of ready A/C resources.
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- There may be certain events that the MAM could make decisions on
(vs AOR Director), such as returning an aircraft to base (RTB) due to
low fuel.
- MAM would be the "Aircraft Manager" that is part of the WOC
organization concept (under this vision concept).
- The "transit control station" would go away and be replaced by the
MAM station (under this vision concept). However, the MAM's work
support system needs to be software that can be called up on any
computer system versus a hardware-based solution.
- MAM has to know when to take control of a vehicle sortie (and the
associated mission tasking)
2

3

Need to understand what to call this position. It has been referred to as MultiAircraft Manager (MAM), central MAC supervisor, operations supervisor, and
multi-mission pilot over the course of papers and presentations about the vision
concept.


Some of the terms were used early on before it was determined that MAM
would sit at the WOC level.



Operations supervisor refers to Squadron Ops Super (at SOC level). It never
referred to the MAM.



Use Multi-Aircraft Manager (MAM) vs. central MAC supervisor or multimission pilot

Purpose/goals/mission/reason for existence of the system? What constitutes
success (formal or informal metrics)? Main Functions? Values/priorities? Main
tasks or processes? Most important problems the MAM will face?


Viewpoints for existence/reason for MAM:
- Theater Commander --Potential for more Predator aircraft airborne
with MAM versus one crew per aircraft
- WOC Level

.
.
.


More aircraft airborne and available for taskings
MAM serves as a benign operations manager and a resource
accumulator. MAM takes excess resources, stores them, and
gives them back when needed.
MAM enables more efficient use of A/C, by getting use out of
them while minimizing amount of interaction

Hi level Role of MAM:
- 1) Flying aircraft in transit (transit management)
- 2) Monitoring aircraft in stable orbit patterns (when not controlled by
other pilots)
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.

Q: Would monitoring status of all AOR aircraft missions be
another function/role for MAM?

- MAM would not be monitoring all missions in the AOR. MAM has
no need to actively monitor A/C he/she is not controlling so this is not
a MAM function. However, MAM may need to see status of other
missions in the AOR on an as needed basis, so these shouldn‘t be
excluded from mission management temporal displays and they
definitely stay on geographic/TSD displays. (In other words, they don't
disappear off the displays, but it should be very obvious at-a-glance to
the MAM which sorties/missions he or she is actively controlling.)


Potential metrics/value added for MAM:
- 1) Time on target (maximize)-- transit management by MAM enables
more time spent on target and less time spent flying back and forth for
GCS crews
- 2) Aircrew to A/C ratio (minimize) -- MAM enables more aircraft to
be airborne without a corresponding increase in aircrew needed to fly
them.
- 3) Response time in theatre (decrease) -- More A/C airborne and
spread across theatre makes rapid responding more likely (nearby popup events)

.
.

Note: Discussed response time issues for MAC GCS crews
(expected decrease in response time, but got a decrease in
quality of response).
The ability to rapidly switch control/handoff between crews
and ability for crews to rapidly get up to speed will be key to
realizing MAMs potential to lower response time.

- 4) Total A/C Airborne /total flight hours in theatre (increase or remain
steady?) -- maintain aircraft availability


Associated MAM Activities:
- Managing handoffs between LRE and Mission GCS
- Airspace coordination en-route and at destination. (Whoever is
controlling the A/C does the airspace coordination.)
- Monitor radios and aircraft control chat rooms for sorties directly
controlling as well as those the SO is controlling (that MAM is pilot
for). Will need to monitor airspace management chat rooms and have
access to mission chat rooms for SO controlled mission taskings.
(Much of the coordination is done via chat rooms but manned aircraft
don't have chat rooms, so there is still a need to monitor radios). [Note:
MAM is very heavy in communication needs. Could get task saturated
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very quickly. Need to consider chat and radio aiding in future
designs.]
- Use auto-pilot controls to move aircraft around (for benign but not
entirely static missions)
- Mission planning -- Route planning on the fly (hopefully with
automated aiding tools like OPUS), fuel planning, airspace
management (determining what airspace you need to request)

.

.

Could imagine Mission Planning Cel coming up with some
planned routes, gathering target requests, building target photos
to support mission, sequencing of what target and where, intel
items to gather from each target (Note: there is a vision for
Mission Planning Cell in each SOC or WOC)
MAM will still need on the fly planning tools due to the
dynamic nature of operations

- Coordination with SO for airspace limits (like setting up Sensor
operator container (SOC) in MAC GCS)
- Fuel monitoring
- Monitoring aircraft health and status for system failures and warnings

.
.

Not monitoring continuously but receiving alerts/warnings and
should be able to click on aircraft and pull up more details with
a certain level of control.
Ideally system checks and fuel checks would be automated

- Weather monitoring:

.
.
.
.

.

if and when an area will have bad weather (i.e. high
turbulence, clouds, icing)
weather at landing location
whether along route to the landing location
WX information is normally obtained from on-site weather
personnel in the WOC (There is current development of
displays and machine to machine interfacing. Falcon View
display with WX info direct from Air Force Weather Service)
Weather also obtained from Predator video imagery.
(However, video imagery does not need to be on the MAM's
display, but must be available somewhere in the room in order
to do weather checks.)

- Deconfliction/Airspace management of any sorties being controlled
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- Position Swap out (crew turn-over) --new person comes in to take
place of the current person and the outgoing crew member briefs the
in-coming crew. This could be supported by intelligently laid out
displays and a history of events and decisions made and what tasks are
coming due.
- MAM to MAM shift change coordination (see next question)
- Coordination with crews (for handovers)
4

5

What would a shift turn-over from MAM to MAM look like? What important
information would be passed? What would the MAM coming on shift need to
understand immediately to get up to speed (critical information)? What would
be helpful to have on the displays to support that getting up to speed quickly?
List these.


Would have a checklist.



Hopefully, there are displays to assist in turnover.



Would go over number of A/C airborne, then over each A/C, its status, where
it is going, when should it get there, weather, operational impacts, and
recovery timelines.

Listing of the people that the MAM would need to communicate/coordinate with
and a brief sentence of what that communication would entail.


MAM Communication/coordination:
- AOR Director
- Weather personnel
- ATC in theatre -- coordination of airspace clearance and restrictions
- LRE -- handoffs
- Mission Crews -- coordinate handoffs
- SO and MC assigned to MAM -- coordination for benign MAM
controlled missions
- End user -- coordination for benign msn, but probably done through
MC (not directly)
- Other MAMs --at shift turnover and during operations (if tempo
requires more than one MAM for AOR operations)

6

Need to understand MAM communication needs. Radio issues: If monitoring
all these missions, will the MAM need to listen to radio traffic on all sorties in
AOR or just ones actively controlling? Chat issues: what is MAM monitoring?


Monitoring just radios and chat for A/C directly controlling and aircraft where
control has been delegated to MAM supporting SO, but not all AOR sorties.



Will need to monitor airspace management chat rooms and have access to
mission chat rooms for SO controlled mission taskings. (Much of the
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coordination is done via chat rooms but manned aircraft don't have chat
rooms, so there is still a need to monitor radios). [Note: MAM is very heavy in
communication needs. Could get task saturated very quickly. Need to consider
chat and radio aiding in future designs.]
7

8

9

Understand broader concept of Global UAS Operations that MAM fits into.


Global UAS operations includes the AOR Director, the MAM (at WOC
level), and the MC (MCC?). [Note: Pretty sure this was not everything --See
WOC/SOC White paper]



The term MAM refers only to the functional part assigned to the multi-aircraft
manager, not the whole concept

How does mission briefings, preparation, and reporting change as a result of
allocating mission pieces by the MAM? Would this all occur at an accelerated
pace since mission taskings may change multiple times during a mission? Who
would be contributing to mission reporting?


Each crew briefs its own replacement at handover or turnover/crew swap



MC maintains a database of target coordinates, time on and off target, (other
data?) At the end of the mission, another intel personnel (SMIC?) pulls up the
database and generates a mission summary. [This summary would probably
occur at SOC level but the MISREPS would be reported to CAOC by the
WOC per WOC/SOC reorganization white paper.]



MAM is not involved in MISREP reporting directly

Discuss concept of supplying fresh vehicles to take place of those returned to
base for fuel or exhaustion of weapons (and any other reasons).


AOR Director and CAOC make the decision depending on ATO tasking on
whether to launch another air vehicle.



MAM would have the schedule (could be on a timeline) of:
- when a launch occurs,
- the designation of where it needs to go,
- who needs to take it from the MAM and the handover time
- when A/C scheduled to return
- who the MAM needs to take it from and handover time



If A/C A has used all its weapons, the AOR Director would get with the
CAOC and decide if they need to swap it out. Exhausting its weapons is not
reason alone to return it to base. If there is another aircraft (A/C B) covering
an area and this mission is not likely to need weapons, then you could send
A/C A without weapons to take over A/C B's tasking and send A/C B to a
tasking potentially needing weapons. Alternately, you could call A/C A to
come back early and launch a new A/C to take its place (but not as efficient a
use of resources as the first option).
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MAM needs to have overall situation awareness (SA) about missions for
shared situation awareness with AOR Director and discover any problems or
issues even if not making decisions based on the information. (e.g. fuel level,
engine temperature, number of weapons left, etc).



Some information like position and altitude should be available at a glance
while flying along for MAM. Other information should be available as alerts
if there are problems with additional ability to drill down for details.



MAC-enabled GCS would be used mainly for cooperative control missions,
not multiple independent missions.

10 Discuss how pilot/SO/MC crew concept changes under MAM? If the MAM is the
pilot for several SOs, where do these SOs and MCs sit? What is the MCs role in
regards to sorties the MAM retains control over? Are MCs constantly changing
vehicles, missions, and pilot's, SO, and end user supporting? Need to explore
how this would work. Don’t the SOs and MCs have other pilots in the GCS that
they are supporting and tied to? Would some be in "free agent" status? What
capabilities does the MAM need in order to set things up for the SO? Would the
MAM ever allocate a mission to a pilot to set up for the SO? Does MAM need to
see Sensor video feed?


MAM would have several SOs and MCs that are dedicated to MAM support,
however, SOs and MCs would remain with the sortie as it is allocated from
MAM control to another pilot in a GCS (as much as possible). Ex: SO and
MC supporting an Army unit tasking, then sortie supports a new tasking for a
Marine unit: No reason to swap out MC and SO.



It is envisioned that the SOs and MCs may reside in the various squadrons
while providing mission and sensor support and communicating with MAM
via intercom headset.



MAM is a pilot trained in airspace management and control. The MAM is the
commander of the aircraft responsible for safe operations (must monitor for),
but the MAM would not be handling the details of the mission tasking. The
SO and MC will handle the details. MAM would still monitor via chat and
radio and SO and MC would notify MAM when there is a need to take pilot
action.



The MAM coordinates the function of sensor management to a sensor
operator or a trained forward unit end user (end user sensor control only for
restricted simplified missions such as a defined 6 hour house watch). Certain
missions may require only sensor control but with ability to move around
within a defined area via autopilot capabilities. In this case, the MAM as the
pilot, coordinates airspace management, puts the vehicle in MAM orbit, and
sets up a sensor operator container (SOC) for the sensor operator to operate
the vehicle within the container's boundaries. The SO can then choose
/implement variously shaped orbit patterns (square, Figure 8, etc) or point and
click loiters to move around within the SOC. The MAM does not need to see
the sensors video feeds.
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If the mission goes dynamic, it will be up to the Operations Supervisor in the
SOC to determine how to work crew allocation:
- Could bring in a pilot (to work with existing SO and MC combo)
- OR assign it to an advanced cockpit that has both piloting and sensor
capabilities that one pilot controls (MC would still follow it)
- EX: Have a California SO controlling mission, but it goes dynamic
and the determination is made that Arizona is the best suited to the
mission tasking. In this case, Arizona SOC will probably use all crew
members assigned to Arizona SOC, so the California SO would not
follow.




There is a possibility of a combined SO/MC function for benign aspects of a
mission if normal MC-supplied data were provided directly to GCS displays.
Would need
rapid access to relevant mission data. Would also need COMM systems that
let you rapidly connect to the right end-user in the field (such as the CC at the
forward command post). This would move the MC from the current minute to
minute mission support back to an intel ―as needed‖ support (the 17th and
47th operate this way).
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11 Discussion of contingency/emergency operations for MAM. What if there are
true emergencies, where there isn’t time to handoff to another crew member?
Would lost link/emergency routing be utilized?


MAM needs to be able to access certain functions in order to quickly react to
emergency situations because handoff to another crew member is not
instantaneous. MAM would retain control and perform whatever control
actions are required to either send plane home or stabilize to get ready for
handoff to another crew member (depending on the situation).



It is preferable not to send the plane lost link implementing its emergency
mission in the system.



The MAM needs to be able to send a route to the aircraft.
- Right Click on aircraft

.
.
.
.

Control autopilot
Turn heading 270 degrees
Maintain 70 knots
Start flying home



The MAM would not have a stick and rudder.



In cases of de-icing needs, Predator would need advancements/automated
ways of handling itself



If the emergency is severe, and MAM already task saturated, then AOR
Director should be able to quickly bring up control software and pitch-in to
help.

12 Is UMIS/SkyNet Manual of MITRE mission management system to be used in
WOC a good indication of the type of information that is important? Is this a
system that one could pull information from? Discuss use of SkyNet by
WOC/SOC/Pilots/SOs/MCs. Will it actually be populated with data in real-time
or input after the fact?


UMIS now called SkyNet [Have a copy of the manual]



It‘s a Microsoft Sequel Server database. Could potentially be one source of
information for future displays if it is kept up to date in real time.



More features will be added to SkyNet.



Most people generally like SkyNet.



SkyNet is being installed now. It was in use for a few months before that as
excel spreadsheets.
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Skynet is supposed to replace systems being used with the exception that the
squadron is not interested in the fuel tracking log.



From UAS SKYNET User Guide (version 1) : "Skynet…brings together the
aircraft, aircrews, communications, payloads, in flight data, and post flight
summarization in a single database, accessible anywhere on the SIPRNET via
web browser" (p.1)

13 What systems/displays will the MAM be likely to use?


Map Display



Mission Timeline/ Tasking Status display



Chat rooms



Intercom Control



A/C mission planning capability



A/C Control capability (changes in radio frequency, programming auto-pilot
for normal transiting, setting up sensor containers, and emergency control
needs)



Access to SIPRNET



Access to SKYNET



Additional screens if AOR Director also serving as MAM (or vice versa):
Skynet consolidates most of what the AOR Director needs.

14 Need to understand the broad range of types of missions the MAM would be
monitoring. What would his list of sorties and missions monitoring consists of?
How many would he/she be likely to control him/herself at any one time? How
many sorties would a squadron typically be responsible for?


Types of missions MAM might retain control:
- Enroute missions
- Signals intelligence
- Radio relay platform
- Long duration stares (as long as no vehicle following involved)
- Note: If reliable automated dynamic target tracking were a reality (its
not right now) then could do vehicle following where MAM just
focused on airspace coordination that needed to be done



Number of sorties MAM monitoring:
- Depends on the number of aircraft assigned to a theater. Ex: Could
have 15 split between 2 theaters with a few assigned to the 17th. This
number may increase in the future.
- Number can handle at one time will depend on the availability of
automation technologies.
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15 How long are aircraft typically in transit? How many missions does one sortie
typically support? Need to understand how often customer and tasking
information will change for a single sortie and how often specific taskings might
be allocated and reallocated.


Notes removed due to releasability issues.

16 How many different bases would the vehicles be taking off and returning to?
Can we know the names of these bases or should we make some up for the
design/demonstration?


Note: There are a small number of bases in each theater that A/C launch out
of. For Display design purposes, rather than naming bases, can call them
DP1, DP2, DP6, etc.

17 Note: Monitored transit ops system is in place at 15RS and provides monitoring
only for aircraft in transit. Currently controlled by LRE. There is a proposal
under consideration for QRC for controlled transit ops. What are the important
elements that this system displays that contribute to monitoring? What is
missing? Any chance of seeing screen shots to get an idea of what it looks like
and information it includes?


There is no need to consider this system or carry anything forward in
designing MAM displays



Instead, start with AFRL MUSCIT displays, OPUS capability, etc.

18 MISC MAM design guidance:


dark screen layout- push alerts/notifications vs. excessive monitoring

19 Another predator pilot was previously asked to imagine serving in the future
envisioned MAM role and to indicate what information and capabilities might
be required to perform this role. Could you comment on the items listed below?
Do you agree/disagree? What is missing that should be here?
Note: Checkmark for bullet indicates agreement. Notes/additions/modifications are
added as a sub-bullet.
Need to know location of A/C and which ones are going back to base vs. which
ones are heading out. Would need some indication of this on the Map.

Priority of missions would be good to know (for missions where this is
known). If you know one particular aircraft is just looking at old targets,
you can utilize it for higher priority missions, if necessary.
 Note: Although certain mission may be predefined as having a
particular priority, priority is often decided on in real time.
Need to know fuel status so you know which vehicle needs to be handed
off first. Need to understand fuel status in relation to which vehicle is
going to what location.
Health & Status (and alerts)-- things like fuel leak, oil leak, caution
alerts --so you know what you need to focus on first.
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Note: Should be able to access detail of health and status if needed,
but higher level alerting should be utilized for MAM on a regular
basis.
 Note: Alerting Example -- While an A/C is over a target, the
UAV pilot looks at the return route and is alerted to a problem due
to the interaction of the return route, winds, and fuel left in the air
vehicle. There should be the capability to automate some or all of
the process for calculating BINGO Fuel and determining when the
A/C needs to Return to Base (RTB).
Time reference -- want to know when 5 minutes out from tasking area or
hand-off area. You're expected to be complete (in hand-off prep) at the
point at which handing off. If you're good you can expect the checklist to
take 5-10 minutes.
 Note: Should be in some type of alert format
Good to know weapons configuration and weapons use status for each
aircraft. Need to know if someone used any of the weapons and what kind
of weapons the vehicle has if you are monitoring both the Predator and
Reaper.
Need to know location of other A/C and other UAVs for de-confliction.
Need to know airspace to avoid. Where are the restrictions and
clearances? If hit Bingo fuel, need to know quickest way to get through
while avoiding ROZs, restricted air space, etc.
 Note: This is essential
Need to know who to contact about airspace. If AWACs, need call sign
and radio frequency.
(With additions) It would be nice if on the map, had a box with call sign,
altitude (for deconfliction), airspeed, weapons status. This could be off
to the side or just come up when put a curser over it.
 Note: There should be a graphical distinction of which aircraft the
MAM is controlling.
 Note2: Also add who's running an aircraft: pilot, dedicated
crew, MAM, etc.
 Note3: Other items to add are heading, contact frequency (for
other aircraft in theater)
Weather -- see big picture satellite. Nice if had predictive display of what
weather likely to be at landing base. If winds pick up, might get back
before and need to know if weather will be a problem.
 Note: Weather is very important! Important weather information
includes clouds, turbulence, winds (wind velocity) throughout
theater. Alerting should occur for any weather constraints that will
effect the mission and its route.
 Note: Would be nice to have automated tools like OPUS where
automated route planning is done within weather constraints and
real time weather updates would alert for need for new route.
History of who was flying what at what time so you can contact that
pilot if have questions.
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Note: Would be good to have information on the history of
handovers to include where, when, and between what people.
Supported units --if its Army people on the ground, want to know who to
contact and how, by radio or chat. Need to know call sign, radio
frequency, time pilot needs to be there, how long need to be there, and
coordinates of the target.
 Note: This is typical mission tasking data. Traditionally, this
information is in the ATO, but Predator usually gets airborne, then
gets information on first target via chat (mostly), radio, or an email
with target coordinates from the supported unit.
For Allocation Decisions: Need to know squadron availability of crews.
They shouldn‘t be on the list if they are not trained. Assuming they are
checked out on everything. But could be either MQ1 (Predator) or MQ9
(Reaper) qualified--need to know. Squadron familiarity of AOR--One
squadron might support one particular AOR . Can't expect to be familiar
with more than 2 AORs. Some Sqaudrons may only support certain types
of missions so may not be available.
 Note: Crew availability is proper knowledge to share with the
WOC, but the MAM doesn't need to know this. The AOR Director
deals with allocating missions to SOCs and the SOCs deal with
allocating to actual crew members.
Have a large map (global common operating picture) in Predator global
operations center (WOC) with little blips of aircraft and a blurb on each
mission.
Know which A/C returning to which base (RTB), so you know the critical
state of each. How many are returning to each base matters. If you
have multiple aircraft returning to the same base at the same time, it‘s a
problem.
So maybe a big screen of each AOR with color-coding for which base
came out of, include A/C info (mentioned before).
 Note: A/C launch and return at the same base. The return is more
important.
 Note: There are a small number of bases in each theater that A/C
launch out of. For Diplay design purposes, rather than naming
bases, can call them DP1, DP2, DP6, etc.
 Need a way to see that its time to take this A/C or that A/C back to
base. Off to the side would see the specifics.
 Note: Needs further reflection. Some of this was discussed under
Health & Status (and alerting)
Perhaps MAM could take little notes, clicks on A/C and types in notes
on it.
 Note: Discussion of private vs. public notes. MAM notes should
be viewable by next shift's MAM, by AOR Director and by various
crews that touch upon the mission the notes refer to.
Timeline: Perhaps a timeline that breaks down by base which ones are
coming home and in which order, so you know which ones can task if
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a request comes in. Need to see return to base (RTB) at a glance. Could
enter specifics as new requests/tasks come in and it would show up on the
timeline.
 Note: Sequencing of aircraft is important. Some bases can only
handle 2 at a time.
 Note: This may also about deconfliciton of aircraft.
All needs to be broken down by AOR.
Radios were a nightmare for MAC (4 aircraft). You could miss radio
calls. It would suck the SA (situation awareness) right out of you. No way
to monitor 25 radios.
 Note: Radio and chat room monitoring was discussed previously
(see interview/meeting notes). (MAM will be a very COMM heavy
position and would require some advanced aiding)
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Appendix E: Initial Work Analysis and Design Feedback

Interview/Work Analysis and Design Feedback Meeting with MAM Vision
Stakeholder
24 Jan 08
Purpose: Use initial design sketch to facilitate discussion of MAM display design
requirements
Note: Used presentation slides titled Multi-Aircraft Manager (MAM) Cognitive Work
Analysis and Display Design: Work in Progress, dated 10 Jan 08, to facilitate discussion.
Attendees: [Removed]
Reviewed Slide 6 titled CWA: Purposes and Functions.
Agreed upon the purposes in the slide and below:
•

MAM Purposes/reason for existence
– Multi-aircraft transit management by AOR
– Multi-aircraft MQ1/MQ9 Benign operations management by AOR
– Aircraft resource reservoir by AOR
– Enables more aircraft airborne and available for taskings without a
corresponding increase in pilots

Discussed whether there were any MAM functions that weren't listed on the slide and
whether there are any that are missing that should be there.
Airspace management and mission planning are not separate functions but implied tasks
under other functions. For instance, airspace management needs to occur under all of the
functions.
Also discussed fleet management as a possible function. Fleet management would
involve an optimal use of air vehicle resources. An example would be the determination
to delay recovery of one particular vehicle and use it for an additional tasking it if still
has usable fuel levels.
•

MAM functions
– Enroute aircraft navigation
– Benign mission execution
– Aircraft handoff management
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–
–
–
–

Airspace management -- not a separate function
Mission planning -- not a separate function
Contingency/emergency management
Fleet management (possible addition)

Briefly looked at the activities on slides 8-10. Suggestion is to ask pilots that are
currently involved in some of these activities whether or not this is a valid set of activities
for MAM.
Design Review (slides 18-23):
Reviewed Slide 18: MAM T&T display as complement to AFRL Map-based display
(and slide 23)

Discussed the overall layout of the display modules (quick view, task view, timeline
view, and notes view) and whether the task view should be adjacent to the TSD map
display to facilitate the association of missions. There were no specific layout
preferences, but it was suggested that one should consider whether or not sorties are
interrelated to determine which screens are of more value. (Note: Could consider moving
quick views to the right side of the display.)
Expressed concern with how many missions could be displayed with discernable color
differences among them, when associating missions with a particular color.
Reviewed Slide 19: Quick Views
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Prioritization Management Quick Views
Quick
Quick Views
Views

Customize

Time Scale: 8 hours
7245
7245

7246
7246

0000 0101 0202 0303 0404 0505 0606 0707 0808 0909 10 1111 1212 13 1414 1515 16 1717 1818 1919 2020 2121 2222 2323
10
16
13

Launch Schedule

The intent is to be able to quickly see what’s
coming up next for launches, handoffs, return to
base, etc.
Would also have a quick view with just MAM major
events to aid in workload and time management (not
in the design yet)
Clicking on the colored vehicle icon would
highlight that sortie for further inspection in the T&T
display and the map

Handoffs

Need to determine what useful timescales would
be (minutes, hours, 12 hrs, etc)
Could have indication/alert if handoff is 5 minutes
out (and other alertable conditions)
Roll overs available for very limited quick detail
Would be customizable

What major events should be included?

Thought quick views might be important view for AOR Director.
QV timescale should be selectable at 1-24 hours. Could use 24 hours if big picture
planning. For landings and handoffs, one hour might be appropriate. Minutes might be
appropriate for an individual mission timeline, but not for a quick view.
On issue of whether each QV should have its own selectable timescale (EX: have RTB at
8 hours and handoffs at 2 hours), the answer was that they should all be on one common
timescale. (Note: Should get more opinions on timescale preferences/options)
On issue of whether time reminders, such as 5 minutes out from a hand-off, should be
displayed in the QVs, the answer was that this should be a pop-up alert or perhaps the
handoff icon in the QV starts flashing 5 minutes out and stops when you
acknowledge/click on it.
Discussed an overall MAM Task Timeline. Possibilities include 1) a particular quick
view that would include only the MAM's tasks that are coming up, or 2) all the MAMs
major events on a single timeline.
Specific discussion took place on the second option "all the MAMs major events on a
single timeline". Suggest taking larger part of the screen (than quick views) and include
events such as:






launch & recovery times
handoffs
time of first arrival to target area (there will be many different targets, but first is
most important to display Not meaningful to record every single time on and off
target.)
anticipated start of return to base (RTB-when have to start heading home)
Need to be able to filter on this combined MSN view
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On issue of whether having an overall MAM task timeline view (combined sorties)
would negate the need for any quick views, answer was that the quick views may still be
useful. Different people may want to do things different ways.
Need to support big picture sequencing of tasks to do first (across all the missions) as
well as individual mission/sortie information and tasks. Have to draw the line
somewhere (can't display everything). Ops checks are on the borderline (see next
comments).
Reminders/alerts: Items such as fuel checks, ops checks would not be displayed in the
combined MAM task view (or the QVs), but instead there should be reminders/alerts to
accomplish these for each mission responsible for. Also, could include some type of
button that indicates "show me Ops check times." [Note: Perhaps Ops check button
turns yellow 5 minutes out and then red if ops check is overdue, in addition to alert
messages.}
Review of Slide 20: Tasking and Status:
Tasking and Status

OEF

MAM01

Retro65

MQ-1

Priority?

1HS07245001

Launch:
Handover:
Tail#01-2011
Handback:
Notes
Land:
02

+ -

Crew

AGM-114K

X2
R:1
L:1

Lat: 39.63
Long: -84.21
Hdg: 300 deg

Rover freq
MSN
Planning

Loiter
Now

GCS005/SO SO1

SOC--15
MQ-1
MQ-1

LRE: ICAO1/ICAO1

Scheduled
07245 07:25:00
07245 07:55:00 Now
07245 14:55:00 Now
07245 15:25:00 Now

KU freq

OEF

Radio freq

Calculate BingoXX RTB: 07245 14:55:00 Edit Now

WOC

Tail#01-2011

Actual
07245 07:25:00

Alt: 0000
Speed: 100 kts
Fuel:
Health
&Status

AV
Control

Radio
Radio freq
freq

RTB: 07245 14:55:00
1HS07245001

07245 07:26:08

Expanded View for
MAM Controlled
Sorties

Crew

+ -

LRE: ICAO1/ICAO1

Lat: 39.63
Alt: 0000
Long: -84.21 Speed: 100 kts
Hdg: 300 deg Fuel:

Both views would
need further
iteration with
operators
Retracted View for
“other controlled”

Need to understand what is most important to include.
What should not be on here? What is missing?

Discussed expanded vs. retracted view (in slides) and what information should be on
each. Some additions and deletions were suggested.

Expanded View Discussion:
The Call signs are assigned to an aircraft, not a particular person. The call sign
(Retro65) should be the 1st piece of information on the task view in clear letters. This is
how each sortie is referred to (versus mission ID or tail number). The whole crew can
be contacted by the call sign. If you want to talk to the pilot you would say "Retro65
Pilot, this is the MAM1, or Retro65 Sensor, this is MAM1, etc."
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Radio frequency is the voice frequency (to contact the crew). KU frequency is the
satellite to use to send commands to the aircraft. Rover frequency is for transferring live
video over.
For radio freq, display the title with each frequency (ex: Tower Five -- 215.9)
Want to be able to control frequency, to change it, to assign it. Perhaps include a button
that brings up FM or AM, turn squawk on and off.
Crew button (access to what crew is currently assigned to this sortie and next crew if
applicable)--bring down to the bottom with other buttons.
Suggest that TOP LINE should include: Call sign, color icon, who's in control, radio
freq (but radio freq could go on another line).
Bingo Fuel should be displayed next to A/C fuel. Currently use Falcon View to help
calculate Bingo fuel. Bring up auto-router tool for RTB and pilot adjusts it (for winds?)
and calculates. It would be nice if falcon view would calculate Bingo fuel and just pass it
on from machine to machine. (Note: SKYNET has some type of fuel calculator, but it is
not clear whether it is calculating Bingo Fuel.)
RTB (Return to Base) occurs either for fuel reasons or designated land times. Use
SKYNET database value.
Priority-- there is no official system for priorities. Wish the CAOC would come up with
one. Could just say High, medium, low or assign some numerical symbol. The CAOC
(perhaps the LNO) would have to be the one to decide on priority. (Note: Not sure
whether to leave this in as a placeholder for the future or take it out.)
LREs should be listed as DP6, DP3, versus ICAOs or names of bases. There are
multiple LREs (2 in OEF, 3 in OIF).
Add a Handoff button that would bring up appropriate checklists and Air vehicle
control screen/s
Also, need some way of getting to:
1) appropriate OPS check checklists and displays
2) rover set-up
3) appropriate checklist and control screens for handovers and handbacks to and from
LRE, MAM, and GCS. These have different tasks associated with each of the 4 different
types.
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Thoughts on purpose for design effort: Need to demonstrate a design with an integrated
workflow and individual controls. Include idea of task oriented checklists. Show power
of an integrated tool (vs many different systems and displays).
KU frequency -- Need this for handovers but maybe not continuously.
Rover freq -- may not need continuously. Perhaps push button to display.
Latitude, Longitude, Heading, Speed -- don't need on task view. Should have available
on the map view, at least as a mouse over.
Altitude and Fuel -- have on display.
Don't need a permanent display of launch, hand-over, hand-back and land, on the task
view since these are also displayed on the timeline.
Utility of Loiter now button --would be good for putting a vehicle "on-hold." Would
need to specify ahead of time what action that would take (default loiter type from
current position).
Air Vehicle control button -- should bring up access to all the command menus, list of
available A/C checklists. Checklists should be dynamic rather than static (controls
embedded in them). There would be a bunch of things available under this button. (Note:
this would need further exploration to determine exactly what should be available here
for AV control.)
Could call the Mission Planning button "Auto-pilot" instead. This would give access to
capability to set up routes or edit routes, and different modes of control. Could set up
loiters here. (Note: Probably would set up Sensor Operator Containers here as well.)
Add an Intercom button that would bring up a meet me room for each aircraft and can
talk to everyone associated with that air vehicle. (Note: Probably need a way for SO and
MC to ping MAM to go to intercom for particular air vehicle.)
Customization of displays: should be able to tailor displays to hide certain things, but
there should be a default button that returns it to standard display format.
Retracted View Discussion:
Top line same as expanded view, but radio freq not that important for retracted view.
Include: Call Sign of A/C, Who's in control (GCS, SOC-15, WOC, etc), color coded
vehicle icon, altitude (for easier deconfliction), intercom button, button for taking control
of vehicle.
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No need for MSN ID or tail number (since have call sign), but debatable. If doing
mission management with Mission Coordinator (MC) then may use mission number
rather than call sign.
Need to have capability to request control of a vehicle either in task views or on map or
both. Communicates to GCS --"MAM Station 01 requesting control of A/C (Call sign?)
--agree or not?" Also need capability to functionally take control of a vehicle so can
acquire handoff. (Note: AOR Director may tell MAM to take control of a vehicle. For
MAM, other-controlled sorties or in retracted view. Could have button for request
control that sends a message to current pilot to handover control to MAM. Needs further
exploration to determine how this would work.)
Review of Slide 21: Timeline
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Notes
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MAM1
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RTB

ICAO
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Timeline shows take-off and planned landing, which base launching from and landing
at, handovers and who is receiving the handover, waypoints, types of loiters, return
to base, supported unit for a particular time period, tasks related to time, particular
ATC and a green sheath to indicate that required clearance was obtained, ROZ
information and whether or not clearance was obtained. What is missing? What is
not needed?
A simulation mode would allow for changing mission parameters and accessing
repercussions. Need to explore usefulness of sim mode.
Would Base operating hours and maximum on ground info need to be displayed?
All elements would have roll over info for more detail. For instance, rolling over ATC
element would give the name, contact information and a time that clearance was
received. What information should be in each roll-over?

Note: Did not discuss what would be displayed in the roll-overs for different graphic
elements on the timeline. Some examples are included in slide 23.
Now line is missing from this slide, but would be indicated and past would be shaded
behind the now line.
Discussed utility of a ghosted "as originally planned" line. This is not necessary. Unless
you are trying to return to a previous plan, it doesn‘t matter. Just display current plan.
As things change, the timeline changes.
Base/ICAO/LRE for take-off and landing -- Use DP6, DP3 vs ICAO.
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Icons for Handover, handbacks, hand-offs with indication of who it is handed-off to
are okay. (Note: The particulars of the icons themselves will change.)
Use of waypoints (black circles on timeline) that correspond to waypoints on the map
are a good way to connect a point on the map with where you are on the timeline and
vice versa.
Return to Base (RTB) icon is important enough to be red. (Note: RTB could occur while
GCS in control, and the vehicle is handed over to MAM to return it to base. This could
be several hours or a short time before landing time depending on how far the transit is
to landing base. )
Task icon (diamond on timeline) --there will be some pre-planned but most will not be.
(Note: Should know what supported units will be supporting even if don't know the
targets or tasks yet. As these are uploaded in SKYNET, they can be displayed on the
timeline. Consider line off of task diamond to indicate how long performing a particular
task.)
Mission Line color --currently color matched to AV Icon in task display and icon and
route on map. Discussed other possibilities. There is an additional need to show status,
such as enroute, on target with a unit (maybe orange), Returning to base (red?), preimposed hand-off (maybe light-blue). Suggested potential of 2 stacked lines. The first
line displays the status and is colored coded in the intervals where that status is
applicable. Could possible color saturate current status versus planned status. The second
line is the mission color. (Note: Another possibility is to make the mission line grey
(icon in task view will still be color coded) and include the different colored status
intervals on the mission timeline itself. Needs further consideration as to what best way
to display this would be. )
Supported units -- Perhaps put the names of the units in the roll-over versus displaying
it. (Example units are 1st Brigade, 82nd Airborne). Need more than just the unit name.
Put in call sign of individual (Ex: 1BCT/1CAV (1st Calvary Division), or DJF76
(Combined Joint Task Force)) Include who's controlling (call sign in chat) (Ex: DJTFCM (for Collection manager)).
The more that is one line, the better. (Note: Explore different design with everything on
one line.)
Airspace management:
ATC agency line with green sheath for time periods that have clearance and roll-over
for contact info--absolutely useful, but may be better on the map.
ROZ area line with green sheath for clearance obtained -- same thing--may be better
on the map. (Note: Consider removing these from timeline, but gather a few more
opinions first.)
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Loiter -- no value in displaying loiters on timeline.
Utility of Simulation "what-if" mode of timeline -- Perhaps simulation should be mapbased. Example scenario: MAM is asked if he/she can get up to target area in 45
minutes and how long can the vehicle stay on station (before having to RTB). Dragging
a line on map from current route up to desired location, then clicking on auto-router,
draws a new projected route line and then calculates RTB. This might all be fed to the
timeline and displayed as a ghost view or projection of the current timeline (indicating
simulation projection). (Note: This needs to be explored further. Would need some way
of selecting simulation mode and way of "making it so" (submit to air vehicle) if decide
to go forward with projected changes. Need to make sure that simulated/projected
mission changes are clear on the map and timeline from actual.)
Pass versus present on the timeline -- need to be able to move back and forth, left and
right, to inspect the past actions and look to future if not able to display in its entirety.
(Note: Need for a scroll bar or other method to move timeline forward and backwards.)
Brought up issue of how to historically account for changes in real time. The plan is that
the past would reflect whatever changes actually occurred. As changes are entered into
SKYNET or other database, the timeline would reflect those changes. Therefore, even
though the future will not be completely filled in due to the dynamic nature of
operations, the past timeline view should be accurate. (Note: Future networked
advanced cockpits may enable more real time updating versus waiting on changes to be
entered manually into SKYNET or other database to feed the timeline.)
Airfield information:
No need for Base operating hours or Maximum on ground (MOG) info.
However, heat windows (when others are landing and airfield can only handle two
landings at a time) and Airfield Code red (under attack) might be good to display on the
integrated combined msn display (versus individual mission timeline). (Note: Consider
how I might display these.)
Review of Slide 22: Notes module for each sortie
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Notes
• Notes for each sortie
• Can scroll to read notes from
this module or click on notes
and get a Notes palette popup
that is more readable
• Each note would include the
user login info so it is evident
who posted the note (SO, pilot,
MC, MAM, etc)
• Need to be able to cut and
paste from chat, email, alerts,
etc, to add relevant info
• MACROs could be used to pull
in information from certain
documents

Notes

Edit

MAM can click on
Notes or edit to
type in or cut &
paste notes from
chat or email
(scrollable)
History

More utility of pilot-oriented notes versus MC oriented. (Note: Consider pilot/MAM
only notes or filter to show only certain notes.)
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Interview/MAM Work Analysis and Design Feedback with AOR Director Role
24 Jan 08
Purposes: 1) Explore role of AOR Director as related to envisioned Multi-Aircraft
Manager (MAM), and 2) Use initial design sketch to facilitate discussion of MAM
display design requirements.
Attendees: [Removed]
Note 1: Used AOR Director Questions Word Doc (dated 18 Jan) and presentation slides
titled Multi-Aircraft Manager (MAM) Cognitive Work Analysis and Display Design:
Work in Progress (dated 10 Jan 08), to facilitate discussion. We were not able to discuss
the entire question set. The original questions are attached.
Background Experience: 1 ½ yrs MQ1 experience with 15th and 3rd squadrons, MAC
qualified
Current Role: WOC Director but deals with AOR Director work as well. Oversees Intel,
Weather, maintenance, AFSOC LNO, and AOR Directors (all called WOC directors
currently). (Note: WOC/SOC white paper denoted future organization vision and this is
not exactly how things are done currently.)
Section 1: AOR Director and MAM-related topics:
1. Why does (or will) the AOR Director role exist?
 AOR Director is the Single point of contact for all stateside MQ1/MQ9 operations
that are flown overseas.
 AOR Director oversees active duty squadrons, reserve and air national guard units
 Coordination of frequencies, LOS freq, feeds, color, IP addresses.
 Sortie deconfliction (with Skynet)
2. Main responsibilities/functions of the AOR Director within the WOC:
 Ensure safe and smooth (MQ1/MQ9) operations, such as:
- Making weather decisions
- Recall of aircraft decisions and coordination
- Working emergency missions and procedures (EPS)
- Make sure ROE and all required permissions are met when A/C is ready to
shoot
- Coordinate up and down times with CAOC (Ex: If one (AOR LRE?) is down
for MX, can coordinate for another AOR to take over the sorties. Then can go
into other AOR and increase "presence." Will ask CAOC if there is a mission
that needs supporting. The hardest part is command and control.)
- Main button for deconfliction if SIPRNet and Skynet goes down. Will have
snapshots of a moment in time to use for A/C deconfliction, if have A/C
taking off.
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- Oversee and watch for safety issues, altitudes, and whether emergency
missions conflict (becomes more difficult as CAPS increase and young
personnel increase)
Coordinate any upgrades
Funding and Manning control

3. AOR Director's priority/priorities:
 As you come on shift, have to worry about who's up, who's where, which are
kinetic and are they coordinated to shoot, what are the missions, who are the
supported units, whether or not there is a raid in a few hours, when WX issues
necessitate the need to recall A/C, and what type of timetable you are dealing
with.
4. Challenges with MAM:
 MAM may have issues with the number of aircraft he/she is able to watch
especially when there are different issues going on. [Note: Workload issues]
- There are timing and coordination issues if the MAM has to accept one
aircraft (from LRE or GCS) and almost or at the same time is handing one
back (to the LRE or GCS). Would have to coordinate the timing/sequence
well. There are issues when you can't get the return link and video [Note:
Missed some of this. Not sure if the implication was that you can only get
return link and video for one of these at a time. Need for temporal view ]
- At the same time (as handing off and handing back) the MAM may be doing
points and plots for another mission and talking to ATC at the same time.
[Note: Indicates the need for use of standard routes or auto-routing as much
as possible, Clearance request aiding, and the "Loiter Now button" when
workload it too high.]
 If an aircraft (the MAM is controlling) is watching an area and all of a sudden
there is a moving target, it will be challenging to try to hand-off to a SOC
immediately. The pilot in the GCS receiving that mission would not immediately
have situation awareness. It depends on whether or not there is a dedicated MC
and SO for each mission and they follow the mission and can get the GCS pilot up
to speed quickly. The MC will be watching chat and may be able to anticipate
when things may be getting ready to change. It also depends on types of target
sets and who is watching what ISR line.
5. Implication of MAM challenges:
 If we're talking about the same kind of technology like the MAC GCS, then
MAM may only be able to handle 4 missions. [Note: If MAM is going to handle
more than MAC then MAM would need
 MAM concept may work better if the MAM, SO, and MC are all in the same
room. Can see MAMs in the WOC but could also see MAMs in the Squadron
(SOCs). Perhaps MAM, SOs, and MCs are all in the SOC, but still coordinating
through the WOC. If there are only very benign missions (incl. transit), then
could keep in the WOC. However, it would be necessary for handoff process to be
a 1 button press. [Note: MAM Concept is based on assumption of future
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networked advanced cockpits where the cockpit has a switch for whether it is
configured for a pilot or an SO. This could allow for SOs to be geographically
separated from both the MAM and GCS pilots. Current constraints of an SO
having to be paired with a pilot in a GCS may be relaxed with AdvCockpit, but
this is an unknown.]
Note: This issue needs further exploration. Views differ across interviewees as to:
1) Where the MAM should be located,
2) Where SOs and MCs working with the MAM should be located,
3) Whether or not there should be an SO and MC working with the MAM for
each mission (Alternative is only MAM for transit portion; MAM, SO, an MC
for benign missions; or just MAM and MC with no SO),and
4) Whether MAM should be able to keep some benign missions (after transit) and
set up sensor operator containers for the SO to control the air vehicle within.

6. Mission taskings MISC:
 For now, work with the CAOC. It depends on who is trained to read into what
projects. Work also with AIG. For supported units, work with ISRD at the CAOC.
There are other missions and people supported such as 3 SOS. Different units may
request to fly for a particular day.
 MAM would know take-off, land, expected handback, call sign, idea of direction
going, supported unit (MC has info on unit). Won't know mission but may have
an idea of what it is. Just get the aircraft up and get more information later.
Coordinate with ATC (Kingpin) for airspace clearance. ROZs may "go hot" and
you have to go around unexpectedly.
- Which ATC depends on altitudes and whether east or west. Coordination is on
the high side or through chat.
 For mission planning, there is a big crew brief. Have an 8 or 10 hr shift. Get an
intel brief. Find out call sign, unit, target expected today. After the brief, the MC
will sit with the crew and discuss the possible target set.
 Falcon View has a weather tool and cursor on target. AFSOC has some nice
tools. [Note: Didn’t have in my notes what this referred to.]
 Chat would be challenging for MAM if there's one person watching all the chat
rooms. If SO and MC could be watching chat and letting MAM know what to
pay attention to that might be okay, but there are some pretty young SOs and
MCs. [Note: This indicates the need for chat-aiding tools/ attention aiding. Notes
on each sortie that pulls in relevant chat from chat rooms (via macros) could
possibly help. ]
 Some days, one MAM may fly more or less because of operational risk
management (ORM) score. MAM would probably have to turn-in the ORM
paperwork each day to the WOC Director. Things that go into the scoring are
how much you've already flown that month, if a child is sick, if having financial
trouble, etc.
7. Discuss AOR Director and MAM interactions.
 Indicated that much of this is on the slides [Note: Referring to MAM slides with
activities that include for example "Follow AOR Director’s direction concerning
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crew allocation and handoffs of air vehicle." The topic of MAM and AOR
Director Interactions may need further discussion. ]
[See Topic 8 &9 for some AOR Director and MAM interactions.]

8. Example Scenario of MAM taking back passive mission:
 A pilot in the GCS has a mission that goes passive. There's no target currently for
that particular air vehicle, but there's a tic in another kill box.
 Pilot may decide to ask is he/she can be released to go support that. Coordination
may occur through the MC who sits in the SOC.
 The MC would let the SOC Director know that the pilot's mission has gone
passive. The SOC Director would call the WOC or AOR Director and ask if the
MAM can take the passive one back, enabling the pilot to take on a dynamic
tasking. However, currently, this is not possible, politically, unless policy
changes occurred to permit it.
9. Example Scenario of MAM with benign mission that goes dynamic:
 MAM is controlling a A/C doing a long watch mission. Things could change in a
split second, go dynamic, and there is a risk that the aircraft could be lost. MAM
would have to just handoff immediately and not involve the AOR Director first,
because there would be no time. [Note: This needs further exploration. There is
also the view that the MAM may need to take some steps to get the aircraft going
in the right direction or out of harms way before handing off to a GCS pilot.]
 During ISR type of missions, you have to worry about burning the target. Winds,
altitude, and other considerations come into play. Have to make sure you're not
giving up the target. If the mission has gone dynamic and MAM is busy trying to
hand-off the air vehicle to a dynamic mission pilot, the MC is busy trying to keep
an eye on things and coordinate with supported unit, the SO is busy trying to
move the sensor ball and keep track of things. It would be challenging for the SO
to handle moving the sensor and trying to move the aircraft within the SOC so as
not to lose the target. There is also the issue of Nadir. [Note: AFRL rep brought
up the sensor-slave steering technology that could be available to help with this
problem in the future. Under sensor-slave, the sensor would auto-track any
moving targets, so this may free up the SO to use auto-pilot controls to follow any
moving targets (within the SOC set by the MAM) until the hand-off occurs
between the MAM and the dynamic mission pilot. There may still be issues if the
SOC is not big enough and the SO loses the target during the critical hand-off
period. It may be necessary for the MAM to take quick steps to expand the SOC in
the expected direction and request clearance if necessary before handing-off. ]
10. Issues on MAM and Video Feeds:
 If MAM is in the WOC, then he/she could see the video feeds on the big screen in
front, but you won't get the feed until you ask for it. The SO pushes the feed.
[Note: There has been debate over whether the MAM needs senor video feeds on
his/her displays or if the Big screen WOC feeds are sufficient.]
 In order to gain control of the aircraft from the LRE, you have to see it on return
link /command link video (different feed).You do a slight turn with the aircraft so
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the sensor ball will move and you know from the video that you have positive
control. You also need it when taxiing. What about aircraft boresight? [Note: So
how does the MAM know he/she has control if doesn’t have video feed? Are there
other ways to know this?]
11. Issues of computer set-up for air vehicle control:
 Normally there is a separate computer that is set-up for each aircraft. If MAM is
controlling/flying several aircraft at one time, how would this be set up computerwise and who would do the set-ups? [Note: This is an excellent question. I do not
know the answer. The vision is to have networked control, but the MAM's
software would still need to talk to the individual air vehicle computers which
may be housed elsewhere. There are different opinions as to whether the MAM's
work support displays are a purely software solution that can be pulled up on any
computer versus a stationary terminal with some hardware behind it. Another
related issue is how to video record for playback of missions/TIVO. Who inputs
the tapes for the air vehicles under MAM control?]
Section II: Review of some initial MAM Display Sketches and Discussion of MAM
Display Requirements (Presentation slides 18-23):
Reviewed Slide 18: MAM Tasking &Timeline (T&T) display as complement to AFRL
Map-based display (and slide 23)

[Reviewed the overall layout of the MAM T&T display modules (See relevant slides for
more detail about these views):
 quick views - for quick filter way of seeing what's coming up next for launch
schedule, handoffs, RTB, etc, to aid with prioritization of tasks. Ex: Could sort by
Return to base than filter by a particular base to see the current sequence of
returns to a certain base.
 task and status view - expanded for MAM controlled, retracted for other
controlled. Has important aircraft status information, crew control and contact
information and other important information for aiding the management of
multiple aircraft at-a-glance. Button access to other displays and control
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mechanisms that would be needed for MAM to effectively manage multiple
aircraft.
timeline view - has expanded and minimal view. Contains important events
indexed to time and includes roll-overs for more detail.
notes view - to aid in taking and viewing notes about each mission, cut and paste
or macro-pull from Chat, etc]

Timescales: Should be a minimum of 24 hours. Sorties are 20 hours. One hour would be
useless.
Discussed an overall MAM Task Timeline. Possibilities include 1) a particular quick
view that would include only the MAM's tasks that are coming up, or 2) all the MAMs
major events on a single timeline. [Note: This is planned but hasn't been designed yet.]
Response was that one can currently see tasks and can declutter [Note: Not sure if this
was referring to FalconView?]
Could have 3 MAMs, so need to be able to break this out on displays, MAM1, MAM2,
MAM3.
Discussed highlighting an aircraft icon on task and status display and it would highlight
on the map display [Note: Map-based tactical situation display tailored for MAM will be
designed by AFRL]. Currently Whiteboard in MAC has color coding with a box around
each vehicle, and highlights the selection on the map display.
Reviewed Slide 19: Quick Views
Prioritization Management Quick Views
Quick
Quick Views
Views

Customize

Time Scale: 8 hours
7245
7245

7246
7246

0000 0101 0202 0303 0404 0505 0606 0707 0808 0909 10 1111 1212 13 1414 1515 16 1717 1818 1919 2020 2121 2222 2323
10
16
13

Launch Schedule

The intent is to be able to quickly see what’s
coming up next for launches, handoffs, return to
base, etc.
Would also have a quick view with just MAM major
events to aid in workload and time management (not
in the design yet)
Clicking on the colored vehicle icon would
highlight that sortie for further inspection in the T&T
display and the map

Handoffs

Need to determine what useful timescales would
be (minutes, hours, 12 hrs, etc)
Could have indication/alert if handoff is 5 minutes
out (and other alertable conditions)
Roll overs available for very limited quick detail
Would be customizable

What major events should be included?

Quick views: Quickviews are a lot like Skynet. [Note: Skynet does have some timelines.]
Within a ½ hour of launch, the MAM would be gaining the aircraft and handing it back
(to LRE) a ½ hour before land time. MAM could use some sort of reminder 15 minutes
from gaining. A 15 minute and 5 minute reminder would be useful. Thinks Quick View
are good. Twenty four hours would be a good default for this view (but selectable).
LNO enters initial information about a sortie, then LRE adds what to expect (missile,
pods, fuel). Forward units might extend the mission time.
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Review of Slide 20: Tasking and Status:
Tasking and Status
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Expanded View for
MAM Controlled
Sorties

Crew

+ -

LRE: ICAO1/ICAO1

Lat: 39.63
Alt: 0000
Long: -84.21 Speed: 100 kts
Hdg: 300 deg Fuel:

Both views would
need further
iteration with
operators
Retracted View for
“other controlled”

Need to understand what is most important to include.
What should not be on here? What is missing?

Discussed what should be in the expanded and retracted views. Didn‘t get to discuss all
the elements.
Expanded View Discussion:
Keep Launch and land, but suggest getting rid of hand-over and handback in this
view. [Note: This information would still be on the timeline view.] Suggested keeping
actuals somewhere.
RTB (return to base)-- this is the time you have to leave/start returning to base to be at
handover point 30 minutes prior to scheduled landing time. [Note: It is also a status of
the aircraft. MAM needs to understand which aircraft are currently returning to base and
which are heading out.] The pilots will handoff the aircraft to the MAM when it needs to
RTB, when the supported unit is done with it. Another reason to RTB might be for fuel
reasons.
Keep call sign, but Mission ID and Tail number may not be needed. These are all in
Skynet. However, MAM would have need for MSN ID in SKYnet. There is a preset
page in SKynet to gain the aircraft. Have to identify the particular mission with the
aircraft.
Keep KU frequency. That‘s how you gain the aircraft. It is tied to the call sign.
Rover frequency wouldn't be needed (persistently) since its in Skynet pre-set.
Latitude and Longitude --may be good if have multiple aircraft and you want to know
who's near to you. [Note: Would also be available on the map-based display so may not
be needed here. This may be something that should be customizable in this view -choose
whether to display.]
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Weapons Info: If handing back an aircraft, but it went kinetic and shot, need to know if
just have a pod or if there are weapons still on the aircraft. Instead of saying X2, put 2
graphics that disappear if shot or an X appears over it. One graphic on left and one on
right. [Note: Reaper has more weapons and would need ability to display more.]
Add oil to the display.
Health and Status --should have pop-ups in red and yellow.
There are minimum instrumentation displays that are required if flying or enroute, like
primary attitude and reference. This is in AFI-202. Certain checks and scans also need to
be done, like pitch amp, prop check, fuel check, oil check, engine light, etc.
[Note: The Flight Instrumentation requirements in AFI11-202 are below. It is not clear if
these need to be persistently displayed or be a click away. Need to look into this further. ]
AFI11-202V3
2.6. Equipment Required for Flight.
2.6.1. Flight Instrumentation. Primary flight instrumentation must provide full-time display of attitude,
altitude, and airspeed information and the capability to recognize, confirm, and recover from
unusual attitudes. Information must be positioned and arranged in a manner enabling an effective pilot
crosscheck. (For the purposes of this regulation the term “cockpit” includes ROA ground control stations)
2.6.1.1. The following flight instrumentation must always be displayed in USAF cockpits and
illuminated during night operations. Standby or emergency instruments do not fulfill this requirement,
unless specifically endorsed by the HQ USAF/A3/5 as a Primary Flight Reference (PFR).
MAJCOMs will determine any additional ROA instrumentation requirements to those listed
below.
2.6.1.1.1. Climb/Dive Angle (or pitch and vertical velocity)
2.6.1.1.2. Bank Angle
2.6.1.1.3. Barometric Altitude
2.6.1.1.4. Indicated or Calibrated Airspeed
2.6.1.1.5. Prominent Horizon Reference
2.6.1.1.6. Heading
2.6.1.1.7. Complete Fault Indications (Off Flags) to include lost communication links for
ROAs.

Retracted View Discussion:
Include: Call sign, SOC assigned, base where came from (DP6, DP8, DP16), Bingo
number, oil, fuel status, altitude/add Emergency mission altitude (in red -part of lost
link profile).
Bingo fuel-- have to get back to LRE handoff with 70 pounds left.
Review of Slide 21: Timeline
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Timeline shows take-off and planned landing, which base launching from and landing
at, handovers and who is receiving the handover, waypoints, types of loiters, return
to base, supported unit for a particular time period, tasks related to time, particular
ATC and a green sheath to indicate that required clearance was obtained, ROZ
information and whether or not clearance was obtained. What is missing? What is
not needed?
A simulation mode would allow for changing mission parameters and accessing
repercussions. Need to explore usefulness of sim mode.
Would Base operating hours and maximum on ground info need to be displayed?
All elements would have roll over info for more detail. For instance, rolling over ATC
element would give the name, contact information and a time that clearance was
received. What information should be in each roll-over?

Note: Did not discuss what would be displayed in the roll-overs for different graphic
elements on the timeline. Some examples are included in slide 23. Now line is missing
from this slide, but would be indicated and past would be shaded behind the now line.
Emergency mission should be red. [Note: Need to indicate status of mission.]
Use DP6 instead of ICAO.
History of events --need to be able to scroll back to see history as needed. [Note: Need to
add Scroll bar.]
RTB -- may not need to be red. Could be another color. Takes wind into consideration.
CFPS helps to calculate and update.
Supported unit is useful. What type of target would be useful.
Airspace management:
ATC agency line with green sheath for time periods that have clearance and roll-over
for contact info and ROZ area line with green sheath for clearance obtained -- good to
see if cleared or not (the green sheath) and who you need to be talking to.
Call sign, ROVER callsign (not sure what this is), and contact frequency, JTAC info in
addition to supported unit would be good.
No need for a "as first scheduled" line.
No need for Loiters in this view.
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Utility of a Simulation mode timeline --not really needed if have all this information on
the displays. MAM will be able to tell if he/she can handle another tasking with a
particular aircraft.
Utility of airfield operating hours or maximum on ground issues -- not needed, but
airfield code red would be good to know. If code red, could still RTB but cant hand
back.
Review of Slide 22: Notes module for each sortie
Notes
• Notes for each sortie
• Can scroll to read notes from
this module or click on notes
and get a Notes palette popup
that is more readable
• Each note would include the
user login info so it is evident
who posted the note (SO, pilot,
MC, MAM, etc)
• Need to be able to cut and
paste from chat, email, alerts,
etc, to add relevant info
• MACROs could be used to pull
in information from certain
documents

Notes

Edit

MAM can click on
Notes or edit to
type in or cut &
paste notes from
chat or email
(scrollable)
History

Notes -- there is currently a pass down log (excel spreadsheet) that has fuel issues, MX
issues, etc. [Note: It may be good for the MAM to have a macro that pulls in relevant
information from this pass down log and also a way to perhaps choose to export any
notes he/she takes here in this interface and send them to the pass on log.]
****Design comments and suggestion will be taken into consideration with the comments
and suggestion of others to determine what changes, additions, deletions should be made
to the initial design sketches as the design concept moves forward.***
Attachment 1: Original question set
Questions for discussion with AOR Director Role
Note: These question topics are intended to 1) get a general sense of the AOR Director
role within the Global UAS Management concept of operations, and 2) get an
understanding of potential work and design requirements for the envisioned future MultiAircraft Manager (MAM) from the perspective of the AOR Director. If time is limited,
focus would be on interactions of AOR Director and the MAM and a review of initial
display design sketch (in slide presentation).
1. Why does (or will) the AOR Director roles exist?
2. What are the main responsibilities/functions of the AOR Director within the
WOC?
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3. What's your main priority/priorities? What do you have to juggle? Are there any
metrics you have to maintain/what constitutes success?
4. How is AOR Director's work different from WOC Director's work?
5. What are the major activities that occur throughout the shift that support the main
functions? What takes up most of your time? What is challenging vs. routine?
6. Who/what roles (in WOC/SOC/CAOC/other) does the AOR Director
coordinate/communicate with?
7. What is main purpose of and method of that coordination/communication?
8. What systems/computer displays/equipment/whiteboard/greaseboard is needed to
do your work?
9. Is Skynet good indication of type of info needed by the AOR Director?
10. Discuss interaction with future MAM role. How would current activities change
with the addition of the MAM role?
11. What would the AOR Director need from the MAM? What does the WOC in
general need from the MAM? (Potentially refer to slides and comment on work
analysis of MAM)
12. Discuss allocation of mission taskings and scenario example.
13. What information do you need to decide which SOC, or MAM, or MAM/SO
combo gets the mission?
14. How might the MAM work with SOs and MCs from various SOCs?
15. What happens when a MAM controlled benign or transiting mission goes
dynamic? Would the AOR Director have to talk to the SOC before the MAM
hands-off the vehicle to another pilot?
16. Discuss interaction with MCC/Sq Ops Super (if not discussed already).
17. What are examples of the types of benign missions you would choose to allocate
to the MAM?
18. What is approximate percentage of benign missions (to other types) that MAM
could maintain control over? What percentage are in-transit at any one time?
(Trying to get a sense of what the MAM's stack of missions (workload)responsible
for (transit & benign) would look like.)
19. During MAM controlled transits, should someone be monitoring video for EIDs,
weather? Controversial whether MAM should have video feeds on MAM displays
or just available in the WOC.
20. What information do you need to monitor/track for each AOR mission?
(greaseboard/whiteboard info?) How would that differ for the MAM?
21. What shared responsibilities/shared displays would you need with the MAM?
Walkthrough/review initial MAM tasking and timeline display sketch intended to
complement geographical map-based tactical situation display. (Use slides dated
10Jan08).
1. Any comments/criticisms/suggestions for improvement?
2. What MAM functions/activities are not well-supported?
3. Which MAM functions/activities are well-supported?
4. What information is missing from the displays that should be there?
5. What information is on the display that is not needed?
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Appendix F: Cognitive Work Analysis and Display Design Feedback Survey
CONSOLIDATED
Questionnaire:
Predator/Reaper Multi-Aircraft Manager (MAM)
Cognitive Work Analysis and Display Design Feedback

Purpose and Instructions This questionnaire is intended to solicit your feedback on the
work domain analysis and initial display designs for the envisioned position of the MultiAircraft Manager (MAM). Individual feedback gathered will be aggregated as a group
and used to further enrich the work analysis and improve the designs. The questionnaire
and the accompanying PowerPoint slides (with the same title) are meant to be used
together. If there are questions that pertain to a particular slide, the slide number will be
referenced. You may add space as needed to provide answers and feedback. Feel free to
cut and paste items from the power point slides to make it easier to provide comments on
certain items. You may complete the questionnaire over more than one session as you
have time. The questionnaire is divided into two sections. If you have limited time
available, and are not able to complete the entire questionnaire, then section 1 is
higher priority then section 2. You may decline to answer any question and provide as
little or as much feedback as you would like. I appreciate any questions you are willing
to respond to and any feedback you are willing to provide. Please email whatever you
have chosen to complete to Capt Mona Stilson at [Removed].
SECTION 1
1. Please list your relevant flying and/or command and control experience with
Predator/Reaper (ex: Predator pilot, single-ship and MAC qualified 15 months, and
Sq Ops Super 5 months).
Participant A:
- MQ-1 Predator Instructor Pilot (2.5 years)
- Single Ship MAC qualified (6 months)
- 15 RS Mission Crew Commander (MCPARTICIPANT C)(1 year)
- WOC Director
- (note: removed some information)
Participant B:
- (removed) Predator and Predator B instructor 10 years
- (removed) LRE pilot numerous deployments
- (note: removed some information)Wrote checklists and procedures for what is
now called the Remote Split Ops.
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-

Instructed USAF pilots in overweight takeoffs

Participant C:
- Predator pilot 5 years 1000+ hours. Not MAC qualified. Formal training
instructor and evaluator / test pilot
2. How familiar are you with the vision concept of the Multi-Aircraft Manager (MAM)?
Very familiar, somewhat familiar, never heard of it?
-

PARTICIPANT A) I am familiar with MAM

-

PARTICIPANT B) Somewhat

-

PARTICIPANT C) Never heard of it

WORK ANALYSIS FEEDBACK
Quickly scan slides 1-17 just to get a feel for the MAM work analysis. You will review
the slides in more depth as you work through questions 3-10. For each question, consider
whether there are items that should be deleted or additional items that should be added
to get to a closer approximation of the MAM’s future work. You may list any deletions
by number (if applicable) or cut and paste them from the slides.
3. Refer to slide 8 “Purposes and functions.” Any suggestions, additions, deletions?

-

PARTICIPANT A) Your presentation assumes that all aircraft must be monitored.
Keep in mind that we could send an aircraft ―lost link‖ and not look at it again
until it arrives at its programmed destination (Unmonitored Transit). With this in
mind, one basic purpose of MAM is to monitor the health, status, and route of
each aircraft as it travels to its intended destination so we can detect problems
(before the problems become emergencies).
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-

PARTICIPANT B) I think that by the time MAM is ready for service, the UAV
itself may be capable of executing a strike without the pilot. Autoland and Auto
takeoff may further add to the functions.

-

PARTICIPANT C)None

4. Refer to slide 9 “Values/priorities of organization.” Any suggestions, additions,
deletions?

-

PARTICIPANT A) No suggestions

-

PARTICIPANT B) I don‘t think that because MAM takes a plane to the target
area that a crew spends more time on target. Time on target is a function of fuel
mostly. The second part of the first statement is true though, the pilots could then
only need to log the time required for combat and not transit.

-

PARTICIPANT C) Minimize aircrew to AC ratio – more aircraft may be transited
without an increase in aircrew but you will not get more simultaneous orbits or be
better positioned to handle an emergency – the ability to have more useful aircraft
airborne may or may not be the case but there will be an increase in labor
efficiency

-

PARTICIPANT C) Decrease response time in theatre – proximity to the event is
also a factor when your transit speed is only [removed] (MQ-1) [removed] KIAS
(MQ-9)

5. Refer to Slide 10 “Transit Management Function.” Any suggestions, additions,
deletions?
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-

PARTICIPANT A) No suggestions
PARTICIPANT B) None

-

PARTICIPANT C) 8. provide updates to mission planning for mission crews
example:(the aircraft is late because of strong headwinds)
25 Understand the number and qualifications of aircrew available at any given
time

-

6. Refer to Slide 11 “Non-Dynamic Operation Execution.” Any suggestions,
additions, deletions?

-

PARTICIPANT A) No suggestions
PARTICIPANT B) None
PARTICIPANT C)None
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7. Refer to slide 12 “Resource Availability Reservoir.” Any suggestions, additions,
deletions?

-

PARTICIPANT A) No suggestions
PARTICIPANT B) Slides 10, 11, and 12 seem to be mostly repeat information
PARTICIPANT C)None

8. Refer to slide 13 “Coordination/Communication.” Any suggestions, additions,
deletions?

-

PARTICIPANT A) All communication requirements are situationally dependent.
However, there should not (normally) be any reason for the MAM operator to talk
directly to a ―supported unit/end user.‖ This communication is (normally)
handled by the assigned mission coordinator.
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-

While there is a requirement for all equipment listed to be at the MAM station
(for emergencies), in actual practice the MAM operator should only need
SIPRnet, intephone, and VOIP to conduct daily operations.

-

PARTICIPANT B) None

-

PARTICIPANT C)None

9. Review slides 14 “Envisioned Capability and Display Needs.” Any suggestions,
additions, deletions?

-

PARTICIPANT A) No suggestions
PARTICIPANT C)None

10. Review slide 17 “Debatable Issues”. These debatable issues are also included below.
Please weigh in on these issues and add any others that you see as a challenge to
implementing the MAM concept of control.

-

-

a. Should MAM position be located in the WOC or SOC or both? Please give
your rational.
PARTICIPANT A) MAM should only be located at the WOC. This placement
will shorten critical lines of communication (since all aircraft are tasked by and/or
through the WOC anyway). Also, placing a single MAM station (for each
supported AOR) at the WOC will reduce system-wide manpower requirements
since each SOC will not need to man an independent MAM station.
PARTICIPANT B) WOC would seem to be most efficient as an orbit could
likely be handed off to any squadron operating in the AOR and integration with
the WOC CC would be necessary
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b. The main responsibility of the MAM would be A/C transit from LRE
handover to employment area. Should MAM also be able to control the
occasional very benign non-dynamic task portion of a sortie (such as long
stares)?
- PARTICIPANT B) Yes
- PARTICIPANT C)No if it is that easy give it to a sensor
c. Should the MAM be working with SOs & setting up Sensor operator containers
(SOCs) for them to operate within during some missions (in addition to working
with an MC)?
-

PARTICIPANT A) If possible, this option should be available just to
improve the flexibility of the system. However, I would not recommend
exercising this option on a regular basis since it would force the MAM
operator to neglect the health and status of other aircraft under MAM
control. Ideally, the MAM operator should conduct a regular crosscheck
of each aircraft under his/her control without fixating on a specific aircraft
for an extended period of time. Given a situation where the operator is
only monitoring one aircraft – limited non-dynamic surveillance work
should be an option.

-

PARTICIPANT C) Depends on the amount of aircraft you have to
monitor. If you are monitoring eight or more orbits you are most likely
too busy to work with one or multiple sensors if any problem or confusion
arises.

d. Should the MAM be working with SOs & setting up Sensor operator
containers (SOCs) for them to operate within during some missions (in
addition to working with an MC)?
-

PARTICIPANT A) This would convert MAM to MAC. As in the
previous answer – I believe the capability to do this should be built into
the system. However, I do not recommend that the capability be exercised
on a regular basis.

-

PARTICIPANT B) Yes

e. Should the MAM have each FMV feed selectable from his/her displays or just
access to it in the Ops Center?
-PARTICIPANT A) Yes, the MAM operator should be able to select and
view all feeds at his/her station.
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f. Would the MAM be required to have primary flight reference imagery for
each aircraft as per AFI111-202? If so, would it need to be persistent or just
selectable?
-

PARTICIPANT A) Yes, the MAM operator will need primary flight
reference imagery (selectable).

-

PARTICIPANT B) If the MAM operator is qualified to fly the airplane
and can fly it from the MAM with the appropriate controls, then a flight
reference would be of value. But if the plane is experiencing an autopilot
problem, then the ADI may not be very useful as some of the data on that
will be incorrect and there may not be a good way to correct from the
MAM. If the MAM is not a pilot, would they posses the skills to solve any
problems even if they had the controls.

11. In your opinion, how well does the MAM work analysis (slides 7-17) capture the
work that the MAM will need to do? If applicable, please give suggestions on areas
where the analysis falls short.
-

PARTICIPANT A) Looks good – no serious problems

-

PARTICIPANT B) Who do you imagine working the MAM station?

-

PARTICIPANT C)Needs more work.

DISPLAY DESIGN FEEDBACK
Review slides 18-31 to familiarize yourself with the MAM Tasking and Timeline (T&T)
Display Concept and then answer the questions below. Please comment on aspects of the
display you particularly like or dislike as this will aid future design decisions and
improvements. More detailed questions about several vantages are posed in Section 2 (if
you have time available).
12. Refer to slides 20-22 “ MAM T&T Display Layout of Vantages.” Any comments
on the general layout of the display?
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-

PARTICIPANT A) At first glance, the entire display seems too busy. Need to
apply more ergonomic principles to the display content and arrangement. Feel
free to use more than one screen if needed to allow for larger text/graphics.
Experience with the current WOC displays leads me to believe you‘re your
proposed displays would cause eyestrain and be tiresome to look at over a long
shift.

- PARTICIPANT A) All of the data is important, but it does not all need to be
displayed simultaneously. The main display should only give basic data for each
sortie (speed, altitude, fuel, route status, and a ―master caution‖ alert). If
something happens to a specific sortie – the master caution light for that mission
should illuminate and a dialog box explaining the failure should appear. If the
pilot wants more detail. He/she should be able to open a data window that
provides more detailed information on that sortie (perhaps on another screen).

- PARTICIPANT B) Number of colors used may exceed maximum recommended
value (3-7?) and yellow and red are reserved for cautions and warnings.
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- PARTICIPANT C)Move chat next to aircraft status as these will be referenced
together more often than the timeline
13. Refer to slide 23 “Quick Views Vantage.” Any suggestions/ thoughts about the
Quick Views Vantage?



PARTICIPANT A) Conceptually good, but too much data compressed into to
little space. It becomes difficult to do mouse roll-overs to get pop-up windows
when the lines of data are so close together.



PARTICIPANT B) Limit customization, if you need help from another MAMer,
they may not be able to help if they cannot use or find what others customize.

14. Refer to slide 24 “Tasking and Status Vantage” for this set of questions. Any
suggestions/thoughts about the Tasking and Status expanded and retracted views?
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-

PARTICIPANT A) I like the idea of a retracted data screen that only appears
when required. However, the list of scheduled/actual times is difficult to read in
its current format.

-

PARTICIPANT B) Are all these screens designed to meet minimum button sizes
for a touch screen?

15. Refer to slide 25 “Tasking and Status Vantage Task Buttons” for this set of
questions.

a. Is there utility in giving the MAM access to further capabilities (represented
by the various buttons) from the context of the current sortie in question?
- PARTICIPANT A) Yes, there is utility in this concept. Keep the buttons as is.
I think you have a good level of capability represented – I cannot think of any
other buttons to add.
b. Do you have any objections to any particular button(s)
- PARTICIPANT A) No
c. Any suggestions/thoughts about task buttons?
- PARTICIPANT A) They look good as is. I recommend that you not place the
buttons among the data fields. Definitely have them placed off to one side in a
keypad-type of arrangement (like you have now).
16. Refer to slides 26-28 “Timeline Vantage, roll-over, and design alternatives” for
this set of questions.
a. Slide 26: What is included in this timeline vantage that you feel shouldn‘t be
here?
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- PARTICIPANT A) The timeline is very busy. I think you should have a small
timeline that can be expanded into a larger timeline with a click. The small
timeline should only display events that are immediately pertinent (i.e. future
events – past events – except for the sortie start time - should disappear). The
larger timeline should display all events.
- PARTICIPANT B) The history section should be collapse-able.
b. Slide 26: What information, if any, would you like to see added to the timeline
vantage?
- PARTICIPANT A) None
c. Slide 27: Please indicate if there is additional information that should be
displayed on roll-overs.

- PARTICIPANT A) None
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d. Slide 27: Please indicate if any information should be removed from rollovers.
- PARTICIPANT A) They seem good as is, but would probably need to be
refined after operational testing.
e. Slide 28: Please indicate your preference for how to color code the timeline,
PARTICIPANT A) or PARTICIPANT B)?

- PARTICIPANT A) I prefer B
-- PARTICIPANT B) - status is very dynamic
f. Any additional thoughts on the timeline vantage?
- PARTICIPANT A) See my comments under item a. {From a: The timeline is
very busy. I think you should have a small timeline that can be expanded into a
larger timeline with a click. The small timeline should only display events that
are immediately pertinent (i.e. future events – past events – except for the sortie
start time - should disappear). The larger timeline should display all events.}
17. Refer to slide 29 “Workload Management Summary Vantage” for this set of
questions.
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a. What major events should be displayed in the MAM‘s summary view?
- PARTICIPANT A) It would be useful to add ―ops check‖ events to the
timeline (since the MAM operator will be monitoring multiple aircraft).
Unfortunately, adding additional events might make the display less readable.
b. Is there utility in displaying events such as ops-checks on here as well?
-PARTICIPANT A) See item a.{ FROM a: It would be useful to add ―ops
check‖ events to the timeline (since the MAM operator will be monitoring
multiple aircraft). Unfortunately, adding additional events might make the
display less readable.}
- PARTICIPANT C)No if it is a summary view don‘t clutter it up
c. Any general thoughts about the Workload Management Summary Vantage?
- PARTICIPANT A) Very busy/cluttered. A small cluttered timeline display
will be difficult/stressful to monitor for long periods of time.
-

PARTICIPANT B) Handoffs are important but are very simple procedures
done correctly. And handing from a MAM to a GCS should be one of the
easiest functions from the user side.
18. Refer to slide 30 “Design alternatives for MAM task summary” for this set of
questions.
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a. What is your preference for supporting the MAM‘s workload management
and prioritization needs? Do you prefer PARTICIPANT A), PARTICIPANT
B), or the option of using both for displaying all the MAMs major tasks?
-

PARTICIPANT A) I prefer the option to see both. If only one is allowed,
I prefer display B. Readability is the key to any display.

-

PARTICIPANT B) Allow both to be selected

b. Any general thoughts on supporting the MAM in deciding what to focus on
next?
- PARTICIPANT A) Not at this time.
--PARTICIPANT B) Yes it should.
19. Please refer to slide 31 “Notes Vantage.” Any suggestions/thoughts about the Notes
vantage?
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-

-

PARTICIPANT A) The notes will be easier to read if the display is wider and the
time/date group is broken out from the note (i.e. DTG offset from the note test in
the left margin).
PARTICIPANT B) None
PARTICIPANT C)Ordinance should be in health and status. This is transit if I
need that information I can get it but I don‘t want to stare at it all day when I am
just going A to B. Color code the icons and make them easily discernable across
all displays. Make them turn red and flash when something goes wrong.

20. Please refer to Slide 20 “Full T&T Display” for these next few questions intended
to sample your understanding of the displays. Any misunderstandings indicate a
problem in the design or the way I‘ve presented the display ideas.

a. Which sortie visible on the display is currently returning to base?
- PARTICIPANT A) Beast 23
-- PARTICIPANT B) Storm1 and Blazing07 (assuming the Lost Link profile
brings the plane home)
-- PARTICIPANT C)Storm 01
b. What is the current time?
- PARTICIPANT A) 10:55Z
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- PARTICIPANT B) 10:55:00Z
--PARTICIPANT C) 10:55 z
c. According to the workload management vantage, what sortie does the MAM
need to handoff next? At what time does the MAM need to handoff this
sortie?
- [Note: These are PowerPoint an the quickviews don’t match]
- PARTICIPANT A) Retro 65 and Gumbo 13. Both at 11:00.
- PARTICIPANT B) Workload display is Retro 65; however this does not
match the ―quickviews‖ or the center timeline which indicates that
Gumbo13 should be handed off soon too. PARTICIPANT B) If it is
retro65, the work area indicated just prior to 1100, however the little data
section left of the time line says it is supposed to occur at 2300.
PARTICIPANT B) If it is Gumbo13, the center time line says it too will
be handed off near 11:00, but its data section says 01:55:00
PARTICIPANT B) Quickview suggests that Blazing 07 is the next
handoff from the MAM, however it was being controlled by a GCS and is
currently lost link.
- PARTICIPANT C) The orange one which is strange because in Quick
views handoffs the pink one is next I‘m confused
d. Which sortie is due an ops check?
e.

PARTICIPANT A) Gumbo 13
PARTICIPANT B) Gumbo13….are the times in minutes? The display
is :xx there should be some sort of indication of units.
PARTICIPANT C) Gumbo 13 but it took me a long time to find this
What does an orange diamond with a duration line sitting on top of a
supported unit bat indicate?
- PARTICIPANT A) Target?
- PARTICIPANT B) Supported unit ―bar‖? Looking at whatever
they want us to?

f. What squadron and GCS is currently in control of Beast23?
- PARTICIPANT A) SOC-15 , GCS 4.
-- PARTICIPANT B) 15th RS out of GCS 4
-- PARTICIPANT C) SOC-42 GCS 16
g. Who is in control of Blazing07?
- PARTICIPANT A) Nobody – it is lost link.
- PARTICIPANT B) GA-ASI
- PARTICIPANT C)SOC-42 GCS 16
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h. When (approximately) does Gumbo13 need to be in the employment
area to support unit 3? Who is the MAM handing off to at that time?
- PARTICIPANT A) 1800. Pilot 3.
PARTICIPANT B) 1730 MAC pilot 3
- PARTICIPANT C) 1800Z I don‘t know

-

i. What aircraft will the MAM be receiving from a GCS crew next?
PARTICIPANT A) Beast 23.
PARTICIPANT B) Beast23, although quickview does not support this
PARTICIPANT C) Beast 23

j. When is Storm01 scheduled for handback to the LRE?
- PARTICIPANT A) 13:00
- PARTICIPANT B) 1300
- PARTICIPANT C) 1300Z

k. Does Retro65 have ATC and ROZ clearance for the time supporting unit 1?
-

PARTICPANT A) Yes
PARTICIPANT B) Not all of it.
PARTICIPANT C) I don‘t know

MAM SUPPORT RATINGS
NOTE: The next several questions will ask how well the MAM T&T Displays support
certain activities the MAM may need to engage in on a scale of 1-5. Please type in your
answer (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5) in front of the question. You may add space and add a comment
to any question if you would like to make a suggestion on how the displays could support
that particular activity better with some adjustment. Keep in mind that the display is not
intended to support every activity and is meant to be complementary to a TSD/Map-based
display.
1

No
support
1

No
support

2

Very
limited
support
2

Very
limited
support

3

Partial
support
3

Partial
support
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4

5

Good
support

Excellent
support

4

5

Good
support

Excellent
support

21. These questions all begin with: “How well does the MAM T&T Display support
the MAM in/to…” (Rate 1-5)
a. A4B2C4_ Understanding and complying with launch and recovery timelines?
b. A4B1C4_ Managing the flow of aircraft from the LRE to the mission
employment area?
c. A4C3___ Carrying out WOC/AOR Director‘s direction concerning crew
allocation and handoffs of air vehicles?
d. A4B3C4_ Executing handoffs and handbacks between LRE and Mission
GCSs?
e. A4B4C3_ Understanding and monitoring which aircraft are returning to base
versus heading out?
f. A3B2C3_Understand how many aircraft are returning to the same airbase to
properly sequence returning aircraft?
g. A4B2C2_Serve as aircraft commander during transit?
h. A3B1C3_Understand pre-mission planning data?
i. A2B1C2_Perform route planning or use standard routes as available, and
upload to aircraft?
j. A2B1C2_Perform airspace deconfliction?
k. A3B2C2_Perform fuel planning, updating, monitoring?
l. A3B1C2_Understand and comply with airspace restrictions?
m. A3B1C2_Coordinate airspace clearance requests with ATC and ROZ agents
enroute and at destination?
n. A4B1C1_Pilot aircraft using auto-pilot controls?
o. A3B2C2_Safety of flight issues on assigned missions?
p. A4B1C3_Perform any required ops checks, cross-checks, and checklists?
q. A4B1C3_Monitor aircraft health and status (via alerts/warnings and SO/MC
)for MAM controlled sorties?
r. A3B1C1_Perform planned emergency procedures as necessary.
s. A2B1C1_Identify threats to aircraft/and or mission
t. A4B1C3_Conduct crew swapout briefs?
u. A4B1C4_Manage workload and prioritize tasks appropriately?
v. A4B2C3_Return aircraft to LRE/base as planned or as necessary due to fuel,
health, or weather reasons?
w. A4B2C4_Provide transit management status updates to WOC/AOR Director
as necessary and to incoming MAM at shift change?
x. A4B1C2_ Execute non-dynamic mission taskings as directed by WOC/AOR
Director?
y. A5B3C4_Understand/maintain mission timeline of events?
z. A3B3C4_Understand mission tasking requirements?
aa. A4B2C4_Follow WOC/AOR Director‘s direction to maintain a supply of
available aircraft for operational taskings?
bb. A3B3C3_Receive aircraft from combat mission crews during off-target or
passive periods and maintain until needed for taskings?
cc. A4B3C4_Research available aircraft (both MAM and GCS crew controlled)
that meet mission tasking requirements as directed by WOC/AOR Director?
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dd. A4B3C4_ Obtain weapon configuration and status information as required by
WOC/AOR Director to determine appropriateness of potential aircraft to meet
taskings?
ee. A4B2C5_Provide resource availability updates to WOC/AOR Director and
incoming MAM at shift turnover?
ff. A4B2C4_Overall support for transit management?
gg. A3B2C2_Overall support for non-dynamic operations execution?
hh. A4B2C4_Overall support for resource availability reservoir?
ii. A3B2C4_Overall support for workload management?
22. In your opinion, how useful will the MAM T&T Display be as a complement to a
TSD/map-based display in supporting the work the MAM will have to do?
-

PARTICIPANT A) The display will be very useful (once people know how to
read it).

-

PARTICIPANT B) It‘s a good start. As it is, it needs work, but I think that this
will be REQUIRED to support any TSD/Map display.

-

PARTICIPANT C) Very useful but cluttered and hard to read

23. A4C3_Please rate the potential usefulness of the MAM T&T Display as a
complement to a TSD/map-based display in supporting the work of the MAM on a
scale of 1-5. Type in your response in front of the question. (1=not at all useful,
2=somewhat useful, 3= useful, 4= very useful, 5=absolutely useful)

24. Any closing comments/suggestions for improvements/feedback/concerns?
-Participant C) No additional comments.
SECTION 2
(if you have time)
MAM TSD/MAP-BASED DISPLAY NEEDS FEEDBACK
25. Review slides 32-36 regarding MAM Tactical Situation Display (TSD)/Map
support needed.
a. List any additional information or capability requirements that the MAM
would need on a combined map/TSD display.
b. List any of the requirements that should be deleted from the list of TSD/map
display needs. (You may cut & paste from the slides).
DETAILED QUESTIONS ABOUT T&T DISPLAY VANTAGES
26. Refer to slides 20 “ Full MAM T&T Display.”
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a. Any comments on the overall layout of the vantages within the MAM T&T
Display?
b. What options would you want to have for sorting the display?
c. What are useful time scales for displaying the timelines?
27. Refer to slide 23 “Quick Views Vantage” for this set of questions.
a. What major events should have their own quick view?
-

PARTICPANT B) Allow sorting of any event

b. What useful timescales should be included for quick views?
c. Would you want an indication/alert if a major event is 5 minutes out? If so,
which events? (Ex: hand-off icon flashes 5 minutes prior to scheduled
handoff)
-

PARTICIPANT B) Allow an alert that defaults to 5 minutes but can
be adjusted by operator

d. Are the roll-overs appropriate for the quick views? Please indicate if there is
more information that should be added.
28. Refer to slide 24 “Tasking and Status Vantage” for this set of questions.
a. Is there information included in the Tasking and Status (Expanded) Vantage
that doesn‘t need to be there for MAM?
b. Is there additional information that you would add to the Tasking and Status
(Expanded) Vantage?
c. Is there information included in the Tasking and Status (Retracted) Vantage
that doesn‘t need to be there for MAM?
d. Is there additional information that you would add to the Tasking and Status
(Retracted) Vantage?
e. Any additional thoughts about the Tasking and Status vantage?
f. What information would you want upon clicking on or rolling over the aircraft
icon in this vantage?
g. What additional health and status information would you want displayed all
the time versus drilling down to a detailed display?
h. Should health and status information be displayed as bar graphs showing
desired levels versus actual levels?
-

PARTICIPANT B) Would desired ever want less than 100%?

i. What are the different statuses for a sortie (such as enroute, return to base, ontarget)? What would be the proper labels for these?
j. What color conventions would you associate with each status discussed
(enroute, RTB, on-target) and any you added in [h] above?
-

PARTICPANT B) Avoid yellow and red if not a caution or warning
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k. What are the different modes or methods of control and their proper label
(such as pre-programmed, point and click, lost link, etc)?
-

PARTICIPANT B) These are all common names and are used as
slang. All three are part of “Preprogammed”
The 4 main control methods of Predator are
1. RC mode (SAS off) Remote Control
2. LR mode (SAS on) Launch and Recovery
3. Hold Modes (SAS on) various settings of heading, altitude, and
airspeed hold, where the operator can select values for the plane to
attain or maintain
4. Preprogrammed (SAS on)
a. Operational Missions
i. Loiters fall into this section
b. Emergency Missions
i. Loiters may be used here as well, but not point and
click
l. Is there utility in showing when the next ops check or cross-check is due?
-

PARTICIPANT B) Yes

m. Is there utility in a ―Loiter Now‖ capability for periods of high workload for
the MAM?
-

Yeah probably, would a practice more like an IFR EFC time be a
better way to handle that?

n. Should Scheduled and Actual times be displayed in this vantage if they are
also on the timeline vantage?
o. Is displaying the next ETA (to employment area for next supported unit)
useful?
p. Would you want to be able to click ―Now‖ next to handoff, RTB, handback,
and next ETA to indicate current time as ―actual‖ and have it write to a
mission database such as Skynet?
-

PARTICIPANT B) What would pressing “now” do?

29. Please refer to slide 31 “Notes Vantage” for this set of questions.
a. What sorts of notes would the MAM want to take about each sortie?
-

PARTICIPANT B) Anything

b. Is there utility in exporting the MAM‘s notes to Skynet and importing other‘s
notes (such as MC, other pilots) from Skynet into this view?
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Thank you for providing feedback on the MAM Work Analysis and Design. Please
email this document to Capt Mona Stilson at [Removed] f you would like a copy of
the overall combined report when it is completed, please email me. If you delay in
requesting the report until after June, you should be able to find my new email
address in the Global email search.
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APPENDIX G: Interview Notes from Site Visit to Creech Air Force Base

Notes from Knowledge Acquisition (KA) Interviews at Creech AFB
Conducted August 2-3, 2007
1
2
3
4
5
6

Objectives and Overview…………………………………………………………
Interview with Pilot 1 and Sensor Operator 1 and 432 OSS DO…………………
Interview with Pilot 2 and Sensor Operator 2…………………………………....
Interview with Pilot 3………………………………………………………….....
Interview with Mission Coordinator…………………………………………….
Tour at Predator Facility at 53rd TEG…………………………………………...
Appendix I: Original Site Visit Plan (Interview questions)

1

Objectives and Overview

Knowledge Acquisition (KA) interviews were conducted at the 432nd at Creech AFB on
8/02/07. Interviews were conducted with three Predator pilots, two Predator Sensor
Operators (SO), and one Mission Controller (MC). In addition, the KA team toured a
Predator facility at the 53TEG (8/02/07) and attended the Advanced Cockpit 432nd
Technical Interchange Meeting (TIM) on 8/03/07. The KA team included AFRL
researchers, Mark Draper and Tom Hughes, and an AFIT/CI graduate student, Capt
Mona Stilson.
The primary objectives of this site visit included:
 Explore with operators what the information display requirements and user
preferences would be for a Tactical Situation Display (TSD) that is a combination of
current Digital Map support.
 Explore with operators the critical work domain elements that should be displayed
geospatially and/or temporally to aid situation awareness and actions of the crew
during various phases of work.
 Understand the work of the Predator Crew as it relates to Multi-aircraft Control
(MAC).
 Understand the role of the WOC/SOC in Predator operations and their interaction
with the Predator crew.
 Understand the vision, current status, and issues of the Advanced Cockpit program as
it relates to or constrains future Predator Ground Control Station (GCS) displays.
The original site visit plan (with questions) is in Appendix I. In the usually dynamic
human activity of interviewing, the best laid plans tend to get set aside. There were a
multitude of questions that we did not get to ask due to time or other interview
constraints.
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NOTE: Interview notes from 2-6 below have been removed due to public releasability
issues.
2
3
4
5
6

Interview with Pilot 1 and Sensor Operator 1 and 432 OSS DO
Interview with Pilot 2 and Sensor Operator 2
Interview with Pilot 3
Interview with Mission Coordinator (MC)
Tour at Predator Facility at 53rd TEG

Appendix
Creech Site Visit Plan
For Aug07 Interviews and Observations
I. Tour and review GCS displays in training or other facility
Objective:
 Understand and catalog information elements that are included in Map displays in
GCS
 Understand various software/hardware/controls/displays that are included
 Understand what is used for mission planning/monitoring/replanning activities (if
possible)
II. Observation of pilot/SO in operational environment (If possible)
Objective:
 Understand how operators interact with their map displays
 Understand which information elements are critical to display geospatially/temporally
 Record details of any real scenarios observed and what displays/information
elements are being accessed
 Record any issues/wish lists mentioned by operators
III. Interviews with Predator Pilots and Sensor Operators (SO)
Objective:
 Understand the work of pilots/SOs as it relates to Multi-aircraft Control (MAC)
 Understand the work that map displays/temporal displays facilitate
 Understand the critical information across displays that would need to be a part of
the future Tactical Situation Display (TSD)
 Understand the general workflow of pilots/SOs
 Understand how the mission is conceptualized across time (past, present, future
considerations)
 Understand what work domain elements are critical to know at-a-glance
 Understand the process and information/display requirements for dynamic
replanning of missions
 Collect scenarios (objective is 3) of representative missions and step through tasks
recording operator interaction and information access with maps as well as
operator preferences and wish lists
 Note any workarounds/ cheatsheets used/whiteboard information, etc. Obtain
feedback on TSD, vertical & horizontal timeline displays
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Solicit willingness for further future discussions for clarification, validation, and
design reviews via email, phone, or telecons.

Approach for Interviews with Predator Pilots and Sensor Operators
(SO)





Introduce the team and give a brief statement of who we are and why we are here.
Hand out paper and pen to interviewee (facilitates sketching as they talk).
Work through themes and questions as time permits. Prioritize questions based
on time, discussions from previous interviews, etc. Adjust based on team
discussion in-between interviews.
One team member leads the questioning, pausing periodically for questions from
other team members. Other team members will have a better chance to note what
opportunities for deeper probing occurred and bring those up during pauses. Lead
may defer to other team members for certain questions. Lead is responsible for
maintaining the flow of the interview.

Specific question themes:
Opening (ice breaker)
 Introductions, hand out paper and pen
 Remind interviewee about non-classified nature of notes and ask to let us
know if anything they will say is classified. Tell us when we shouldn‘t write
something down.
 Ask about demographics and brief background of interviewee, how long in
this position, etc (keep brief)
Work role, main goals & team/org
 Can you give me just a real quick sketch of what your role is, your main goals
(at a high level), and how your role fits in with the rest of the
crew/organization/customers?
 Who do you primarily coordinate/communicate/collaborate with? (List)
Mission Types, Constraints & Mission Essential Information
 What are the main types of missions that you support? (List)
o What is the main objective of each?
o What constitutes success for each mission type? What constitutes failure?
o What are the constraints for each mission type? (ex: rules of engagements,
no loss of aircraft, no civilian casualties etc.)
o Which are most important/most frequent/most difficult?
 Imagine you were away from your station, or dealing with another mission, or
you came on shift and you're taking over a mission….. How do you get up to
speed quickly and build your situation awareness?
o What do you immediately want to know?
o What else is important?
o How do you know what you should pay attention to/deal with first?
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o How do you prioritize?
o How would you notice changes?
o Do you need to know the history of a mission (how its changed)? If so,
how much history? When is the past no longer important?
How often do things change or go wrong during a mission? What types of things?
How do you deal with the need to make changes to a mission? What
implications/consequences of changes do you have to consider? (note tools,
displays, information)
What type of information, if available, would allow you to better manage the
mission (i.e., knowledge of upcoming events, etc)?
When do you want to know the big picture…what are you looking at/thinking
about?
When do you need the details instead?
Essential information elements (list):
o What is the essential information you need to know about health & status
of the vehicle?
o What are the essential flight related information elements?
o What are the essential route related elements?
o What are the essential mission or operational related elements?
o What do you need to know about the environment (terrain, weather, etc)?
o What are the essential elements to know about threats?
o Anything else I didn‘t ask that is really important?
o ***Out of all of these you mentioned---if you had to monitor several
missions, not just one, and you needed to know the at-a-glance-status of
each one --what is the most critical -- can't do without--must knowinformation you want to know about each mission or the set of missions?
[These are clues as to what to put in a temporal mission management
display, make salient on a TSD or include in roll-overs ]***

Do you have any cheatsheets, or operator created aids that help you do your job? (
Bring up whiteboard after they have a chance to answer and what information -notice workarounds, ask for copies)

Representative Mission Scenarios & Workflow
 We'd like to really get the flavor of what your work is like and collect as many
examples of missions as possible while we're here. Can you think of a few
recent missions that might work as a good example? For now, I'd like just the
high level info. (write down high level details of mission) [repeat to get as
many mission scenarios as possible -target 3 ]
 Would you mind walking us through that mission [pick one they
mentioned]from beginning to end as though you are watching yourself on
video and telling us what you're experiencing/who you're interacting with,
what information and displays you are using, etc? Start from the beginning,
you came in to work...had your cup of coffee, any mass briefings?.
o During scenarios, need to note or probe for:
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Details of mission & objectives
Note general workflow (and shift boundaries, hand-off
information, briefings/ meetings that contribute to mission
execution, activities, etc)
 What displays are you interacting with and what information
do you need to get your work done?
 Pay particular attention to map displays and get details of
important or critical elements
 Note or probe for who communicating, collaborating,
coordinating with and the substance and method of that
coordination
 Note what was challenging, critical decisions, adequacy of
their current tools
 What information did others know that you wish you would
have known directly? What would have been helpful in the
situation --info from POC, customers, etc. What would you
have liked displayed to you somehow?
o During walkthroughs, look for opportunities (in context) to ask
specific TSD related or mission-related questions from other sections
[Need to be very familiar with questions so know where they would fit
in --otherwise will need to ask the detailed questions after scenario
walkthrough]
TSD Specific & MAC related
One of our main objectives is to design a tactical information display (TSD) that
brings in the best of what you already have and hopefully the information you wish
you had --to support your work. So.. we'll be asking some specific questions and in
some of them asking for your opinions-- based on your expertise..
 What map display is most used in MAC ops (Falconview, tracker, tsd)?
 What are things you like about your current map displays? What are things you
hate?
 What elements of each should be used in a combined display? (want specific
information requirements)
 What info is a ‗must have all the time‘ for all displayed UAVs? For selected
UAVs?
 Would you want historical information on TSD? (past routes, etc) In so, what
types/when?
 What information could be provided that would allow pilots and SOs to better
forecast future mission conditions?
 What aspects of the TSD should be mission tailored to pilots? To SOs?
 Is there any information you would have liked to have on your displays from the
POC/SOC or others (MC, customers, etc)?
 Would you have liked to have Blue Force Tracking of individuals on your
display? Under what circumstances?
 What information could be displayed to help you with airspace management
activities like deconfliction?
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North-up is the most common map orientation. Is track up ever used? Moving
map?
Would you like Link 16 data displayed from other A/C? When might this be
useful? Is the Link 16 update rate acceptable? What information?
o call sign, weapons load, fuel, and aircraft type information ?
o desire to know information on other units supporting the mission, e.g.,
sensor being used, call signs, radio frequency, aircraft altitude.
What tools/interaction with the map would be desirable?
o Drawing/marking tools?
o Symbology insertion?
o Flight inputs?
o Utility of a telestrator capability on map display?
Map background often subdued. What information is important from the map
background (for each map background used)?
Assuming health/status/system information could be added to the map symbology,
what information would you find most useful? Cautions/warnings? Data link info
(what)? TCAS info? Other status info?
An operator in a previous interview noted that clearances and authority of people
communicating on chat and radio were difficult to authenticate. Do you see this
as information that could be added to the map or other display in some way?
What filtering methods do you use with the falconview display (altitude,
geographical regions)? Others you would like (temporal)?
What do you think about moving map capabilities?
We've heard before that screen clutter can be a problem.

Can you provide examples of map display screen clutter that currently exist?

Can you provide suggestions for ways of categorizing information into
classes that would make it easier to filter by types of info? Do you have
any suggestions for decluttering?
We've heard that text messaging and warnings pop up on falconview. Is that
correct?

Concept Feedback [show them handout of displays]
There are a few folks working on temporal & vertical displays for UAV supervisory
control as well as mission control in other domains. We'd like to get your view on a few.
(VSD, Airlift Timeline, MIT Mauve Display & Mission Planning & Execution Bar)
Closing
 What's the most important thing you would want me to know and think about when
designing displays to support your work?
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Appendix H. Various Subject Matter Expert Interviews
(Removed due to releasability issues)
Squadron Ops Supervisor 1, 17 Dec 2007 (removed)
Squadron Ops Supervisor 2, 21 Dec 2007 (removed)
Mission Coordinator, 30 Jan 2008 (removed)
Squadron Ops Supervisor 2 feedback, Jan 2008 (removed)
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